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Photodissociation .of Cyclic Compounds 
in a'Molecular'Beam 

Xinsheng Zhao 

Abstract 

A discussion on the dynamics and kinematics of photo-

fragmentation-translational spectroscopy is presented, and 

the results are applied to experimental studies of four 

cycl ic compounds: hexahydro-l,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine 

(RDX), s-tetrazine (ST), cyclohexene (CHN), and 1,4-cyclohe-

xadiene (CHDN). 

In infrared multiphoton ~issociation (IRMPD) of RDX, 

the dominant primary channel is concerted triple fission to 

produce three CH2N20 2 fragments which subsequently undergo 

secondary. dissociation. Concerted reactions predominate 

over simple bond rupture not only in the number of channels, 

but also in the amount of products. 

Following 1B3U~lAg (Sl~SO) or 1B2U~lAg (248 nm) excita

tion, ST reverts to the highly vibrationally excited ground 

electronic state through internal conversion (IC), and then 

decomposes into 2HCN + N2 via concerted triple dissociation. 

The asymptotic angles between the N2 and HCN groups from the 

center-of-mass of ST are 117.2° and 114.4° for Sl~SO and 248 

nm excitation respectively. 

Comparing between IRMPD and 193 nm dissociation of CHN 
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and CHON, the same reaction has similar translational energy 

distribution, indicating that IC occurs at 193 nm. The 

retro-Oiels-Alder reaction is concerted up to an internal 

energy higher than 148 kcal/mol. C-H bond rupture and 

concerted H2 elimination were observed from both CHN and 

CHON. It is shown that the peak of the translational energy 

distribution of concerted dissociation for a moderate-sized 

hot molecule is mainly determined by the dynamics of the 

exit barrier release, and is not sensitive to either the 

amount of internal energy or the fprm of excitation. 
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CHAPTER I 

KINETICS AND KINEMATICS OF PHOTOCHEMISTRY 
VIA PTS TECHNIQUE 

I. Introduction 

Photodissociation is one of the most active areas of 

the modern physical chemistry. Among various experimental 

techniques, mass spectrometric detection of the time-of-

flight (TOF) spectrum of photo fragments in a molecular beam 

has proven to be one of the most powerful and universal 

tools. 1 This so-called photofragmentation-translational 

spectroscopy (PTS) has covered a variety of species, from 

simple diatomic to complicated polyatomic molecules. As the 

molecules become bigger and bigger, the involved chemical 

processes become more and more intricate. For example, 

secondary dissociation of the products are often observed 

among the dissociation channels. 

The basic concepts and mathematical tools for data 

analysis in PTS for primary two-body dissociation were 

developed a long time ago. since the beginning of PTS 

studies, it has been assumed that a product center-of-mass 

(c.m.) distribution in the translational degree of freedom, 
A 

P (ET , u), can be decomposed into two independent distribu-
. A. 

tions, an angular distribution, P~(U), and a translational 

energy distribution, PE (ET) . The analytical form of the 
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angular distribution was initially studied by zare,2 and was 

investigated from time to time. 3- 9 Although the basic 

consideration by Zare2 remains correct, it will be shown in 

Chapter III that the detailed interpretations given by 

previous workers need to be revised. One of the early 

discussions about obtaining PE(ET) from observed TOF spectra 

was given by Busch and Wilson. IO Although there have been 

some analytical expressions for PE(ET) in the litera-

ture,11,12 it is impossible to use one simple analytic 

function to describe PE(ET)'s, because PE(ET) strongly 

depends on the properties of individual systems. A routine 

procedure to obtain PE(ET) is, therefore, numerical fit of 

the experimental TOF spectra using trial PE (ET) . More 

detailed description for the formulas used in data analysis 

for two-body primary dissociation can be found in Lee and 

co-workers' papers. 13 ,14 For data analysis when secondary 

dissociation occurs, there also exist a few discus-

sions. II ,15 The problem in the previous derivations on 

obtaining P
E

(E
T

)10-15 is that, because only kinematics was 

discussed, the physical meanings of the quantities appearing 

in the formulas are not clear, and some of them are even 

misinterpreted. We have found that an approach beginning 

with the kinetics of the reaction describes secondary 

dissociation in the most natural and economic way. 

In this chapter, we will discuss the kinetics' as well 

as the kinematics of photodissociation in a PTS experiment 
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using model system. As a general discussion, the assumption 
A-

of the separability of P(ET,U) is not invoked, although we 

will use this assumption· in specific calculations in 

following chapters. It is hOPed that through the derivation 

of the final formulas used to fit observed TOF spectra, 

starting from general chemical and physical principles, we 

will conceptually establish a bridge between dynamical 

quantities and experimental observations. It is also hoped 

that, because the approximations used in the derivation will 

be explicitly pointed out, new directions and modifications 

for the programs in Appendices A and B will be straight-

forward. 

Although a fully quantum mechanical description can be 

used as a starting point, the semi-classical description is 

much simpler and sufficient for our purposes. Here, primary 

dissociation is defined as the dissociation of the molecules 

in the initial molecular beam, and secondary dissociation is 

the subsequent dissociation of the products from primary 

dissociation. Primary dissociation must be photodissocia-

tion, while secondary dissociation can be either photodis-

sociation or spontaneous dissociation. 

II. Primary dissociation 

A. Kinetics 

For simplicity, only one-photon initiated two-body 
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dissociation is considered, although the generalization to 

resonant multiphoton absorption is straightforward. 

body dissociation will be discussed in Chapter ~II. 

Three-

Consider that molecule R in a molecular beam has Np 

primary dissociation channels, 

hv 
R--+A +B n n n=1,2,···,N; p (1) 

where n stands for the nth primary reaction channel. We 

assume that dissociation occurs directly from states which 

are populated by photon excitation, and that these states 

can be depopulated by both di~sociation and intramolecular 

relaxation processes (including spontaneous photon emis-

sion). 

A diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1, where r i , 

r f are full sets of quantum numbers for the internal degrees 

of freedom of initial state i and final state f, connected 

by photon excitation, of the reactant R respectively, rj is 

that of the states into which f state can relax through 

intramolecular processes, an and bn are the full sets of 

quantum numbers of internal degrees of freedom of products 

An and Bn respectively, k~(rf-+an,bn) is the state-to-state 

unimolecular dissociation rate constant of the. nth disso-

ciation channel, k fj is the first-order rate constant from 

state f to state j, and the photon excitation rate "con-

stant" is 
• A 2 

k' f = ~ R' f 1<11~·Elf>1 I(X,t), 
1 A 1 

(2) 

E 
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when the transition is electric dipole allowed, where Rif is 
A 

a constant, J1. is the dipole moment operator, and f and 

I(X,t) are unit direction vector of the electric field and 

intensity of the light, respectively. If the excitation is 

not an electric dipole transition, Eqn. (2) is replaced by 

some other proper expression. In the following discussion, 

an electric dipole allowed transition is assumed. 

There are four ~eneral constraints on the system, 

namely, energy, momentum and angular momeritum conservation, 

and symmetry restrictions. since all these restrictions can 

be implied -by the magnitude of the transition matrix 

elements kif' k fj and k~(rf~an,bn)' these conservation laws 

will not be explicitly considered unless necessary. 

In a typical PTS experiment, a pulsed laser crosses a 

molecular beam with a dimension of interaction region on the 

order of 1 rom. We introduce the effective reaction time, 1, 

which is defined as the time when reactions are 'finished. 

The effective reaction time is determined by the pulse 

length of the laser and the lifetime of the energized mole

cule, and is usually shorter than the time resolution of TOF 

detection. During 1 the change of position of molecules in 

the beam is usually smaller than one tenth of the dimension 

of the interaction region. It is easy to verify that the 

momentum transfer of the photon to the molecule is negli

gible, if the wavelength of the light is in uv region or 

longer. In most cases the following approximations are 
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valid: 

There is no momentum change of the molecule when it 

absorbs a photon. (Al) 

Molecules do not change their positions during, the 

effective reaction time 1. (A2) 

with the above approximations, the following differen

tial equations to describe the kinetics 'of the system can be 

written, 

f~b J k~(rf~an,bn)NR(VR'~R,x,rf,t)dVRd~R' 
{ vAn:~~n~ 

dNBn(VBn'~Bn,x,bn,t) 
---------aE--------- = 

f~ J k~(rf~an,bn)NR(VR'~R'x,rf't)dVRd~R' 
,a 

{vBn'~~n~ , 

(3) 

. (4) 

(5) 

where Ny(Vy,~y,x,y,t) is the density of species, Y with 

respect to laboratory velocity vy and solid angle ~Y' 'and 

three dimensional spatial coordinate X, in quantum state y 

at time t, and {w, z,' • • ~ stands for the summation and 

integration being constrained ai values w,z,···. 
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In a PTS experiment, the product signal is resol ved 

according to the arrival time, T, of the fragments in the 

detector, . and the' directly measured quantity is the number 

of signal counts for, say, product A per laser shot as a n 

function of signal arrival time.in the detector. Here, we 

use t as the time variable for reaction (in the interaction 

region) and T as the time variable for detection (in the 

detector region). The following approximations are usually 

good: 

The effective reaction time 1 can be considered 

infinitely short with respect to the resolution of T •. 

(A3) 

The' size of the interaction region can be considered 

infinitely small compared to the resolution of T.16 (A4) 

Under (A3) and (A4), the TOF spectrum of species An is 

related to the quantity 

f al. bI k~(rf-+an,'bn)NR(VR,1&lR,x,rf,t)dVRd1&lRdXdt, 
, n' n 

~vAn,dVAn,1&lAn,d1&lAn~ (6) 

where NAn (VAn ,1&lAn) is the laboratory velocity distribution 

of An produced by one laser pulse. 

Nin = I NAn(VAn,1&lAn)dvAnd1&lAn (7) . 

is the total number of A produced from one laser pulse. . n 

The analYsis below is one approach towards solving Eqn. (6) 

which is a fundamental equation for data analysis. 
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The integral of (3) with respect to tgives 

dNR(VR'~R,x,rf,t) J -------aE-------- dt = 

J(~ 
1 

(8) 

where according to the definition of 1, the upper limit of 

integration with respect to t can be expanded to IX). The 

photon excited states r f which can contribute to (6) are the 

states for which the population is 0 for both t=O and t~1, 

since reactions are complete after 1. For these states the 

left side of (8) is 0, and (8) becomes 

o = ~JkifNR(VR'~R'x,ri't)dt - ~JkfjNR(VR'~R'x,rf't)dt 
1 J 

- ~ ~ kd(rf~a,b) J NR(vR'~R'x,rf't)dt (9) 
nab n n n 

n' n 

Using the rate "constant" expression (2), (9) can be 

rewritten as 

.~ARifl<il~·;lf>12.J I(X,t)NR(vR'~R'x,r.,t)dt 
1 E 1 _L ___________________________________________ _ 

~ k f . + ~ ~ kd(rf~a,b) 
. J b n n n 
J nan' n 

(10) 

For the molecules in r., the only important process is 
1 
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photon excitation, therefore, 

dNR(VR'~R,x,ri,t) 
-------dE-------- = 

- I AR'f,l<ill'·;lf'>12i(x,t)NR(VR'~R,x,r"t), (11) 
f' , f1. 1 

The density of starting molecules at time t during laser 

pulse is then 

where N~(VR;~R,x,ri) is the density of R in the molecular 

beam before irradiation. 

substituting (12) into (10), we get 

J NR(vR'~R,x,rf,t)dt = 

t 
~ - I AR'f,l<ill";lf'>1

2 J I(X,t')dt' J I(X,t) e f',f 1 0 dt 
o 

1 
---------------------. A 

I AR'f,l<ill'°flf'>1 
f' , f 1 

~ 

- I AR'f,l<ill'·;lf'>1
2 J I(X,t)dt 

(1-ef',f 1 0) (13) 
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C. Integral over X in (6) 

Clearly, if N~(VR,1UR,x,ri) and I~ I(X,t)dt are con

sidered as non-constant' functions of the position of the 

molecules X, the integral will be very complicated. 

following approximation is therefore introduced. 16 

The 

o I~o NR (VR,1UR,X,ri ) and I(X,t)dt are constants with 

respect to X within the effective interaction volume v. 

(AS) 

with (AS), integration of (6) over X simply gives a 

factor of the volume V of the interaction region. Thus, 

substituting (13) into (6), we get 

~ 

- ~ A R 'f,l<ilp·;lf'>1
2 J I(t)dt 

(1 - e f',E 1 0) dvRd1UR • (14) 

where a~ and b~ are another pair of running in~ices for the 

quantum states of An and Bn. 

D. Simplification of notation 

To simplify the writing of (14), the following quan-

10 



· ' 

tities are defined. 

IO == I~I(t)dt (15) 

is the photon fluence of the,laser pulse~ 

F(Io,"ri ) = 

A' 2 
1 , --~~-----~-----------(1 A . 2 

I- AR·f,l<il~·E If'>1 IO 
- e f',E ,1 , " " ) 

I AR'f,l<il~·Elf/>1 
f',E 1 " (16) 

iSithelaser power,. depenqence -factor of' the products. In 

the, low power limit F(Io,ri ) is independent of r i , since 

then using 

-x e " ::::: '1-x, 

F(IO,ri ) . = Io' " . (17) 

While in the high power limit, _ (16) 'approaches the' upp'er 

limit 

1 
--------------------
I·~R~f~l<il~·;lf'>12 

f',E 1 , 

(18) 

which is a function of r. and is the basis 'for the so-called , 1 

saturation effect. 

11 

The state-to-statequantities in (14) are not easy to 

be compared with PTS experiment •. It is better to group the 

summation over r f , a~ andb~ in (14) to 'terms tQat corres

pond with the c.m. 'translational' energy ETn and solid angle 

On of nth channel •. I.e.~ we can define 



over f, a~ and b~ '~ith respect to uAn and nAn' the velocity 

and solid angle of -An in the c.m. frame of R respective~y, 

is also valid, but then different forms of distribution for 

An and Bn have to be used, since they have different c.m. 

veloci ty , related to each other by momentum conservation. 

The advantage of (19) is that the distribution is the same 

for both fragments of the same reaction channel n. Using 

the above definitions, (14) becomes simpler: 

f I F(Io,ri)fn~ETn,nn,ri)N~(vR'~R,ri)dVRd~RdETndOn· 
{vAn'~An,dVAn,d~An~ (20) 

This expresses the product density as a convolution over the 
I 

abso,rption and dissociation probabilities for each type of 

molecule in the interaction zone. 

We now define'the following function, 

F(IO,ri)fn(ETn,On,ri) 
= --------------------- (2 ~) 

which is normalized with respect to ET and n , e.g., n n 

12 



f Pn(ETn,On,ri)dETndOn = 1 , 

where 

Using (21) and (23), (20) can be written as 

(22) 

(23) 

I ~ Cn(ri)Pn(ETn,On,ri)N~(vR'~R,ri)dvRd~RdETndOn • 
1. 

~vAn'~An,dVAn,d~An~ (24) 

P (ET' ,0 ,r.) is a product distribution from state r1.' of the n n n 1. 

reactant. Our experiments yield results which are averaged 

over all' molecular state and all molecules in the reaction 

zone. In ord~r to obtain this ensemble probability, we need 

define a molecular beam popUlation averaged probability, 

which is 

P (E
T 

,0 ) = n n n 

with 

----------~--------------------------------o 
NR (vR'~R) 

where 

00' 
NR{VR'~R) = ~ NR(vR'~R,ri) , 

1. 

• 

(25) 

, (26) 

(27) 

(28) 

13 

Notice that both Pn(ETn,On) and c~ are actually functions of 



molecular beam population. We introduce the following ap-

proximation. 

The internal state distribution of R is independent of 

v
R 

and ~R in a given molecular beam. (A6) 

Using (A6), (24) becomes 

(29) 

where Pn{ETn,On) and c~ are constant with respect to vR and 

~R. Pn{ETn,On) is the quantity that is typically determined 

in our experiments. It is a normalized probability, which 

when multiplied by CO yields the absolute number of disso-n . 
ciation events. 

E. Kinematics 

In a PTS experiment, product An with laboratory 

velocity vAn to vAn +dvAn at detector solid angle ~D is 

resolved according to arrival time T after passing through a 

flight length L. Therefore, the detected TOF signal, 

T 
NAn{T'~D)' should be given by 

Nin(T,MD)dT = [~£DfAn(VAn'MAn) I~;;BI dMAn)dT , (30) 

where, from vAn = LIT, 

oVA vAn I---!}I = ( 31) 
oT T 

14 



To obtain the final formula, we need to transform 

variables in Eqn. (29) from the center of. mass variables 

(ETn,On) to the variables (vAn .,1&lAn) in the laboratory frame. 

Using 

1 ~MAn 2 ETn = - ----- uAn , 
2 MBn 

(32) 

and 

a (UAn,On) 
2 

vAn ---------- = 
a (vAn' 1&lAn) 

2 uAn 

(33) 

where My is the mass of species Y, and (33) is simply the 

Jacobian for coordinate transformation, the expression for 

the TOF spectrum of An is obtained, 

(34) 

15 

Mass spectrometers do not detect the neutral An 

directly, but rather ions created by electron impact 

ionization. The efficiency of the Brink type ionizer, which 

is used by our PTS apparatus,l is dependent on the velocity 

of the molecules. We can write 

T+ ~An(vAn) T 
NAn{T) = -------- NAn(T) (35) 

vAn 

where Nin{T) is the real TOF signal ,and Ni~{T) is the TOF 

signal of the ion counts, summed over' all mass to charge 

ratios (m/e) , produced by the ionizer. 



may depend on internal energy of An and « vAn at the limit 

VAn -+ 0, the following approximation can be made in vast 

range of velocity which is experimentally interested. 

o 
nAn (vAn) = nAn' a constant. (A7) 

Using approximation (A7) , the calculated TOF spectrum, 

equivalent to Eqn. (5) in Ref. 13, is obtained, 

T+ . 
NAn (T, 1IJ D) = 

2 
~MAn Pn(ETn,On) 

eOn O vAn 0 ------- f ---------- NR(vR,1IJR)dvRd1lJRd1lJAn (36 ) n An T M uAn Bn ~ T ,1IJD~ 

This final equation shows how the product c.m. distribution, 

Pn(ETn,On)' determines the observed TOF spectrum. 

III. Secondary dissociation 

Although discussions of secondary dissociation follow a 

similar route to the one described above, the validity of 

some of the approximations is now more questionable. 

However, in practice the situation is not very serious, 

since in most cases the measured TOF distributions of the 

secondary products are so broad and devoid of detail that 

the possible errors introduced by the approximations used 

above are still tolerable. In this section, all the assump-

tions and approximations made previously are used again. Of 

course, we should be prepared to remedy the situation if an 

inconsistency is observed. 

16 



A. Secondary spontaneous dissociation 

Consider dissociation events where a primary product An 

is energetic enough to fall apart. Let Nns be number of 

secondary dissoaiation channels of An' where the reactions 

are represented by 

m = 1, 2,---, Nns (37) 

A diagram of the system for spontaneous dissociation is 

drawn in Fig. 2, which should be considered as an expansion 

of Fig. 1, where gnm and hnm are the full sets o"f internal 

quantum numbers for Gnm and Hnm respecti vely , and k~m (an -+ 

g h ) is the state-to-state unim. olecular dissociation nm' nm 

rate constant for the mth secondary channel of An following 

the nth primary channel. In secondary spontaneous dissocia

tion, only the direct dissociation from states of An which 

are populated' by primary dissociation are considered for 

simpl ici ty . In this case the differential equations which 

are relevant to our interest are 

(3) 

17 



dNAn(ETn,On,x,an,t) 
--------dt-------- = 

~ I k~(rf~an,bn)NR(VR'~R'x,rf't)dVRd~R -
f,bn 

~ ETn'On~ 

(38) 

where variables (ETn,On), instead of (vAn'~An) or (UAn,OAn), 

are used for the same reasons as before when deriving (19) 

in section' II, and 

According to the model, the A that survive are those n 

for which no dissociation occurs and k~m (an ~gnm,hnm) = o. 
(' 

Thus, the functional form of the TOF spectrum for stable An 

is exactly the same as that derived in section II, provided 

that the sum over in (6) and the following related 

equations does not contain the states of An where An 

dissociate. To obtain the TOF spectrum of Gnm , the quantity 

NGnm(VGnm'~Gnm)dvGnmd~Gnm = 

is needed, where the integral over X has already been per-

18 



formed. The procedure for evaluating Eqn. (40) is similar 

to the one used above. 

For the state which contributes 

dissociation, the integral of (38) is 

1.0 dNAn (ETn , On' an' t) 
J -------at-------- dt = 0 
o 

= f~b J k~(rf~an,bn)NR(VR'~R'rf't)dVRd~Rdt -

{E~n~On~ . 

d J . ~ ~ knm(an~gnm,hnm) NAn(ETn,On,an,t)dt. 
m g h . nm' nm . 

Rearranging (41), we have 

J NAn(ETn,On,an,t)dt = 

. ~ J k~ (r f .... an' bn > NR (vR' ~R' r f' t) dVRd~Rdt 
f,bn 

{ ETn,On~ 
-----------i-------a----------------------

. ~hknm(an .... gnm,hnm) 
m 9nm , nm 

to secondary 

( 41) 

(42) 

.where, according to previous derivation of (13) and (16), 

Using (42) and (43), (40) becomes 

o 
~(Io,ri)NR(vR'~R'ri) . 

(43) 

\ 
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Before further approximations are made, let us point 

out two amusing facts: 

First, when m=1 in (44) both the numerator and denomin-

at or contain the term 

I kd (a'~g h ) nm n nm' nm ' 
gnm,hnm 

but they cannot be cancelled, because in the denominator the 

sum is over all {gnm,hnm } while the sum in the numerator is 

subject to the constraint ~vGnm'~Gnm,dVGnm,d~Gnm~' i.e., for 

the latter the sum is a partial sum. This constraint is 

indicated by the symbol ' When (42) is integrated over all 

{V ~ } which is the total Gnm produced, then the two Gnm' Gnm ' 

sums are indeed equal and cancelled, the result is just the 

same as the integral of (14) provided that the sum of a in 
n 

(14) should be confined to those states where An dissociate, 

which is the total amount of An which undergo secondary 

dissociation. This equality is, of course, what is ex-

20 
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pected. 

Second, part of Eqn. (44) looks very similar to Eqn. 

(14) except that sum over a/in (44) is coupled to seconda!y - - n 

products. Eqn. (44) has the form 
- . 

NGnm(VGnm'~Gnm)dvGnmd~Gnm = 
}; { f(yB) }; [f(YB'Y1) }; f'(Y1 ,y2 )]} , 
YB Y1 · Y2 ' , 

( 45) 

where Y2' Y1 and Ya' stand :for the variables of secondary 

products, primary products and initial molecules respect

ively. 'To make this point clear, the following functions 

are defined. The first two functions describef(y1 ,y2 ), 

Pnm(ETnm,Onm,an)dETnmdOnm = 

k~m(an-+g~m,h~m) 1 2 --------a------------- . -------
g' hi }; }; knm (an-+gnm , hnm) Cnm(an ) 

nm' nm m gnm,hnm 
~ E ': - ° dE dO 1 Tnm' nm' Tnm' nm r 

( 46) 

which is the analogy of (21) for secondary process" where 

ETnm and 0nm are the translational energy and solid angle of 

the second~;~y reaction channel in th~ c.m. • frame of An. The 

symbol I is used for the ihdi~es'over which the sum is only 

part of the ensemble, and 

d 
}; knm(an-+gnm,hnm) 

gnm,hnm 

i----i-;~:(;::~::~~::) 
m gnm,hnm 

(47) 

While (21) is not simply proportional to the unimole-

cular dissociation rate constant- and is a combination of 

photon excitation, deactivation and dissociation, (46) does 

directly yield the relative secondary dissociation rate from 



the state an of An' and Cnm(an ) has the property 

}; Cnm(an ) = 1 • 
m 

The second two functions represent f(YB'Y1): 

Pn(ETn,On,ri,a~) = VF(Io,ri)/Cn(ri,a~)o 

where 

f Pn(ETn,On,ri,a~)dETndWn = 1, 

and 

Cn(ri,a~) = V f dETndOnoF(IO,ri) 0 

~ Rifl<il~o;lf>12k~(rf~a~,b~) 
E -------------------------------

f b' 
~ ETn:O~~ 

, 

(48 ) 

(49 ) 

(50) 

(51) 

Using above definitions and noticing that sum over a' must 
n 

be grouped according to ETn and On' (44) reads 

J ~ dETnmdOnmdETndOndVRdWRN~(vR'WR'ri)o 
l. 

~vGnm,WGnm,dVGnm,dWGnm~ 

22 



The secondary quantities in (52) can be replaced by the 

averaged quantity subject to constraint ~ETn,On~' (AS) 

The averaged quantity is 

Cnm(ETn,On}Pnm(ETn,On,ETnm,Onm} = 

where N(a~) is the pop,ulation, of An in a~, and 

J Pnm(ETn,On,ETnm,Onm)dETnmdOnm = 1 

~ Cnm(ETn,On) = 1 
m 

(53) ~ 

(54) 

(55) 

23 

Cnm(ETn,On) is the percentage of dissociated An at ETn 

and On through mth secondary channel among total dissociated 

An at ETnm and On' and Pnm(ETn,On,ETnm,Onm) is the secondary 

c.m. distribution of mthsecondary channel at primary sample 

point ETn and On' 

Using (53), (52) can be written as 

NGnm(VGnm'~Gnm)dvGnmd~Gnm = 
J 1 dETnmdOnmdETndOndVRd~RN~(VR'~R,ri)· 

~VGnm'~Gnm,dVGnm,d~Gnm~ 

~ {C (r., a ' ) P (ET ' ° " r. , a ' ) } • ' , n 1 n n n n 1 n a . 
J E n ° l ' 
1 Tn' n r 

(56) 

where a~ is used to emphasize that the sum is only for the 

states where An dissociate. 

Using previous definitions in section II, 



I {Cn(ri,a~)Pn(ETn,On,ri,a~)} = Cn(ri)Pn(ETn,On,ri)' 
a' 

~ ETn ~O n ~ ( 57 ) 

The expression on the right side of (57) is not exactly the 

same as that in (24), because {a~} ; {an}' which means that 

generally the part of An which dissociate has different 

distribution from the other part which survive, or from that 

of the sum of the two together. 

equation to (24) is obtained, that is, 

Then the equivalent 

f r dETnmdOnmdETndOndvRd1URN~(vR,1UR,ri)' 
~VGnm,1UGnm,dVGnm,d1UGnm~ 

Cn(ri)Pn(ETn,On,ri)Cnm(ETn,On)Pnm(ETn,On,ETnm,Onm) . 

(58) 

using the definitions of Eqns. (25) and (26), Eqn. (58) 

becomes 

f dETnmdOnmdETndOndVRd1URN~{VR,1UR)' 
~VGnm,1UGnm,dVGnm,d1UGnm~ 

The secondary dissociation properties Cnm (ETn , On) and 

Pnm(ETn,On,ETnm,Onm) are functions ·of the primary process 

variables ETn and On' However, when m = 1, Cnm{ETn,On) = 1 

according to (55), independent of ETn and On' 

24 



Eqn. (59) 'is a good place to, start, to' fit data, if we 

17 
know how to handle Cnm(ETn,On) and Pnm(ETn,On,ETnm,Onm). 

However, in the general cases, in order to make the calcula-

tion amenable, (A9) is introduced. 

respect to ETn and On. 

(A9) simply means 

Cnm(ETn,On) = C~m' a constant, 

P nm (ETn ,On' ETnm,Onm) = P nm (ETnm,Onm)'· 
", 

using (60), (59) becomes 

f dETnmdOnmdETndOndVRdbJRN~ (vR,bJIi)· 

~vGnm,bJGnm,dvGnm,dbJGnm~ 

(A9) 

(60a) 

(60b) 

(61) 

All further procedure would be similar to that in 

section II. Thus, only the final equation equivalent to 

( 36) is pr,esented: 
T+ . NGnm (T, bJ n)= 

vG
2

nm CO cO 0 
nm nTlGnm T 

~MAn MGnmMAn 
----- ------- Idu dO dv dbJ dbJ • M R_ An An R R Gnm 

Bn -lfnm ~T,bJn~ 

P (EO ) nm 'Tnm' nm -------------
(62) 

25 

where uGnm is the velocity ofGnm in the c. m. 'frame of An. 

Eqn. (62) is the final equation describing secondary 



spontaneous dissociation, the one which can be readily. used 

in practice. 

B. Secondary photo-dissociation 

Consider further dissociation of An following (1), 

because and only because the products from (1) absorb second 

photon: 

m=1,2,""",N. ns 

Fig. 3 shows the diagram for this case, where 
A 2 

knn , = Ann,l<anltLA"elan,>1 I(X,t) 

(63) 

(64) 

for an electric dipole allowed transition, where an and an' 

are full sets of quantum number of states of An before and 

after absorbing the second photon respectively. The other 

variables retain their meanings from the previous discus-

sion. For simplicity, it is assumed that the only process 

occurring to An is the absorption of second photon and 

dissociation after photon absorption. Fig. 3 should be 

considered as an expansion of Fig. 1. In the case indicated 

by Figs. 1 and 3, the differential equations which are 

relevant to our interest are 

~ kifNR(vR'~R,x,ri,t) - ~. kfjNR(vR'~R,x,rf,t) -
i J' 

~ ~bk~(rf~an,bn)NR(VR'~R,x,rf,t), (3) 
nan' n 
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(65) 

dNAn (ETn,On' X, an ,., t) 

-------------------- = 
dt 

(66) 

and 

J ~ k~m(an'~gnm,hnm)NAn(ETn'nn'X,an"t)dETndnn· (67) 
a h . 

J n"nml 
1 v Gnm' lIlGnmr 

The quantity which is related to the TOF spectrum of Gnm is 

NGnm(VGnm,lIlGnm)dvGnmdlllGnm = 

The integrations of (65) and (66) give 

27 



and 

o = ~ ;Ann,l<anlJ.'A;;lan,>12II(t)NAn(ETn,On,an,t)dt -
an' 

~ ~ k~m(an,~gnm,hnm)INAn(ETn,On,an"t)dt • (70) 
m gnm,hnm 

Therefore, 

I NAn(ETn,On,an"t),dt 

~;Ann,l<anlJ.'A·;lan,>12II(t)NAn(ETn,On,an,t)dt 
an' 

= -----------i-------a---------------------------
~ knm(an'~gnm,hnm) 

m gnm,hnm 

= 

( f,~ I k~(rf~an,bn)NR(VR'~R'rf't)dVRd~Rdt 
{ETn~n~ . 

(71) 

where a~, is another index for the states of An after photon 

absorption, and, according to (43), 
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= 2 
i 

(71) looks fairly complicated and generally is indeed dif-

ficult to be dealt with, because of NAn(ETn,On,an,t=co), 

which is no long zero. To' obtain the exact solution, the 

coupled differential Eqns. (3) and (65) (67) must be 

solved. 

29 

In the limit, that the secondary process is highly 

saturated, 

NAn(ETn,On,an,t=co) = 0 , 

then (68) reduces to 

v J ~ dETnmdOnmdETndOndVRdWR'N~(VR'WR,ri)F(Io,ri)' 
~vGnm,WGnm,dVGnm,dWGnm~ 

2 ( 

J} 

(72) 

(73) 



where a~ is another index for the states of An before photon 

absorption (distinguished from a , and a', which are indices n, n 

for states of An after photon absorption). Using (A8), Eqn. 

(73) becomes 

v I ~ dETnmdOnmdETndOndVRd~R·N~(vR'~R,ri)F(Io,ri)· 
1 

~vGnm'~Gnm,dVGnm,d~Gnm~ 

) / i: N(a'). 
a' n 

J E n 0 l 
,1 Tn' n r 

) . 

(74) 

From (74) the same formulas as that of (61) and (62) can be 

obtained, where, however, C~m and Pnm(ETnm,Onm) will be 

defined correspondent to different dynamic quantities from 

that in spontaneous dissociation. 

Finally, we turn back to the general case involving 

Eqns. (68) and (69). The physical meaning of (69) is clear: 

for a state an of An the left side is the number density of 
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An which survive after· laser pulse, while on the right. side, 

the first term is the. total number density of An converted 

from primary dissociation, and the second term-is the number -. . 
densi ty of An Whic.h absorb second Ehoton and dissociate. 

Therefore, if we define 

NAn (ETn ,On' an ' ~=te ) = . 
d -. . -, - -

afIbI kn(+f~an,bn~NR(V~'~R,rf,t)dVR~~Rdt 
J E ' nO l . . . (75) 
1 Tn' n r 

it is reasonable to' make the following 'approximation: 

a is only ~he function of 10 and an. 

Usirig (AIO), (75) ,becomes 

NAn(ETn,On,an,t=te)= 

(AIO) 

a(~O,an) :bI k~(r-f~an,bn;NR(VR'~R,ri,t)dVRd~Rdt, 
_ f ~T~ ,On} _ _ ',-'. ( 76) 

where Osa(Io,an)Sl,' w~th 0 and 1 respectively correspondent 

to the limits' that the secondary.photodissociation is 

totally saturated and the limit that there is no secondary 

photodiss'ociat~on' at all. a (1 0 , an)' therefore, contains 

information on the laser power dependence of the secondary 

photodissociation. 
, -

The general situation is obtained by multiplying by the, 

additional factor (l-a(Io,an», for example,. the equation 
, . . 

equivalent to (74), is .. 



v J I dETnmdOnmdETndOndVRdWR~N~(vR,wR,ri)G(Io,ri)· 
i 

" ~vGnm,WGnm,dVGnm,dWGnm~ 

) . 

. 2 ( N(a~) 

~ Ann,l<a~I~A·;lan,>12 
f . 

----------------------- (1 -
I.AAnn,l<a~I#A·;la~,>12 

a~" f 

(77) 

As results, Eqns. (61) and (62) can also be obtained for 

secondary photodissociation. 

Here, an explanation of Cnm(ETn,On) is in order. 

Unlike the cases of spontaneous and ~otally saturated photon 

dissociations when m = 1, Cnm(ETn,On) in a general photon 

dissociation is indeed,a function of ETn and nn and does not 
"'f,, 4 

satisfy Eqn. (55) . For example, different ETn and On 

correspond to different internal state distributions of An' 

and the absorption cross section for the second photon may 

now depend on the internal state and recoil angle of An. 
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IV. Branchinq Ratio 

After the lengthy derivations presented above, it is 

easy to obtain branching ratios for. different reaction 

channels. In Ref. 14, the definition of the branching ratio 

is not really clear. However, it is easy to be verified 

that the quantity derived in Ref. 14 is just the same 

quantity defined here for the case of primary dissociation. 

Definition. The branching ratio of species 1 to 2 is 

the ratio of the total number of species 1 to 2 produced 

under the same experimental condition. The branching ratio 

of two reaction channels is the ratio of the relevant 

species, corrected by moles of reaction. 

According to this definition, the branching ratio in 

general does not equal the ratio of dissociation rate con-

stants, but in certain circumstances the two are equal to 

each other. 

The total number of molecules produced during a primary 

dissociation is the integral of Eqn. (29) [see also Eqn. 

(7) ] , 

(78) 

where NO is the spatial number density of R in the molecular 

beam. 

counts, 

c~ can be obtained from the experimental total signal 

T+ 
NAn,total(~D)' and the calculation of the integral 

of (36) with respect to T, 

(79) 
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PINTAn (1I)O) is 

PINTAn (1I)O) = 
2 ° VAn 

TlAnJdT 
T 

defined as 

(80) 

In Ref. 14, a detailed discussion on how to obtain 

T+ dO. . 
NAn, totan (1I)An) an TlAn 1S g1ven. 

The total number of molecules produced in a secondary 

dissociation is the integral of Eqn. (61), which is 

N~nm = J dETnmdOnmdETndOndVRdtc)RN~ (VR, 1I)R) • 

° . ° CnPn(ETn,On)CnmPnm(ETnm,Onm) 

= coco N (81) 
n nm ° 

where, according to (62), 

C~mC~ = N~~m,total(1I)o)/SINTGnm(1I)o)' (82) 

where N~~m,total(1I)o) is an experimentally obtainable 

quantity and SINTGnm (1I)o) is defined as 

SINTGnm (1I)o) = 
2 

TI~nm JdT~~§~! ~~~~ 
T MBn 

MGnmMAn J ------- du dO dv d1l) d1l) • 
~_ An An R R Gnm 
-tlnm ~T,1I)O~ 

P~m(ETnm,Onm) ° 
Pn(ETn,On)UAn ------------- NR(VR,1I)R)~ (83) 

uGnm 
It is emphasized that, in general, the co's in (78) and 

n ~ 

(81) are not the same quantity for the reasons given in 

sections II and III. 

Using Eqns. (78) - (83), the calculation of branching 

ratio between any pair of the products or of the reaction 
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channels using experimental data is straightforward. For 

example, the branching ratio of molecules X to Y is 

t t 
R(X/Y) = NX/Ny • (84) 

It is easy to see that the laboratory angles for 

different species in the branching ratio calculation can be 

different. 

v. Summary 

In this chapter we have discussed the general aspects 

of the PTS experiment and obtained equations necessary for 

data analysis, which are Eqns. (36), (62) and (84). The 

specific computer programs for data analysis ,based on these 

formulas are given in Appendix A, where more approximations 

are introduced17 in order to perform a numerical calcula-

tion. Since the program itself shows where and what further 

approximations are made, we skip the discussion on the 

t h . d' th 18 ec n~que use ~n e program. In following chapters, we 

will use the formulas derived in this chapter to analyze 

experimental results and check the validity of these 

approximations through the comparison between the experi-

mental observation and the simulation. In Chapter V, we 

will come back to the approximations in this chapter, where 

we will give a physical interpretation and explain why these 

approximations are valid. We delay the discussion on the 

physical impl ications of the approximations introduced in 

this chapter to Chapter V, because after applying the 
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formulas developed in this chapter to data analysis, we will 

have examples to help us to understand the questions better. 
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Fiqure captions for Chapter I 

Fig. 1 Diagram of primary dissociation. Symbols are 

explained in the text. 

Fig. 2 Diagram of secondary spontaneous dissociation. 

Symbols are explained in the text. 

Fig. 3 Diagram of secondary photon dissociation. 

are explained in the text. 

Symbols 

Fig. 4 Definition of laboratory angle and laser polarization 
A 

angle used in programs in Appendices A and B. f is 

the unit vector of electric field of the light. a is 

the laboratory angle of the molecular beam, and 1 is 

the laser polarization angle. 
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CHAPTER II 

INFRARED MULTI PHOTON DISSOCIATION OP RDX 
IN A MOLECULAR BEAM 

44 

I. Introduction 

Hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine (RDX) is a 

relatively stable energetic compound which releases a large 

amount of energy in bulk decomposition. One of the inter-

esting results from experimental studies of the thermal 

decomposition ,of RDX is that the observed products are 

almost exclusively simple molecules such as HCN, N20, H2CO, 

H20, N02 , NO, CO2 , and CO. What the primary initiation and 

secondary decomposition processes are, which lead to the 

formation of a variety of simple stable molecules, and how 

the stored energy is released in decomposition have been two 

of the most important questions concerning the decomposition 

of RDX. 

several 

Al though RDX has been studied extensively for 

1-4 decades both experimentally and theoretically, 

the above questions are still unanswered. 

It has been recognized that the decomposition of bulk 

RDX is a very complicated process involving both unimolecu-

lar and bimolecular reactions. It was commonly believed 

that the most probable initial decomposition step was simple 

bond rupture which eliminates N02 from RDX since the 

weakest bond in RDX is the N-N bond. But this picture is 



far from conciusive, and other possible mechanisms including 

unimolecular simple bond 'rupture or concerted dissociation 

as well as several . 'bimolecular ~eactions between RDX 

,molecules have been proposed. The crucial obstacle to the 

understanding of ROX' decomposition has been the lack of an 

effective experimental tool to "follow" the primary and 

secondary elementary reactions ,directly. 
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Infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMFO) of molecules' 

in a molecular beam wi~h measurements of product angular and 

veloci ty distributions has proven to be an . ideal method to 

studyunimolecul'ar II,thermal " decomposition of pOlyatomic 

I I d ' ltd d't'· 5-7 .mo ecu es un er 1S0 a e con 1 10ns. It has been shown 

that for molecules which are moderate in size, the lifetime 

of the infrared-multiphoton-excited molecule is long enough 

to allow vibrational energy randomization before dissocia-

tion, and the same dissociation mechanism is observed' for 

IRMPD as for thermaldecomposi tion. . The fact that we can 

".thermally heat" the isolated molecule in a molecular beam 

off,ers a greatly simplified environment for tl)e investiga

tion of 'unimolecuiar reactions without any, .complication from 

secondary bimolecular reactions" of . primary products. 

Measurements 'of ~ngular and velocity distribution of 

fragments under collision-free conditions are not only 

important for the understanding-of dissociation dynamics but 
, ' 

also essential for the unambiguous identification of the 

primary. products. Even if the products do not yield their 

, . 
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parent ions during the electron impact ionization, using the 

requirement of momentum conservation in the center-of-mass 

(c.m.) coordinate system to match the velocity distributions 

of various products, it is possible to determine the 

dissociation channels and their branching ratios as well as 

the product translational energy distribution, PE(ET). 

In a series of studies on the decomposition of ethers6 

and nitroalkanes,7 it has been clearly shown that because of 

the different dissociation dynamics, concerted dissociation 

and simple bond rupture can be distinguished easily from the 

In the case of simple bond rupture there 

is no appreciable exit barrier along the reaction coordinate 

so that the PE(ET) of the products is closely related to the 

energy distributed in the reaction coordinate. For molecu-

les with many vibrational degrees of freedom which share 

internal energy statistically, only a small amount of 

translational energy is released with the peak of the PE(ET) 

almost at zero translational energy. In contrast, concerted 

dissociation has a SUbstantial' exit barrier, and upon 

overcoming this barrier the products have to carry away this 

potential energy. l·t is, found 7 that the repUlsion between 

products dominates the dissociation dynamics and about half 

~f this exit barrier 'energy appears in translation. As a 

result, the average translational energy is .usually substan-

tially higher than that of a simple bond rupture and the 

peak of the PE (ET) is far away from zero translational 
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energy. Because of the complication caused by the excessive 

fragmentation of product" molecules in the electron bombard-
. 

ment ionizer ,the unique relation between dissoci~tion 

dynamics. ~nd mecha'nism, will be, shown to play an important 

role in. the elucidation of the dissociation mechanism of 

RDX. 

In this chapter, results of. expel;"imental studies, on the 

. IRMPD of RDX in a' molecular be~m< are presented.· The 

reaction mechanism. which best. explains the experimental 

_ observations is ,proposed. It is found that ~he symmetr'ical 

fission of RI?X into, three CH2N~02 fragments is the, dominant 

primary chanbel,and the. subsequent concerted dissociations 

of CH2NN02 are .found to be respo~sib~e ~or the production of 

such ~mall'.m~lecules ,as HCN, N20,' H2CO, and HONO~ N-'N bond 

rupture leading to' the, elimina~ipnof N02 .is also found to 

occur, but tl1is is only a minor primary channel. 

II. Experimental 

The experimental apparatus was basically the same as 

that described elsewhere. 8 Two modifications were made for 

this experiment. li) The molecular.beam.source in Fig. 1 of 

Ref. 8 was, replaced by a new,oven composed of ·two parts, a 
, 

reservoir which hel'd RDX and a forward nozzle chamber on ,. 

which· there was a 1 mm diamet'er nozzle. The', oven was, 

sandwiched -between t~o met~l .mounti~g plates which were 

welded to the back flange of the source chamber. Six pins 
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were used to kinematically mount the oven at the correct 

position, three above; spring loaded to apply pressure, and 

three below, e~gaged in,T-shaped v grooves on the bottom of 

the oven to assure the positive alignment of the nozzle when 

the oven was heated. (2) A single skimmer, mounted on the 

wall of the source chamber, was located 2.5 cm from the 

nozzle and was heated to about 200 ·C in order to prevent 

the condensation of RDX on the skimmer. This skimmer and 

the slit of the oven were used as the beam defining elements 

-and. the usual skimmer between the differential and main 

chambers was removed. 

For producing the beam -of RDX, the reservoir of the 

oven, in which RDX was loaded before the machine was 

evacuated, was heated to 130 ·C at which the vapor pressure 

of RDX is estimated to be about 0.1 Torr, and the tempera-

ture of the nozzle was kept at 154 ·C. He (99.995%) carrier 

gas at 50 Torr was led into the oven, then the mixture of He 

and RDX was expanded into the source chamber through the 

nozzle to produce an intense supersonic beam. The beam of 

RDX with a me~n velocity of 1. 2X105 cm/s and a 13% FWHM 

velocity spread was then crossed with the beam of a pulsed 

CO2 laser in - the interaction region of the main chamber. 

RDX molecules in the beam were excited through IR multi

photon excitation (IRMPE) processes above the dissociation 

energy causing decomposition of the excited molecules. The 

dissociation fragments were detected by a mass spectrometer 



at specified laboratory angles with respect to the direction 

of the molecular beam" which is variable by rotating the 

entire·· molecular beam . source chamber abqut the laser 

propagation- axis. The time-resolved mass spectrometric 

signals, time-of-flight (TOF) spectra, triggered by laser 

pulse were recorded at all mass to charge ratio~ (m/e) in 

_ which dissociation products were detectable .for the analysis 

of product velocity distributions .. 

A Gentec 00-250 TEA. CO2 laser was used as the IRMPE 

laser, and the P22 line of the 00°1-10·0 transition (at 10.6 

~m)· was chosen for excitation. The laser beam was focused 

to, 1 mm diameter at the crossing point of the two beams. 

The temporal length of the laser pulse was around 600 ns, 

and two repetition. rates of 30 and 100 Hz were used at 

various times. Laser ·fluences of 6 to 20 J/cm2 per pulse 

were used. 

For a more detailed description o·f the machine and 

.operating conditions as well as the technique of recording 

the TOF spectra, Refs. 7 and 8 are recommended. The ROX 

obtained from the Lawrence Livermore,National Laboratory was 

used in this experiment without purification. 

III. Results 
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Prior to the photolysis experiment, the mass spectrum 

of ROX in the molecular beam was taken at various tempera

tures. Using a small (0.1 rom diameter) entrance slit on the 



detector, the laboratory angle of the molecular beam was set 

to zero and the molecular beam was pointed straight into the 

detector, allowing the beam of RDX molecules to be detected 

directly using electron bombardment ionization followed by a 

quadrupole mass spectrometer. The temperature of the 

reservoir was maintained at 170 ° C, and the temperature of 

the nozzle was varied from 170 • C upwards. Without the 

carrier gas, by using a spinning slotted disk to measure the 

TOF spectrum of the effusive beam at m/e = 30 (NO+) it was 

found that the TOF distribution was exactly that expected 

from stable RDX at the nozzle temperature when the tempera

ture was below 200 °c. When the temperature of the nozzle 

was raised above 200 ·C a fast component from dissociation 

products appeared. The fast peak due to dissociation became 

SUbstantial when the noz z Ie was heated to 220 0 C. These 

observations imply that the rate of thermal decomposition of 

RDX is slow at temperature below 200°C. The mass spectrum 

of RDX above m/e = 28 contains all the masses reported by 

Farber and srivastava,9 with one significant difference. 

While Farber and Srivastava claimed that the RDX molecule 

does not appear in the gas phase, in this experiment not 

only parent ion with m/e = 222 was detected but also, as 

mentioned above, below 200 ° C the effusive beam from the 

oven consisted almost entirely of stable RDX molecules. The 

observed mass spectrum of RDX contains peaks of m/e = 222, 

148, 132, 120, 102, 81-83, 74, 56, 46, 44, 42, 30, 26-28, 

50 
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and 12-16, but not 175 nor 176. 

Products from laser photolysis were detected and TOF 

spectra were obtained at m/e =120, 119, 102, 80~82, 74, 56, 

46,44,42,26-30, and 12-17. Signals at m/e of 119, and 

both 82 and 80 were found to be the same as those at 120 and 

81 respectively. Very weak signal at m/e = 83, was observed, 

but it was too weak'to be used for data analysis. 'Avery 

careful scan between m/e = 120 and 222 was performed, but no 

signal' was 'detected within',this range. 'For,m/e = +20, 102, 

81; 74 and 30,' TOF 'spectra at different labor.atory angles 

;'were collected, while for other m/e' s only one 'laboratory 

angle was chosen. Figs •. 1 and 2,show these TOF spectra with 

the fit using the mechanism presented in the next section. 

Most, of these spectra were ,'taken at a laser power of 20 

J/cm2 and it was fo~ndthat within the range of ·laser power 

. .,' 2 of ,thl.S experl.ment (6-20 J/cm) the shapes of the TOF 

spectra showed no 'significant differences .' 

IV. Analysis 

Using the computer program in Appendix A, which is 

based on the formulation developed in Chapter I., let us 

analyze the data, starting from the TOF spectrum of highest 

observed m/e. 

Although m/e = 176 was not detected (notice that even 

RDX itself gives no mle = 176, fragment in the mass spectrum) 

the existence of reaction (I), 
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I \ 
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N 

I \ 
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176 46 

is evident. TOF spectra at m/e = 120 and 102 have the same 

velocity distribution whose most probable velocity is almost 

the same as that of the molecular beam, showing that these 

fragments ~hich have very small average c.m. recoil energies 

are produced from a simple bond rupture channel. The TOF 

spectra at m/e = 80-82 also contain this component, implying 

that these ions are daughter ions of one primary product. A 

possible formula of 120 (hereafter the molecular weight in 

amu is used to represent th~ related species) is 

+ + + CH2N30 4 ' and those ·of 102 are C2H4N30 2 or CH2N40 2 ' while 

the fragments around 81 must consist of the ring frame of 

RDX, 

N 

I \ 
HC CH 

I I 
N N 

\ I 
CH 

81 

Therefore, the common parent product must be 
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By fitting the TOF spectrum of m/e = 102 using reaction 

(I), P
E 

(ET) was obtained which is typical for simple bond 

rupture and is presented in Fig. 3. 

The m/e = 81 TOF spectrum contains at least one more 

faster component. Possible products which give faster m/e = 

81 component could come from the following reactions, 

N 
I ~ 

H2C CH 
RDX --~ I I + HONO (A) 

N N 
I \ I \ 

°2N , CH2 N02 

175 47 

or 
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+ HONO (II) 

47 

+ N02 • (III) 
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It is also possible that 129, 130, and 175 undergo further 

dissociation by eliminating one or two N02 or HONO molecules 

and contribute to the m/e = 81 signal. 

Because 175 has a similar ring structure as that of 

176, it is expected that if reaction (A) took place, the 

faster m/e = 81 component would have also appeared in the 

TOF spectra of m/e = 120 or 102, but it did not. The second 

product of reaction (A), HONO, does not yield parent ion 

(m/e = 47). We have tried to match both the faster com-

ponents of m/e = 81 and 17 assuming. they were from reaction 

(A), but the m/e = 17 signal is too slow to match the fast 

component in the m/e = 81 TOF spectrum by momentum conser-

vation, showing that reaction (A) is not a major channel. 
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since reaction fA) ':cannot ' be compatible with our ex

perimental results, ,.reaction.(I~) becomes the next likely 
" . 

candidate to explain 'the. TOF spectra of both mle = 81 and 

17. If the fast component .in the mlE! = 81 TOF spectrum is 

from 129 produced from 176 product through reaction (II),: by 

conservation of linear momentum in the dissociation of 176 

we should be able'to fit both th~tast components in the TOF 

spectra of mle = 81 and 17 as a pai~ of products with' mass 
,r' " 

numbers 129 and 47. In Figs. 1 and 2 both fast parts of the 

TOF spectra of mle =81 and 17 shown as dash-dot curves are 

matched very well with each .other assuming they are produced 

from the secondar.y, dissociation of primary product 176 

through reaction (II) using. the PE(ET) presented in Fig. 4. 

The fact that the PE(ET) shown in ,Fig. ,~.has a substantially 

higher' average . energy than that of. reaction (I) and peaks 

away from zero implies that the products .are from a con-

certed react,ion, which iscon~istent with reaction (II). In 

ordert'o perfectly fit the mle = 81 TOF spectrum another 

component with a velocity distribution between those of 176 

and 129 is ,needed.. The same problem, occurs for fitting mle 

= 56 (with the possible formula C2H4N2 +) and especially 42 

+ + (with the possible formulas C2H4N or ·CH2NN). After 

reaction (III) is considered, all these problems disappear 

immediately. Fig. 5 shows the PE(ET) for reaction (III) 

which is again consistent with simple bond rupture. 

We cannot. absolutely rule o~t the possibility that the 



mle = 81 TOF spectrum could contain other products besides 

those" from (I), (II), and (III), but since the data analysis 

assuming only reactions (I) (III) gives satisfactory 

results we believe that other reaction channel whose 

products would appear at mle = 81 are not significant. 

The mle = 74 TOF spectra definitely differ from those 

wi th higher mass numbers. Farber and srivastava suggested 

the following reaction .channel: 9 

N02 
I 

RDX -+ + .CH2-N-CH
2

-NN02 (B) 

148 

to explain the mle = 74 peak they observed in their mass 

"spectrometer, but in our experiment no trace of mle = 148 

was detected although the mle = 148 peak is quite strong in 

the mass spectrum of RDX. Even if 148 was produced but was 

internally hot so that it would not survive in the ionizer, 

we should still be able to see the contribution of 148 at 

its fragment masses, especially at mle = 74, which would 

show a slow peak~obviously different from 74 itself in the 

TOF spectrum. If 148 from (~) underwent secondary dissocia-

tion as 

or 

-+ C2H4N30 2 + N02' 

102 

(B) 

we should be able to detect these products at their charac-
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teristic fragmentatioli pattern· and velocity distributions, 

but rio evidence was found.' Because there is no trace of 148 

or its fragments and the m/e = 74,TOF is quite fast, which 

is inconsistent with a ,simple. bond rupture reaction, the m/e 

=, 74' signal is most likely from iconcerted triple dissocia-

tion of reaction (IV),. which 'has been suggested in the 

literature,l although it was thought :notto be a major 

channel. 

N02 I .. 
N, 

// .. " , 

[ 
I 

] H29 CH 
RDX -+, I '.11 2 '-+ 3CH =N-NO . (IV) 

I 2 2 N N 
/ ~~ 

, 
\ 74 , , 

°2N CH2 N02 

The PE(ET) for reaction (IV) is presented in Fig. (6) . To 

fit the data it is assumed that the three product·molecules 

have the same recoil velocity distribution in the c.m. 

coordinate ,system. More evidence to support mechanism (IV) 

will be given in the discussion section. 

Using only reaction (I) - (IV) we cannot completely', fit 
" +".' ", 

the TOF spectrum of m/e = 46 (N~2, ), sI?ecifica~ly the fast 

edge . which cannot be attributed to any products from 

reactions (I) - (IV), indicating that there must be another 

dissociation channel which needs to be considered as will be 

shown later. Also, reactions (I) - (IV) cannot fit the fast 

part of the m/e = 44 TOF spectrum which is most likely N20+ 

and must be explained by a secondary concerted dissociation 



channel. To determine the partner of N20, we inspected the 

possibility of producing N20 together with H2CO from CH2=N

N02 through reaction (V). 

(V) 

'H2CO 'can give signal at mle = 30, 29 and 28, of which 

30 and 28 may not be solely due to H2CO whereas 29 can only 

be explained by the formation of HCO+ from H2CO. It is 

found that based on reaction (V) the fast parts of the mle = 

44 and 29 TOF spectra match each other well according to 

momentum conservation, indicating that reaction (V) is 

indeed responsible for the production of N20 and H2CO. The 

PE(ET) for reaction (V) used ,in the data analysis is shown 

in Fig. 7, the high average translational energy being 

consistent with that expected for a concerted reaction. 

+ Like that of mle = 17 (OH ), the TOF spectrum of m/e = 

26 (CN+) strongly indicates another secondary concerted 

reaction channel. By studying the TOF spectra of mle = 28, 

27 and 26, we concluded that this concerted dissociation 

channel gives HCN as one of its products. Recalling the 

problem remaining in the fitting the fast component of the 

mle = 46 (N0
2

+) TOF spectrum, we are led to assign this 

channel as 

CH =N-NO .... HCN + HONO (or HN02 ) (VI) 2 2 

Reaction (VI) can matco both the mle = 26 and the fast com-

ponel1t in the ml e = 46 TOF spectra well through momentum 

conservation, and Fig. 8 shows the PE(ET) for reaction (VI) 
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used to fit the,TOF data .. ' 

The 'counterpart. of HeN, which'has 'a mass. number of 47, 

in reaction (VI), '. is most·· likely to 'be HONO," but there are 

two observations ,which raise 'questions on ,t~is assignment. 

7 - . 
One is ,that Wodtkeet al ~ . have shown that HONO produced 

from IRMPD of nitropropane does not give, ·appreciable amounts 

of NO; and this is' also· true. for HONO from. reaction (II) 

. (this product , is· so fast that one '. cannot fit the fast 

component ipthem/e = 46.TOF spectruIriby i't), but the 47 in 

reaction .. (VI) contributes quite .. a bit of'm/e == 46'~ 'Another 

is that when analyzing the m/e ::: .15 TOF data, we. found that 

none 'of the products 'from the channels considered could 

match the fastest component which arrived at the detector 

about the same"time asthe.fast component atm/e = 46. If 

the 47· isass~gned as. HNo2;a more unstable intermediate 

which can givem/e =15 (HN+) as·welL as mle = 46 (N0
2

+) in 

,the ionizer, .both problems 'disappear. We cannot t.ell at 

this stage which isomer is more .likely' and it is possible 

that both species are produced. 

When reactions. (I) -(VI) are considered together 'with 

. appropriate branching ratios, . alL ·of. the, . observedTOF 

spectra can. ,be. fit . welL . . In order to provide further 

verification of the assignment given above we have carried 

out a comparison of mass spectra of the products. In table 

I the relative yield of parent and daughter ions of some 

products measured in this experiment and those from the 
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literature are compared. Because the molecules produced in 

the decomposition of RDX are internally hot, it is not 
, 

surprising that more smaller fragments are produced from the 

dissociation products than from the same molecules at room 

temperature. Comparison shows that the mass spectra of most 

of these species are in agreement with those in the litera-

ture. For N20 the discrepancy seems large. This could be 

due to errors in fitting the data since N20 is a small 

component, or it could be due to the really large difference 

in the cracking patterns between vibrationally hot N20 and 

room temperature N20 such that more m/e = 28 ions are 

. I . . 
produced from N20 1n the decompos1t1on of RDX. 

I 
Table II shows 'the results we have obtained for the 

laser power dependence of the signal counts. Because of the 

relative yie~d of products are nearly independent of laser 

power and the dependence of signal level on laser power is 

much less sensitive than one might expected, it is reasona

ble to assume that the primary dissociation processes are 

nearly saturated at 20 J/cm2 and that the secondary dis-

sociation are mainly spontaneous dissociations rather than 

secondary photodissociations. More evidence for this will 

be presented later when RRKM dissociation rate constants are 

calculated. 
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v. ·Discussion 

Among many possible decomposition schemes tested to 

explain· our experimental observations, the. scheme of reac

tions (I) - (VI) gives the most satisfying results, but we 

cannot unambiguously conclude that they are the . only 

reactions involved for the following reasons.:· First~ there 

are too many components in most of the TOF spectra, the fit 

becomes more ambiguous for the minor components; second, the 

proposed reactions have many products with velocity dis

tributions which are quite similar due to the symmetric 

structure of RDX and it is possible that some minor reaction 

channels have not been identified. ,Nevertheless, we believe 

that this scheme includes the most important unimolecular 

channels involved in RDX decomposition .. 

A. Branching ratios 

In the decomposition of RDX,· competition between 

parallel dissociation channels was found to take place in 

both primary and secondary reactions. . In spite of the fact 

that determining the relative yield and branching ratios 

involving minor component is quite difficult; it provides 

another way of checking the reliability of the dissociation 

mechanism. 

Table III lists the calculated relative product yields 

for various products. The theoretical and mathematical 

details for the calculation have been given in chapter 1. 10 
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As shown, among the primary channels the reaction rate of 

concerted reaction (IV) is about twice that for simple bond 

rupture (I), i.e., for each molecule of N02 and 176 produced 

[from channel (I)], there are six CH2=N-N02 produced. The 

secondary dissociation branching ratios again show the 

domination of concerted channels, as can be seen when 

products from reactions (II) and (III) are compared. In the 

secondary dissociation of CH2=N-N02 , the channel producing 

HCN is found to be more important than the channel producing 

It is also seen that most of the unstable 

products from the primary channels dissociate so that only a 

small percentage of them remain intact. 

By adding up all the products which are initially 

formed as 176, including those which survive and those which 

undergo further dissociation, we have obtained a ratio of 

0.90 for 176 to 46 from reaction (I), compared to the 

expected value of 1.00. The measured ratio of 129 to 47 

from reaction (II) is 0.80. When similar comparisons are 

made on other channels, it is found that the agreement 

between measured and desired ratios of the products is not 

always as good as that shown above, although the uncertainty 

is relatively large. Nevertheless, the reasonably good 

agreement in the ratios of products for the important 

channels gives us confidence in our suggested mechanism. 
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B. Source of CH2NN02 

The species CH2NN02 (74) as an unstable intermediate in 

. 1-3 9 the decomposition of RDX has been recogn1zed, 'but there 

exists much speculation as to its origin. We have concluded 

that reaction (IV) is the main source of 74, because only 

this reaction can best explain our experimental observa-

tions, but according to theoretical calculations of Melius 

and Binkley3 it is a very unlikely channel to compete with 

reaction (I). 

Melius and Binkley3 have estimated that the heat of 

formation of CH2NN02' is 33.6 kcal/mol, therefore the 

endothermicity of reaction (IV) would be about 80 kcal/mol. 

If the N-N bond energy inRDX is assumed to be 45 kcal/mol, 

then the excitation barrier for reaction (IV) would be at 

least 35 kcal/mol ,higher that for reaction (I). The 

question naturally arises: can the molecule be pumped by 

laser excitation to such high energy levels while reaction 

channel (I) is competing? To answer this question the 

unimolecular dissociation rate constants were calculated 

using RRKM theory. The calculations show that the RRKM rate 

constant for reaction channel (I) is only on the order of 

106 s -1 even when the total energy in the molecule reaches 

100 kcal/mol. Using a program develop~d by Schulz11 one can 

calculate the total internal energy distribution of the 

molecules by IRMPE pumping, and using this .information on 

the internal energy distribution one can then calculate 
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PE(E
T

) for a simple bond rupture channel using RRKM theory. 

From a comparison between the calculated and observed 

PE(ET) IS, the average total internal energy can be-derived. 7 

The average total internal energy of the molecules after the 

laser pulse was calculated around 80 kcal/mol. These 

results imply that the dissociation of the molecule through 

reaction channel (I) in this environment will not limit the 

exci tat ion of the molecule by CO2 laser up-pumping (the 

laser pulse was shorter than 800 ns), and since the internal 

energy distribution of excited molecules is similar to that 

from thermal excitation, reaction (IV) is energetically 

accessible for a large fraction of the RDX in this experi

ment even though the endoergicity derived from the heat of 

formation of CH2NN02 given by Melius and Binkley seems 

unreasonably high. These results also means that most of 

the RDX dissociate after the laser pulse, and therefore it 

is almost certain that secondary dissociations are indeed 

spontaneous dissociations instead of secondary photodis-

sociations during the laser pulse. The domination of 

reaction (IV) over (I) indicates that either the heat of 

formation of CH2NN02 estimated by Melius and Binkley is too 

high or the experimentally provided heat of formation of RDX 

is too low, or the pre-exponential factor of reaction (IV) 

is substantially higher than that of reaction (I). 

Melius and Binkley suggested that one of the important 

reaction paths following reaction (I) may be that 176 
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undergoes a series of dissociation steps to give CH2N and 

CH
2

NN0
2

• We have carefully studied this suggestion assuming 

the following mechanisms, which through various steps forms 

one CH2N and two CH2NN02 • 

,°2 ,°2 

176 ~ CH2No + oN-CH2-N-CH2o ~ CH2No + 2 CH2NN02 , (D) . 

28 148 28 74 

,°2 

176 ~ CH2NN02 + oN:-CH2-N-CH2 " ~ CH2No + 2 CH2NN02 , (E)' 

102 

and 

N 

RDX -~ [ 

" \\ , , 
H21: iH2) 

N N 
I \ ,1 \ 

(F) 

02N CH2 N02 
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Due to the similarity of the products, one cannot 

absolutely eliminate the possibility that those reactions 

occur in the experiment. However, we have observed no 

evidence for the existence of the intermediates in reactions 

(D) and (E), e.g., mle = 148 or a-faster second component in 

the mle = 102 TOF spectrum. In fact, reactions (D) and (E) 

are energetically unfavorable, becaus~ starting with about 

80 kcal/mol of internal energy, formation of 176 + N02 has 

consumed about 45 kcal/mol, and there is simply not enough 

energy for the molecule to spl it further to form the more 



unstable radical species. If reaction (D) is the main 

source of signal at mle = 74, CH2N product would give a very 

fast component in the ml e = 28 TOF spectrum by momentum 

conservation. If reaction (E) is the main source of signal 

at mle = 74, we would likely see two components in the TOF 

spectrum of mle = 74, because the two 74 species in reaction 

(E) would have different velocity distributions. All of the 

above expectation from reactions (D) and (E) were not 

observed from the experiment. To check reaction (F), more 

careful work is needed, since theoretically it is possible 

for reaction (F) to produce fast signal at mle = 74, 28, 27, 

and 26, and there is a simultaneous three-body fission 

involved which makes analysis laborious. If reaction (F) 

was a main channel, we would expect that CH2N would be 

responsible for the fast components in the TOF spectra of 

ml e = 28, 27, and 26 • In order to fit the data, we have 

chosen several different effective masses to represent 

approximately two 74 fragments together, and found that the 

shape of the mle = 74 peak was too narrow to match that of 

mle = 26. The shape of the fast edge of the mle = 28 TOF 

spectrum is different from that of mle = 27 and 26, which 

also indicates that those signals are not mainly from CH2N 

and that reaction (F) is not important, if it occurs at all. 

We also checked the possibility of producing 74 from further 

dissociation of the product which appears as the fast 

component in the mle = 81 TOF spectrum, and found that we 
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could not fit ,the' m/e = 74 spectrum even 'by using an 

unrealistically narrow PE (ET) " ruling out the possibility of 

74 being formed from larger products detected in this 

experiment. The' most compelling' 'evidEmceagainst reactions 

(D) -(F) is the branching ratio. If'74 was produc~d after 

reaction, (I), we could at most pbtain "a' ratio of 2: l' for 

CH2NN02' to N02 from reaction (I);' but in fact we obtained a 

ratio of 6, . and the lowest bound of this value is still 

larger than 2 even considering the worst possible uncertain-
/" ; 

ties. Also, the ratio of 176.'toNo2 'from (I)' is O~90, 

"consistent with the picture that most of the 74 is not from 

further dissociation of 176. 

., 

C. Importance of concerted reaction 

The bulk thermal decomposition of RDX must contain both 

unimolecular and bimolecular processes. Since·thisexperi-

ment has eliminated the'possibility of bimolecular reaction, 

the . important unimolecular' reactions.' involved are' clearly 

revealed, even though it cannot answer all questions about 

the thermal decomposition of RDX. From the experimental 

resul ts ,::we have seen that unimolecular' dissociation proces-

ses play important roles, especially in 'the initial steps. 
:'. 

comparing the product' distribution' obserVed in this experi-
, . . 

ment with that from thermal' decomposition1 we can say that 

unimolecular dissociation is the main avenu¢ even for bulk 

RDX decomposition, bec~use sequential unimolectilar dissocia-



tion are responsible for the major products observed in the 

thermal decomposition. 

There have been many reaction channels proposed for the 

thermal decomposition of RDX,1-4 most of which are simple 

bond rupture or bimolecular processes. Our experiment has 

shown that through concerted unimolecular dissociation 

channels RDX goes to various final products similar to those 

of bulk dissociation in only two steps. For simple bond 

rupture, the potential energy surface of the molecules 

usually has a high activation energy with at most a small 

exit barrier. Most of the energy is either consumed to 

break the chemical bond or tied up in vibrational degrees of 

freedom, so that only a small amount of translational energy 

is released. In contrast, in concerted reactions the 

molecule usually has a strained configuration at the 

transi tion state, and after crossing this barrier to form 

products much of the extra potential energy of the transi

tion state appears in the form of repulsion between the 

recoiling partners, i.e., in the form of translational 

energy. 

If the main reaction paths in the thermal decomposition 

of RDX were through bimolecular reactions, the bulk product 

distribution would be even more complicated than it is, 

because there are many possible ways for the unstable 

intermediates and radicals to combine with each other. It 

has ,been shown that at low temperatures the two most 
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probabl'e' products ,:of, thermal'decomposition,ofRDX are,N20 

and' H2CO( 195 ,·C) which'decrease as ,the, temperature in

creases, while at high ,temperature '(600, ·C)· HCN and. NO 

become the two largest products, 1 consistent with the 

concerted reaction picture p~esented here. In this experi

ment among six observed reaction channels only two occur 

through simple bond ruptur,e' and, as seen a~ove, their 

relative amounts are small. iConcerted reaction is dominant 

not only in the number of channels but also inthe'amount of 

products formed. 
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Knowing the branching ratios we can _ answer another 

interesting question, Le., ,.how many ,molecules are produ~ed 

and how much energy is released into translation per RDX 

molecule within this scheme., It is calculated that there 

'are 4.5 molecules produced on average compared, with bulk 

thermal decomposition where the average number of molecules 

produced is 7. ,12 Obviously, in the case of thermal decom

position some of the products which are formed in IRMPD will 

undergo further reaction through either unimC?lecular or 

bimolecular'paths and all of the unstable intermediates will 

be eventually converted into stable products. 

In this experiment 26.,4 kcalj (mol,RDx) was released to 

translation in the c.m. fra~e of RDX~ ,Althoug~p~rt of this 

energy is from the CO2 laser" , it helps us' to think about, the 

case of thermal decomposition, wl1ere the ac"t;iyation of the 

molecules is ,by ,thermal . energy, , and after endothermic steps 



further exothermic steps follow. Based on the thermochemi

cal data given by Melius and Binkley3 and the branching 

ratios obtained in this experiment, the endothermicity of 

reaction (VII), 

(07 
RDX 

(O~ 

3 CH2NN0
2 [0.23] 

--
[0.65] 

{
--------+ 

-------
[0.12] 

[0.77] 
r----~---------+ 

+ 176 
[0.15] 

L ____ ---------_+ 
[0.08] 

HCN + HONO 

(VII) 

129 + HONO 

130 + N02 

is 32 kcal/(mol RDX) and the average internal energy of RDX 

is about 80 kcal/mol as shown before. Therefore, over half 

of the available energy appears in translation. The 

normalized branching ratio of the primary dissociation steps 

are shown in parentheses. For the secondary dissociations, 

the three n~mbers shown in brackets for each branch are the 

relative amount of those rem1!iningas primary products and 

the two secondary reaction channels. 

VI. Summary 

IRMPD in a mQlecular beam with its unique advantage has 

been successfully used to study unimolecular dissociation. 

This method is extended to even larger molecules and much 

more complicated processes than before, where its advantages 

become even more appreciable. We have shown that it is 
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possible to get enough RDX into the gas phase for molecular 

beam studies. We have also shown that RDX easily,undergoes 

multi-step unimolecular dissociation. .' ,There are many 

channels competing with each other, with concerted dissocia

tion as the dominant manner ~ 'allowing very simple, products 

such as HCN, H2CO, and N20 observed in bulk' thermal decom

position, to be produced in a few steps and a ,short time. A 

fair amolint of translational energy release '.' through con

certed .reaction has been ob~erved, which ,is significant for 

an explanation of the nature, of the energy release, ,in RDX 

decomposition. 

One of the most interesting results out of this study 

. is the. observation of the concerted, triple dissociation 

channel. It is worthwhile paying more attention to this 

type of dissociation both eXperimentally and theoretically 

due to their importance in the dissociation of highly 

symmetric polyatomic molecules and their fascinating nature. 

In next chapter we will look into this subject in great 

detail on another molecule, s-tetrazine. 

" 
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Table I 

comparison of Hass spectraa 

Species m/e Relative amount Species m/e Relative amount 
This work Lit. This work Lit. 

N02 (I) 46 335 370 N02 (II) 46 612 370 

30 1000 1000 30 1000 1000 

16 429 223 16 290 223 

14 117 96 14 80 96 

N20 44 131 1000 H2 CO 30 174 600 

30 187 311 29 160 1000 

28 1000 108 28 1000 307 

16 27 50 16 55 18.8 

14 7 127 14 53 15.3· 

13 82 8.2 

HCN 27 1000 1000 12 80 8.2 . 

26 70 168 

14 29 11 

13 5 17 

12 21 17 

a Literature values in this table are from Atlas of Mass 

Spectral Data, edited by E. Stenhagen, S. Abrahamsson, 

and F. W. McLafferty (Interscience, New York, 1969), 

Vol. I. 
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Table II 

Experimental Laser Power Dependence of siqnal Counts 

in Ions per Laser Shot 

m/e Lab. angle (0 ) Laser 120wer in JLcm2 

20 16 6 

30 14 32.0 16.0 

74 10 1.55 1. 04 

74 14 1.31 0.93 

42 14 2.52 1.67 

17 14 0.14 0.13 

102 10 1.24 1.07 



species 

"Relative 
yield 

species 

Relative 
yield 

Species 

Relative 
yield 

Table III 

Relative Yield of productsa 

46(1) 

1.0c 

primary 

l76(1)b 

0.90 

Secondary 1, from" 74 

27(VI) 47(VI) 44(V) 

5.4 2.6 1.0c 

Secondary 2, from 176 

129(11) 47(11) 130(111) 

9.6 12 1.0c 

30(V) 

1.5 

46(111) 

4.3 

74(1V)b 

6.1 

74(IV)d 

1.9 

176(I)d 

1.9 

a (I) - (VI) stand for the reaction channels in the text, 

75 

and the numbe~ stands for the species of that molecular 

weight. 

b Sum of those Qndergoing secondary dissociation and 

those which survive. 

c Chosen as 1.0 

d Only those which survive. 
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Figure captions for chapter II 

Fig. 1 TOF spectra for the masses with m/e greater than 30. 

The open circles are observed data, and the curves are 

calculated TOF spectra. The angle in each TOF spectrum 

is the laboratory angle at which the spectrum was 

taken. 

Fig. 2 TOF spectra for the masses with m/e smaller than 30. 

The open circles are observed data, and the curves are 

calculated TOF spectra. The angle in each TOF spectrum 

is the laboratory angle at which the spectrum was 

taken. 

Fig. 3 PE(ET) for reaction (I) used to fit experimental data 

in figs.l and 2. 

Fig. 4 PE (ET) for reaction (II) used to fit experimental 

data in figs.l and 2. 

Fig. 5 PE(ET) for reaction (III) used to fit experimental 

data in figs.l and 2. 

Fig. 6 PE (ET) for reaction (IV) used to fit experimental 

data in figs.l and 2. 

Fig. 7 PE(ET) for reaction (V) used to fit experimental data 

in figs.l and 2. 

Fig. 8 PE (ET) for reaction (VI) used to fit experimental 

data in figs.l and 2. 
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CHAPTER III 

A CONCERTED TRIPLE DISSOCIATION ~ 
THE PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF S-TETRAZlNE 

I. Introduction 

s-tetrazine (ST) is a member of the family of nitrogen 

containing compounds known as azines which are isoelectronic 

to each other and to benzene, and has long attracted atten-

tion from chemists due to its structure and properties. 

since the pioneering work of Mason1 and Spencer et al., 2 

this molecule has been intensively investigated and is now 

well understood spectroscopically in the neighborhood of the 

1 1 3 3~9 
Ag(SO)' B3u (Sl) and B3u (T1 ) states. 

In contrast to the spectroscopy, a consensus has not 

been reached on the photochemistry of ST, as far as the 

dissociation mechanism is concerned. 3 Since an extensive 

review of the controversy over the suggested dissociation 

mechanism has been given in a recent publication by Scheiner 

and Schaefer (SS),3 we will only emphasize a few important 

points. 

While there is no doubt that the main outcome of Sl~SO 

excitation is dissociation, and that the products are HeN 

and N2 , different experiments support different mechanisms 

for the reaction 



hv 
ST --+ 2HCN + N2 . (1) 

In the case of the Sl~SO transition, the dissociation 

mechanisms can be classified into two categories. 

Mechanism I: One photon absorption followed by internal 

conversion (IC) with dissociation occurring on the So 

potential energy surface (PES), i.e., 

1A hv 1 IC 1 * 
g ST --+ B3U ST ----+ [ Ag ST] -+ 2HCN + N2 (2) 

Within this scheme, concerted triple dissociation 

H 
C ...... 

NO"" N I I 
N N 

...... C,., 

H 

--+ 

H 
..;?C ...... 

N N 
• l 
I II! 
N~ ... N 

''''C~ 

H 

is the most plausible pathway.10,11 

--+ 2HCN + N2 (3) 

Mechanism II. Sequential two photon absorption followed 

by dissociation through an intermediate state other than the 

ground state: 12 ,13 

hv 
1A ST --+ 1B ST 

g 3u 

hv 
--+ 1X ST 

--+ 2HCN + N2 , (4) 

where 1X is the intermediate state. 

The strongest support for mechanism I to date is the 

theoretical calculation by Scheiner, Scuseria, and Schaefer 

(SSS).10 Using standard double r and double r plus polariz-

ation basis sets, they carried out self-consistent field and 
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configuration interact~on'calculations on ST. SSS were able 

to locate the transition state for triple dissociation on 

the So PES, which is energetically accessible by 1B3U+-1Ag 

exci tat-ion and leads to ground electronic::: state products. 

Ss3 also calculated the exothermicity of reaction (1). ,Fig. 

1 presents an energy diagram according to the literature and 

the results of SS and SSS. 

Support for mechanism II came from a molecular beam 

photo fragmentation experiment by Glownia and Riley (GR). 14 

In their experiment a molecular beam of ST from an effusive 

source (at 50°C) was irradiated in a vacuum chamber by a 

pulsed Nd:Yag laser at either the second harmonic (532 nm) 

or the fourth harmonic (266 nm) frequency. The most 

interesting result ,that GR obtained is that the time-of-

flight (TOF) spectra of HCN at both laser wavelengths were 

almost identical, with an obvious bimodal shape~ , The 

spectrum of HCN contains a very fast narrow peak and a broad 

slow tail, while the TOF spectra of N2 have only one 

component. Based on their analysis, GR argued for mechanism 

II with 532 nm excitation and assigned the intermediate 

state 1X 
. 1 

in reaction (4) as a. B2u state, the same state 

reached by one photon excitation at 266 nm. GR argued 

further that the dissociation is a stepwise process: 

ST ~ HCNN2 + HCN ~ 2HCN + N2 • (5) 

Faced with the 'inconsistencies between theory and 

experiment, a new experiment with better characterized 
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experimental conditions has been carried out. As indicated 

by the title, our investigation has confirmed that s-

tetrazine undergoes concerted triple dissociation, 

supporting the scheme of mechanism I. Furthermore, our 

results suggest that the photochemistry upon 

excitation follows the same route as with the 

transition. 

It has been a challenge to analyze concerted triple 

dissociation product velocity and angular distributions 

obtained in molecular beam experiments. 1S- 17 Recently, a 

concerted triple dissociation similar to reaction (3) was 

observed17 where the three fragments were identical, so that 

the inherent three-fold symmetry allowed analysis to be 

carried out simply and accurately. For the analysis of the 

results obtained in this experiment and other molecular beam 

experiments where triple dissociation is involved, a simple 

general and realistic model is developed. 

II. Experimental 

The experimental apparatus has been described in detail 

elsewhere. 18 Briefly, a molecular beam and a laser beam 

were cro'ssed at 90 0 in a vacuum chamber. Dissociation 

products passed through the aperture of the detector chamber 

at a variable angle with respect to the molecular beam. The 

neutral products were then ionized in an electron 

bombardment ionizer, mass selected by a quadrupole mass 
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filter, and detected with a Daly-type ion counter. A multi-

channel scaler interfaced with an' LSI-11 '. microcomputer 

recorded the arrival time of the signal relative to the 

laser pulse to obtain the TOF spectra. The distance between 

the interaction region and the .ionizer is 36.7 cm. The 

angle between the molecular: beam and the detector ·is 

variable between 0·, and 90·, allowing us to detect even 

those products with very small center-of-mass (c. m. ) 

translational energies. Installation of a 'liquid 'helium 

cooled cryopanel opposite the entrance slit to the detector 

not only greatly reduces the background, but, more 

importantly, prevents.dissociation products which scatter,in 

the opposite direction to the detector from bouncing back 

into the detector to create false signal. .' In order to 
. \ 

reduce the veloc1ty spread of the ST beam and the chances of 

forming ST dimer; ST was held at 20 • C, He was used as a 

carrier gas with a total pressure of about 100 Torr, and the 

nozzle temperature was kept at 78'· C. Wi th the above 

conditions the average beam velocity was 1.5 x 105 cm/sec 

with an 8% FWHM velocity spread. 

For the excitation of the 1B3U~lAg transition, a Lambda 

Physik FL2002 dye laser was used with coumarin 540A 

(Exci ton), pumped by a Lambda Physik EMG .103 MSC excimer 

laser operated at 308 nm with a repetition rate of 100 Hz. 

The linewidth of the dye laser was about 0.2 cm -1, and the 

laser. was tuned to 18128.0 cm-1 for the 0-0 transition and 



18830.9 
-1 

cm for the t 't' 5 ranSl lon. A Glan-Taylor 

polarizer was used to obtain linearly polarized light in 

different directions. The laser beam was adjusted to a 1 mm 

diameter spot at the crossing point with the molecular beam. 

To study the 1B2U ... 1Ag transition, the same excimer 

laser was used with krypton fluoride at 248 nm, where the 

absorption of ST is almost at a maximum. 2 A MgF prism was 

used to separate the vertically ~nd horizontally polarized 

laser beam, and the beam with the desired polarization was 

focused to 1 mm x 3 mm in the interaction region. 

ST was synthesized according to the method given by 

Spencer et al. 2 The precursor, s-tetrazine dicarboxylic 

acid, was made in advance and ST was prepared fresh from the 

precursor immediately before each experiment. 

III. Results and analysis 

A. General features 

All the TOF spectra of mass-to-charge ratio (m/e) = 27 

(HCN+), two of which are shown in Fig. 2, and of m/e = 26 

(CN+) , which are identical to that of m/e = 27, consist of a 

single fast sharp peak. + TOF spectra of m/e = 28 (N2 ) are 

also composed of only one peak, slightly broader and slower 

than that of the corresponding HCN, and two examples are 

also shown in Fig. 2. A search for fragments with m/e > 28 

was carried out, but no signal was detected. The single 
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fast peak in all the TOF spectra implies a one-step triple 

dissociation with large recoil velocity. 

The TOF spectra due to exc.i tation of .two vibrational 

bands in the 1B3U+-1Ag transition (hereafter 0-0 and Ga~ are 

used to stand for the respective bands of the .lB3U+-1Ag 

transition) look tbe same. The peak.posi tions in the TOF 

spectra of the products from 248 nm excitation are similar 
I 

to those from Sl+-S0 excitation, but the widths of the peaks 

are broader at 248 nm than that at Sl+-S0 excitation. The 

polarization angle of the laser affects 'neither the signal 

level nor the shape of the TOF spectra much for HeN at all 

laser frequencies, but it does strongly affect the N2 signal 

level at 248 nm. 

At the normal output energy of the dye laser (about 10 

mJ/pulse) the dissociation is highly saturated for both.O-O 

1 
and Gao. In order to study the power dependence and to 

eliminate saturation effects, neutral density filters were 

placed in the path of the laser beam and the HeN fragment 

intensi ty was measured over a wide range of laser powers. 

The shape of the HeN TOF spectra was unchanged over the 

entire range. The dependence of the photolysis signal on 

the laser power for 0-0 plotted .in Fig. 3 approaches 

linearity as the laser power approaches zero, providing 

unambiguous evidence that the dissociation of ST following 

1B3U+-1Ag excitation is a one photon event. 

The laser power dependence' at 248 nm showed similar 



behavior, th.at is,. saturation occurred at laser energies 

above 3 mJ/pulse, and the dependence approached linearity 

when the laser power was reduced below 3 mJ/pulse. 

To prevent complications from saturation, the laser 

power was kept in the linear region when the laboratory 

angular dependence (varying the angle between the molecular 

beam and the detector) and laser polarization dependence 

(varying the angle between the electric vector of the laser 

and the detector) were measured for both 248 nm and Sl~SO 

excitation. 

B. Simple model for analysis of triple dissociation 

It is well known that in a two-body dissociation 

process momentum and energy conservation uniquely determine 

the relationship between the two fragments. When three 

particles recoil from each other simultaneously, the 

situation becomes more complicated, because unless the three 

velocity vectors of the recoiling particles are measured 

simul taneously, it is difficult to get the translational 

energy distribution of the whole system from the measured 

individual velocity distributions of the fragments as can be 

done for two-body dissociation. 

Consider a molecule simultaneously dissociating into 

particles 1, 2 and 3 with masses m1 , m2 and m3 respectively. 

A diagram of the dissociation process in velocity space is 
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·0·0 ·0 
shown in Fig. 4, where U 1 , u 2 and u 3 are the direction 
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vectors of the asymptotic velocities of particles 1,,2 and 3 

in a body-fixed c.m. frame respectively, Q and /3 are the 

angles between 
~O 

u
1 

and 
~O 

u2 and 
~O . ~O 

between u1 and u3 respectively, 

and 6 = 7[-Q and "( = w-/3 • At this geometry the 

translational energy is 

and 

° 2 ° 2 ° 2 ET = 1/2 m1 (u1 ) + 1/2 m2 (u2 ) + 1/2 m3 (u3), (6) 

by momentum 

° . " m2u 2s1no = 

conservation, 

° . m3u 3s1n'}', 

° m
1

u
1 ° ° = m

2
u

2
cos6 + m

3
u 3cos'}', (7) 

c.m. 

° where u 1 ' u~ and u~ are the magnitudes of the asymptotic 

velocities of the particles 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 

If ,},+6 + 0, from (6) and (7) we have 

ET = ;1(1 + 
m1 sin26 ~!!!~1») (UO)2. ---------(----- + 

sin2 ('}'+6) m3 m2 1 (8) 

° When ,},+6 = 0, the. relation between ET and u 1 

ain, but in the special situation when u~ = 

becomes uncert

° u 3 ' the problem 

reduces to a' two-body problem' corresponding to the 

dissociation of the molecule into m
1 

and m
2 

+m3 ' and the 

following equation can be used, 

,},+6 = 0. (9) 

If the molecule dissociates through only one asymptotic 

geometry, namely one set of Q and /3, the data analysis would 

be straightfo~ard, using the method for two-body 

dissociation19 with proper modification. 

In a real system, although the angles Q and /3 in indi-



vidual dissociation events may vary, for a simultaneous 

triple dissociation the geometry must follow a certain 

distribution with respect to the two angles a and ~ as well 

as ET, say, F(a,~;ET). Therefore one way to approach the 

problem of data analysis is to find F(a,~;ET) and to 

convolute the appropriate distribution. 

In practice, however, there are some difficulties 

finding F(a,~;ET): it does not treat the three particles 

equivalently. In the case where we do not know much about 

the structure and interaction potential of the transition 

state, we do not have any clue how F(a,~;ET) will look, and 

it is not known whether F(a,~;ET) is separable into 

F(a,~;ET) = f(a,ET)g(~,ET)· 

To avoid this problem we assume that at a fixed total 

internal energy there is a most probable dissociation 

geometry with reference angles a r and ~r. We also assume 

that the distribution of geometries does not depend on the 

translational energy ,and can be described by three factors 

which are functions of 9, ~ and ~ respectively, i.e., 

G(9,~,q,) = G1(9)G2(~)G3(q,) , (10) 

where 9, ~ and q, are -the angles between a particular 

asymptotic geometry of m1 , m2 and m3 and the most probable 

asymptotic geometry as shown in Fig. 4. 

Since G(9,~,q,) treats the three particles independently 

and consists of distributions about the most probable 

values, we assume that the Gi's in equation (10) have the 
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same mathematical form, and that Gaussian functions can be 

used as an approximation, 

where 

_ A -1/2{X/O.)2. 
Gi{X) - i e ]., 

A. 
l. 

is a normalization 

i=1,2,J~ 

factor and o. 
l. 

( 11) 

is a width 

parameter. Because it successfuliy fit the data, Eqn. ell) 

is the only functional form that we tried. 

The angular distribution of the dissociation products 

for an electric dipole transition' in· a space-fixed c.m. 

coordinate frame has been expressed as20 ,2l 

P(cosO) = (1/4w) (l + 2bP2 {cosO» , (12) 

where 0 is the polar angle of the direction of the fragments 

when the z axis is chosen along the electric field vector of 

the linearly polarized light, P2 (x), is the second Legendre 

polynomial, and b is defined 'by 

(lJ) 

where 1 is the angle between the transition dipole and the 

recoil velocity in a body fixed c.m.coordinate system,' and 

b I is a parameter which basically· describes rotation and 

relaxation effects of the energized molecule. This in-

terpretation has been rigorously verified for diatomic 

molecules. 

For the triple dissociation of ST, let us consider that 

ST with a transition dipole along p. absorbs a photon with 

electric field f • The absorption probability is 

proportional to in a classical picture, or in the 

conventional form 



(14) 

where Pabs(~·E) is the angular distribution of absorption. 

After absorption the molecule can undergo a series of struc-

tural changes before it dissociates. We will assume that 

the lifetime of the molecule is long enough, for the 

following discussion. Fig. 5 shows relevant relations, 

where TO represents the direction from the c. m. of the 

molecule to the c.m. of the group of atoms which will be 

detected, at the moment of photon absorption, and T is the 

analogous direction at the transition state. Because the 

orientation of the molecules in space is isotropic, the 

initial directions of TO which lead to the transition state 

along T are along circle 1 in Fig. 5. This means that the 

corresponding initial direction of the transition dipole ~ 

is 'along circle 2, with 8T the angle between ~ and T. The 

probability of a transition state along T is the average of 

equation (14) over circle 2, which is simply22 

(15) 

If the asymptotic geometry is different from the 

transition state geometry, there is an angle between T and 

uO, the asymptotic velocity of the detected fragment in the 

body-fixed c.m. coordinate system. This difference is the 

result of intramolecular relaxation and internal motion near 

the transition state. The probability of a fragment along 

uO is (15) averaged over circle 3, which is 
A A A A A A O A O A 

P~o(uOoE) = (1/47r) (1+2P2(~oT)P2(ToU )P2(U oE». (16) 
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The physical basis of Eqn. ,,(·16) is that molecular rotation 

and internal motion, of the molecule cause randomization of 

the direction of the tangential component' of the, fr~gment 

recoil velocity~ This ,is an implicit effect which makes the 

average along circle 3 valid, and is not directly reflected 
A AO • 

in the formula. In general, the magni, tud,e of P 2 (T. U ) '1.S 

different for each individual fragment, and we call it the 

local ,anisotropy parameter. Then,' as in previous' 

20 21 . papers '" ,we 1.n,troduce the parameter b 1 ,to account for the 

smearing out effect of molecular rqtation"on the angular 

distribution of the photo fragment in a space-fixed frame, 

which we call the direct effect of molecular rotation on the 

anisotropy. Mathematically, b 1 is' the result of the 

transformation of the c.m. coordinate system from the body~ 

fixed frames to the space-fixed frame, summed over all 

possible relations between the different frames. Therefore, 

the photo fragment c.m.angular distribution in the space-

fixed frame is 

P~(u.f} = (l/41r) (l+2blP2(~·T)P2'(T,.~Q)P2(U.f}), (17) 

where u is the unit vector of' the as~ptotic. c.m. velocity 

of the fragment 'in the space-fixed frame. According to the 

above physical and mathematical explanations"b1 is the s~me 

for all the fragments, and we ca'l! b 1 the global anisotropy 

parameter. . It is ~mphasized that where the implicit effect 

of molecular rotation is important, ·,Eqn. (17) reveals 

information' about the geometry of the tra~sition state. By 



measuring the laboratory angular dependence and/or laser 

polarization dependence, 'T can be obtained within the above 

approximation. 

Obviously, there is a distribution between uO and T, 

and according to our approximation it is related to G(S,n,_) 

of Eqn. (10). Therefore, to get the overall probability of 

signal at direction u, Eqn. (17) should be averaged over the 

distribution function (10). Since the further derivation to 

obtain the TOF distribution is similar to that for two-body 

dissociation which is presented elsewhere,19 only the final 

formula is given, 

C
+ v~ I ,P_E __ (E_T __ ) 

= -- A PUA(U1"E)" m1 t u1 

+ where Nm1 ,lab(t,1IIo) is the calculated TOF spectrum of ion 

signal from m1 , t is the arrival time, 1110 is the detector 

solid angle, v1 and u1 are the laboratory and c.m. 

velocities of m1 respectively, c+ 
m1 is a constant for each 

m/e, PE(ET) is the product c.m. translational energy 

distribution, NB(VB,1II B) is the reactant laboratory velocity 

distribution as a function of the velocity VB and solid 

angle 1IIB of the molecular beam, 1IIm1 is the laboratory solid 

angle of m1 in velocity space, and 

S1n 0 S1n 1 
( 

m1 . 2l' . 2 ) 
). = m1 1 + ~i~2(6~~) (--m;- + --m; ) , 6+1 to; 
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m1+m2+m3 
= m ---------1 m2+m3 

&+1 - o. (19) 

C. Analyzed results 

~l~SO excitation 

After the above discussion we can start to analyze the 

data using the triple dissociation mechanism~ Since the 

1B3U~lAg transition dipole is perpendicular to the molecular 

plane, it must also be perpendicular to the recoil 

directions of all the fragments at the transition state, 

provided th~t the transition state is planar, as has been 

calculated by SSS. 10 As mentioned before, at the Sl~SO 

transition the dependence of the signal on the laser 

polarization angle is very weak, indicating that the 

lifetime of the energized molecule is much longer than its 

rotational period. From this fact we can immediately 

conclude that the absolute value of the global anisotropy 

parameter b 1 , which is the same. for both ijCN and N2 , is very 

small, and the data is not sensitive to the.geometry of the 

transition state~ We did not collect any angular or 

polarization dependence data for N2 , because it would not 
'. 

provide any m9re information and the detection of N2 is much 

more difficult due to high detector .~ackground. 

Testing different sets of parameters, we found that the 

peak positions in the TOF spectra are very sensitive to a 
... r 

Although ~he. TOF spectra of N2 do not have good 

signal-to-noise, it was found that in order to fit all the 
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TOF spectra, the deviation in ar and Pr must pe less than 

0.5° from the best values. Setting all the a. to the same 
1. 

value, within the range 0 S a. S 
1. 

it was always 

possible to fit the data by adjusting the translational 

energy distribution, PE(ET). But if the constraint of 

maximum translational" energy (Emax) is imposed, both the 

PE (ET) and a i are uniquely determined wi thin experimental 

error. For example, at a given Emax the a i has uncertain 

within ±0.2°. The high sensitivity of the fit to ar , Pr and 

a. provides a sensitive probe of the detailed dissociation 
1. 

dynamics. 

The exothermicity of reaction (1) is not experimentally 

known, although there are some estimates and theoretical 

calculations. 3 ,23 The theoretical prediction given by SS3 

is 57.4 kcal/mol, which should be within a few kcal/mol of 

the true value. From this experiment an accurate value for 

the exothermicity of reaction (1) cannot be obtained due to 

the fact that Emax and a i are correlated, but in order to 

fit the data the exothermicity of the reaction must range 

between 47.5 and 68.3 kcal/mol, which correspond to a. = 
1. 

5.2° and 0° respectively, if the Emax corresponds to all the 

available energy in translation. 

with the exothermicity given by SS, a s,et of parameters 

was obtained by fitting the experimental TOF.spectra and is 

listed in Table 1. Examples of the fits of the individual 

TOF spectra are given in Fig. 2. The PE(ET) to fit the 6a~ 
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data is plotted as curve (a) in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows the 
, 

laser polarization dependence of HCN at a laboratory angle 

of 20°. The b 1 value obtained is in the range from 0 to 

0.13. 'The near zero value of b 1 is a reflection of the near 

isotropic dissociation. ' 

The immediate conclusion from Fig. 6 is that most of 

the available energy is channeled into translation in the 

1B' ... l A transition. 
3u g This . is in good agreement with the 

observation by Coulter et al. 24 that .' , the populat10n' of 

pro~ucts excited in the stretching modes is low. The 

average translational energy. from 6a~ excitation is 82.2 

kcal/mol, which is 73.9% of the total available energy of 

111.2 .kcal/moi, implying a very repulsive PES along the 

reaction coordinate after the transition state. Data from 
1 ' 

6ao and 0-0 give the same information except that Emax is 

adjusted correspondingly. 

b. 248 nm excitation 

At 248 nm, the transition is 

transition ,dipole is along the y axis of the molecule (see 

Fig. 5 for the definition of the coordinates). The 

situation· concerning anisotropy of different fragments is 

more interesting than in the case of the Sl+'SO transition , 

and we observed different polarization' dependence for HCN 

and N2 , as shown in Table 2. 

At 248 'nm it was impossible to simultaneously fit the 

TOF spectra of HCN and N2 assuming the same (] i ,for both the 
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Al though the peaks in the TOF spectra do not 

change very much between 248 nm and S1~SO excitation, the a r 

and fJ r derived from the data are noticeably different for· 

the two wavelengths. The parameters which give the best fit 

are listed in Table 1 and examples of the· fits to the 

individual spectra are shown in Fig. 2. The PE(ET) used to 

fit the data is presented as curve (b) in Fig. 6. 

compa~ing the two PE (ET) 's in Fig. 6, it can be seen 

that the energy distribution at 248 nm is much broader than 

that from S1~SO excitation. However, even though the photon 

energy at 248 nm is more, than twice that of S1~SO 

excitation, the energies of the peaks of the PE (ET) 's are 

similar. The average translational energy release at 248 nm 

excitation is 96.2 kcal/mol or 55.8% of the available 

energy, 172.4 kcal/mol. The similarity of the peak transla

tional energies at both 248 nm and S1~SO excitation is a 

very important phenomenon which will be discussed later. 

Simulating the experimental results with the above 

model, we found that the fit to the individual TOF spectra 

does not depend strongly on information concerning the 

transition state, but because for 248 nm excitation the 

transition dipole is in the plane of the molecule and since 

the signal level strongly correlates with the laser 

polarization angle, the laser polarization dependence is 

very sensitive to the angle, 9T. 

since if the change in geometry leading to the transition 
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state is defined within C2v symmetry (correct according to 

SSSlb); the'~2 must remain aligned in the direction of ~ in 

the body-fixed c.m. frame. Therefore, from the fit to the 

N2 data, b 1 = 0.65 ± 0.05 in Eqn. (17) is obtained first, 

which we, assume to be the same for HCN. Then we use this b 1 

to fit all the HeN data by adjusting 'T for HCN which is 

also the angle between the HCN and N2 groups at th~ transi

tion state. By this procedure, av~lue of 121.3 ± 1° for 'T. 

is obtained. The laboratory angular distributions of HCN 

for both horizontally and· vertically polarized light are 

plotted in Fig. 8. Similar to Fig. 7, the signal-to~noise 

ratio in Fig. 8 is not very satisfactory, since the laser 

power was set low to avoid saturation and the molecular beam 

density was rather low due to the low vapor pressure of ST. 

Long time .averaging at one time is impossible due to the 

small amounts of ST obtained in each batch. 

IV. Discussion 

A. Triple dissociation vs. two-body sequential dissociation 

Using our model, : the experimental data are successfully 

interpreted by concerted triple dissociation (TO). However, 

we would like to determine the boundary between TO and two

body sequential dissociation (SO), since at the limit of an 

infini tesimal interval between the primary and secondary 

steps of SO, TO and SO both offer the same physical picture. 
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Attempts were made to fit the data as a process 

" d d' 't' 17,19 lth h dl.'d t l.nvol vl.ng secon ary l.SSOCl.a l.on, a oug we no 

find any signal for the intermediates of either reaction (5) 

or (20). 

ST ~ N2 +HCNNCH ~ N2 + 2HCN • (20) 

These attempts were all unsuccessful for a variety of 

reasons, such as the trial distributions being unphysical, 

the distributions which. fit one fragment could not. fit its 

counterpart, or the simulated laboratory angular distribu-

tion or polarization dependence did not agree with the 

experimental results. Our conclusion is that neither 

react'ion(5) nor (20) is consistent with our observations. 

In fact, reaction (5) can easily be rejected, because 

we would expect to see two different kinds of HCN fragments, 

but the results do not show this at all. Reaction (20) must 

be considered more carefully. In our experimental set up, 

if every dissociation event maintainsC2V symmetry, TO is 

equivalent to SO with the constraint that secondary 

dissociation occurs only in a direction perpendicular to the 

primary recoil velocity and the primary and secondary ET's 

are strongly correlated with each other. 

Using mechanism (20), the TOF spectra of N2 were fit 

first to obtain a primary PE(ET) and an anisotropy parameter 

b 1 . With those, the HCN TOF spectra were then fit by 

adjusting the secondary PE(ET) and c.m. angular distribu

tion. 
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For 0-0 and6a~, it was possible to fit all the data 

this way. In Fig. 9 the secondary c.m. angular distribution 

which· fits the 6a~ data is presented, where the distribution. 

was made as broad as possible using the narrowest possible 

secondary PE (ET) for the p~rpose of the following argument. 

The.secondary products are sharply distributed perpendicular 

to the primary velocity vector, implying that the secondary 

process in the SO scheme is strongly correlated to the 

primary process. If we assume that all the secondary recoil 

events occurred perpendicular to the primary recoil 

direction, and that the width of the secondary angular 

distribution in Fig.. 9 was due only to the rotation of 

HCNNCH, we can estimate the time, At, from the start of the 

primary recoil to the end of the secondary recoil, and 

estimate how far the fragments would flyaway from each 

other during this time assuming that they had reached their 

asymptotic velocity. At is estimated to be 0.3·psec, with a 

displacement within a few angstroms. The values estimated 

above are rather crUde, but in any event the time and 

distance are so short that it is inappropriate to consider 

the process separated in the sense of SO. Moreover, because 

the bond energy of any bond in ST is expected to be much 
. 1 

higher than the 6aO photon energy of 53.8kcal/mol, SO is 

energetically unlikely for Sl~SO excitation. 

For 248 nm excitation, the data cannot be fit using 

mechanism (20). We can fit the TOF spectrum of HCN at one 
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laboratory angle and one polarization angle by the same 

method as above, but it is impossible to simulate the TOF 

spectra at all angles using the same set of parameters. The 

calculated laboratory angular distribution and laser 

polarization dependence of the signal just did not agree 

wi th the experimental resul ts, because of the observed 

anisotropy which is different from that 

excitation. 

The above discussion implies that at long times SD is 

clearly distinguished from TD by the dissociation dynamics, 

but the boundary between TD and SD is not absolute and there 

is a transition region where both TD and SD features exist. 

We think that the criteria are how strongly correlated the 

distributions and variables are between the primary and 

secondary processes. 

B. Dynamics of ST triple dissociation 

According to SSS' s orbital correlation diagram10 

neither 1B2U nor 1B3U correlate adiabatically with the 

product ground states if C2V symmetry is maintained 

throughout dissociation'. As shown in Fig. 1, the energy of 

the Sl+-S0 transition is lower than the energy required to 

populate the lowest excited (singlet) states of the 

products, so that it is impossible to produce electronically 

'25 
excited product molecules. It has been reported that the 

rate of relaxation from the Sl state is 105 times that from 

\ ' 
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the T 1 state. Therefore, the" path of dissociation after 

intersystem crossing is not important and the dissociation 

must occur'on the So PES after IC. Experiments as well as 

theory show3 , 9,2,6 that there is strong interaction between 

the So and Sl electronic states and ,that IC is the main 

deactivation pathway for Sl. Combined with the previous 

studies, our experiment provides convincing evidence for the 

mechanism described by equations, (2) and (3). 

,We have found no other experim~ntal studies of the 

photochemistry of 1B2 ~lA except that of GR. The energy at , u g 

248 nm is high enough to allow one of the HCN molecules to 

be electronically excited. As shown in Fig. 6, the minimum 

translational energy released in 248 nm photolysis is 37.0 

kcal/mol'. Even if all the remaining energy went into 

electronic excitation, it would still be 13.6 kcal/mol less 

than that needed to reach the first excited singlet state of 

HCN. Therefore, it is almost certain that no electronically 

excited products. ,are formed at 248 nm either. Sincethe 

1B2U state does not correlate with 'ground state products, it 

is unlikely that the dissociation is directly from 1B2U 

reactant to products,. even though calculations predict that 

there should be two imaginary vibrational modes on the 1B2U 

PES within the constraint of D2h symmetry.3 As pointed out 

. . t d' 17,27-29 th tIt' I l.n many prevl.ous s u l.es, e rans a l.ona energy 

release mainly correlates with the exit barrier along the 

reaction coordinate and is less influenced by the excess 
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energy when there is an appreciable exit barrier. If both 

dissociation processes occur on the So PES and the So 

lifetime is long enough to allow sUbstantial intramolecular 

vibrational redistribution, the peak positions of the 

PE(ET) IS should be similar, because the fragments experience 

the same exit barrier. The excess energy is mainly 

distributed throughout all the internal modes (including the 

reaction coordinate). Thus, the most obvious difference 

between different internal energies for the same transition 

state is that the higher the energy the broader the 

distribution, while the change in the peak position will be 

much smaller than the change in the excess energy. Applying 

this idea to ST, it is obvious that the dissociation 

dynamics following the two electronic excitation· are 

qualitatively very similar. Further evidence is that the 

angle between N2 and HCN at the transition state is 121.3 ± 

1 0 at 248 nm, which is fairly close to 120.1 0
, the value 

calculated from the transition state geometry provided by 

Sss.10 Therefore, we suggest that the dissociation 

mechanism following 1B2U~lAg excitation is the same as that 

for 1B3 ~lA excitation, i.e., IC to ground state ST and u g . 

triple dissociation to ground state products. 

The parameter b 1 gives an idea of how fast dissociation 

occurs with respect to the rotational period. 

excitation, b 1 S 0.13 implies that dissociation is much 

slower than the rotational period of the parent molecule. 
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For .248nm excitation, ,b1 = 0.,65 indicates that the products 

still have a strong "memory" of the, initial orientation, 

implying that the dissociation lifetime, following 1B2U+-1Ag 

excitation is comparable to .. or, less than the rotational 

period. Assuming that RRKM theory30 is applicable in 

predicting rate constants for, triple, dissociation, we can 

use a reasonable set. of vibrational frequencies 31 and the 

potential barrier (shown in Fig. 1) ,given by SSS10 to 

estimate the RRKM dissociation lifetime. Our calculation 

gives RRKM dissociation lifetimes for triple dissociation of 

50 nsec and 0.2 psec for 0-0 and 248 nm excitation respec-

tively. Al though a lifetime of 0.2 psec is questionable 

because RRKM theory may not be valid on such a short 

timescale, the predicted lifetime for 0-0 transition is 

reasonable. The fluorescence lifetime from the Sl state has 

bee,n measured to be on the order of 0 .1 - I, nsec. 7 Thus, 

the molecule has plenty of time to randomize its energy 

after Ie in the case of Sl+-S0 excitation. At 248 nm, the 

value of b 1 implies that Ie rat~ is probably on the same 

order of magnitude as that of, dissociation after Ie. 

It is instructive to compare the geometry change 

through the dissociation. The angles between the HeN and N2 

groups for the most propable asymptotic geometries at 248 nm 

and S1+-S0 excitation and the geometry of, the transition 

state obtained in thi~ experiment are 114.4°,_ 117.2°, and 

121.3° respectively. The asymptotic angles are smaller than 
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at the transition state, and the higher the available energy 

the smaller the angle, which implies that the repulsion 

between two HCN is stronger than that between HCN and N2 

during the process of the molecule breaking the conjugated 

7(-0' bond system. Comparison of 0' i between the two laser 

wavelengths (in Table 1) indicates that at 248 nm, because 

of the higher available energy, the'molecule can dissociate 

from configurations which deviate more from the lowest 

energy ST structure, and the dissociation becomes more 

asymmetric. These observations are consistent with our 

intuition and provide a vivid picture of the dynamics of ST , 

triple dissociation. 

v. Summary 

This experimental study has confirmed that the s-

tetrazine photodissociation is a concerted triple 

dissociation. To analyze the experimental results, a simple 

model is proposed which has proven to be fruitful and 

sensitive to the experimental data. It is found that 

information on both the detailed dissociation dynamics and 

the transition state can be derived in certain systems using 

this model. An improved analysis of the physical 

significance of the anisotropy parameter is given, where the 

relation between the anisotropy parameter and the geometry 

of the transition state is explicitly constructed. 

In this chapter we have assumed that the peak position 
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of the translational energy distribution of the same 

reaction channel is mainly determined by the exit barrier, 

if the reaction occurs on the ground electronic PES. This 

is essential for us to identify the mechanism of the 

dissociation of ST following 248 nm excitation. , . Although 

the· validity of this assumption is physically understand

able, we woul~ lik.e to find direct experimental evidences to 

support this important conclusion, because as will be seen. 

in Chapter V this is also the bases for sorne approximations 

proposed in Chapter I. In next Chapter we will, among other 

things, discuss this problem. 
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Table 2. Laser polarization dependence 

for 248 nm excitation at 20° 

Laser polarization signal counts 
HCN N2 

verticala 1.00 1.00 

Horizontal 0.84 4.52 

a Set to 1.00. 
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Figure captions for Chapter III 

Fig. 1 Energy diagram of ST photodissociation with energies 

in kcal/mol. 

Fig. 2 TOF spectra at a laboratory angle of 20·. The 

scattered circles ,are the experimental data and the 

solid lines 

mechanism. 

are the fits with the triple dissociation 

The TOF spectra shown for Gaol (lB ~lA) 3u g 

excitation were taken using vertically polarized 

light, and for· 248 nm excitation horizontally 

polarized light was used. 

Fig. 3 Laser power dependence of the HeN signal for the 0-0 

(lB ~lA) transition at 20!'with the laser verti-3u g 

cally polarized. 

Fig. 4 Asymptotic geometry in velocity space for triple 
·0··0 ·0 

dissociation. u1 ' u2 and u 3 are the unit recoil 

velocity vectors in a particular dissociation event, 

h 'l ·r ·r d· r th f I 't t w 1 e u 1 , u2 an u3 are e re erence ve OCl y vec or 

corresponding to the most probable dissociation 

geometry. The other variables are explained in the 

text. 

Fig. 5 Diagram of the relations between fragments from 

photon absorption, through the transition state, to 

the asymptotic geometry. The direction of the 

transition dipole ~ in the figure corresponds to the 



case of 1B2U ... 1Ag UV excitation. 

explained in the text. 
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.AII symbols are 

Fig. 6 Triple dissociation 
. 1 

Curve (a) is for 6ao 

P
E 

(ET) 's used to fit the data. 

(lB ... l A ) excitation, and curve 
3u ,g 

(b) is for 248 nm excitation. 

Fig. 7 Polarization dependence of HCN signal for the 0-0 

(lB ... l A ) transition at a laboratory angle of 20 0
• 3u g 

Points are experimental data and the line is the fit 

using b 1 = 0.13 and other parameters in Table 1. If 

b 1 = 0, the fit would be a horizontal straight line. 

Fig. 8 Laboratory angular distribution of HCN at 248 nm. 

Points are experimental data and the lines are the 

fits using the parameters in. Table 1. V and H stand 

for vertically and horizontally polarized laser beams 

respectively. For an isotropic product distribution, 

the two lines would be identical. 

Fig. 9 The secondary c.m. angular distribution of HCN used 

to fit the 6a~ (lB3U ... 1Ag) data by sequential reaction 

mechanism (20), where 0 0 corresponds to the direc-

tion of the primary recoil vector of H2C2N2 • 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISSOCIATION OF CYCLOHEXENE AND 
. 1,4-CYCLOHEXADIENE IN A MOLECULAR BEAM 

I. Introduction 

'The dissociation of cyclohexene .(CHN) is interesting 

because it can occur through the simplest retro-Diels-Alder 

reaction (1), 

CH2 
/ \ 

CH2 
# 

HC CH2 HC CH2 II I ----+ I + ~ , (1) 
HC CH2 HC CH2 

\' / \ 
CH2 CH2 

Although it is believed' that the Diels-Alder reaction is 

1-7 . concerted, some calculations indicate that the process 

may not be totally symmetric and may have partial diradical 

character. 3-7 In fact, a true diradical mechanism is by no 

. t' 11' . bl 4,5 . tIlt means energe 1ca y 1mposs1 e. Exper1men a resu s 

have impiied a concerted mechanism for reaction (1).1 . Bulk 

studies of CHN dissociation showed that· the retro-Diels-

Alder reaction is the main channel in both thermal decom

position and ,infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) .8-10 

However, there has been no direct experimental examination 

of the concerted nature of the retro-Diels-Alder reaction. 

In a series. of IRMPD studies carried out in this 

laboratory,11-14 it was found that the vibrational energy 
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distributions in molecules prior to dissociation can be 

described by statistical theories. In addition, concerted 

dissociation forming stable products can be distinguished 

from simple bond rupture by the distinctly different product 

center-of-mass (c.m.) translational energy distributions, 

(PE (ET» . 
In a concerted dissociation, the potential energy 

surface (PES) along the reaction coordinate has an appreci

able exit barrier due to the strained conformation at the 

transi tion state and the closed-shell electronic structure 

of the products which repel each other as the dissociation 

proceeds beyond the transition state. As a result, the 

P
E 

(ET) is determined' by two factors, the potential energy 

release along the reaction coordinate into translation and 

the fraction of the excess energy shared by the reaction 

coordinate. The contribution to the translational energy 

from the latter factor is usually much smaller than that 

from the former for a moderate-sized molecule, because the 

exit barrier is often much higher than the average fraction 

of the excess energy available to each internal degree of 

freedom, and a large fraction of the potential energy of the 

exit barrier will appear as product translational ener-

12-15 gy. ' Therefore, for molecular dissociation with an 

a~preciable exit barrier, the PE(ET) is mainly determined by 

the dynamics of the exit barrier energy release, and the 

most probable translational energy is significantly greater 
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than what would be expected from the partitioning of the 

vibrational energy in the reaction coordinate at the 

transition state. In the case of simple bond rupture 

producing radical species, there is often no appreciable 

exit barrier along the reaction coordinate, and the main 

source of translational energy is the statistical distribu

tion of the excess energy along the reaction coordinate. 

Because the reaction coordinate is only one of many vibra

tional degrees of freedom, statistical weighting favors the 

situation in which most of the energy is not stored in the 

reaction coordinate, and the PE (ET) will peak near zero 

translational energy. The above conclusion is also appli-

cable to dissociation following electronic excitation where 

the reaction occurs on the ground electronic PES reached by 

internal conversion (IC). 15 This type of dissociation is 

also found to be adequately described by statistical 

theories, because the IC and intramolecular vibrational 

randomization rates are faster than the dissociation rate 

from the ground electronic state of the molecule. 

There has been considerable interest in the relation

ship between the mechanism and dynamics of photodissociation 

and the form of excitation. Bond selective photbdissocia-

tion has been observed in CH2BrI, where the stronger C-Br 

bond, instead of the weaker C-I bond, is preferentially 

broken after absorption at 210 nm. 16 In general, for many 

polyatomic molecules, even when local excitation is pos-
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sible, intramolecular processes are often fast enough to 

allow different reaction pathways to compete with each 

other, which complicates matters considerably. 

. This work is part of our effort to understand the photo

chemistry of cyclic compounds. 13,15,17 To investigate the 

questions .,addressed above, 193 nm photodissociation and 

IRMPO of CHN and 1,4-cyclohexadiene (CHON) have been 

performed. The primary purpose of the IRMPO experiment is 

to serve as a reference for the results from 193 nm photo-

dissociation. If the same dissociation channels are 

observed in both 193 nm dissociation and IRMPO, by comparing 

the observed PE(ET) 's we can determine whether dissociation 

at 193 nm occurs on the ground electronic PES following IC. 

This comparison will also provide a direct test of the 

hypothesis that the total energy and the form of excitation 

are less important in determining the PE(ET) than the role 

played by the exit barrier for concerted dissociation. 15 

The technique employed is photofragmentation-transla

tional spectroscopy (PTS) in a molecular beam. 18 ,19 It was 

found that at 193 nm both CHN and CHON produce benzene as 

one of the products, which itself undergoes very complicated 

secondary photodissociation reactions. Since an independent 

study of the photodissociation of benzene was also carried 

out and will be published in a forthcoming paper,17 we will 

focus our attention on the primary dissociation processes. 

Energy diagrams of the dissociation channels of CHN and CHON 
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are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. 

II. Beperimenta1 

The PTS technique has been described previously. 18,19 

Briefly, a molecular beam and a laser beam were crossed' at 

900 in a vacuum chamber~ . Dissociation products entered "a 

mass spectrometer detector at a variable angle with respect 

to the molecular beam. The products were ionized in an 

electron bombardment ionizer, mass selected by a quadrupole 

mass filter, and detected with a Daly-type ion counter. A 

multichannel scaler interfaced with an LSI-11 microcomputer 

recorded the arrival time· of the signal relative to.the 

laser pulse. From the observed time-of-flight .. (TOF) 

spectra, the PE(ET) and the product c.m. angular di~tribu

tion, P~(U), can be obtained. The basic principles involved 

in data analysis are presented elsewhere,20 and a descrip-

tion of the data fitting procedure has been given by Wodkte 

and Lee. 19 

The experiments were carried out on two molecular beam 

apparatuses. TOF spectra' with mass-to-charge ratio (m/e) 

higher than 12 were taken· on a rotating molecular beam 

apparatus (RMBA).19 TOF spectra of m/e = 1 and 2 were taken 

on a crossed molecular beam apparatus (CMBA) with a rota

table detector. 21 

On the RMBA, a continuous supersonic molecular beam was 
• 

used. The distance between the interaction region and the 
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detector was 36. 7 cm .. CHN or CHON was contained in a 

bubbler held at O·C, where the vapor pressure for both CHN 

and CHON is about 20 Torr. Argon carrier gas was bubbled 

through CHN or CHON at a total pressure of 100 Torr. For 

CH;ON, the nozzle was heated to 115· C and 245· C for 193 nm 

photodissociation and IRMPO respectively, and for CHN, 300·C 

and 560· C for 193 nm and IRMPO. Under the above experi-

mental conditions the nominal molecular beam velocity was 

around 700 m/sec. 

On the CMBA, a molecular beam produced by a piezo

electric pulsed valve22 was skimmed and crossed with the 

laser beam at a distance of 3 cm from the nozzle. The 

distance between the interaction region and the detector was 

39.2 cm. The direction of detection, the laser beam and the 

molecular beam were orthogonal. The pulsed beam source was 

kept at room temperature, and stUdies were done with both 

neat (10 and 15 Torr for CHON and CHN respectively) and 

seeded (10% CHON in neon. with a total pressure of 100 Torr, 

and 10% CHN in argon with a total pressure of 200 Torr) 

beams. No significant differences in the TOF spectra were 

observed under these conditions, other than higher signal 

levels for the seeded beam, because the molecular beam 

velocity distribution is insignificant in the detection of 

very fast particles,' such as the H or H2 produced in 193 nm 

photodissociation •. 

A Lambda Physik· excimer laser was used for 193 nm 
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photodissociation, operating on the ArF transition and 

focused to 1 x 4 mm2 in the interaction region. On both 

machines~ the laser polarization dependence was studied 

using a rotatable pile-of- plates transmission polarizer, 

with 10 quartz plates set at Brewster's' angle. Inthis'way 

approximately 97% linearly polarized light was produced. 

,For IRMPO, a Gentec TEA CO2 laser was focused to a 0.7mm 

diameter spot and tuned to the P(16) line of the 00· 1-10· 0 

transition for CHON and to the P(28) line of the 00·1-02·0 

transition for CHN. Both CHN (99.5%) and CHON (99%) were 

obtained from Flukaand used without further purification~ 

III. Results and analysis 

A. Photodissociation of CHN 

a. Photolysis at 193 nm 

The TOF spectrum of the largest fragment is that of m/e 

= 81, shown in Fig. 3 a), which indicates the occurrence of 

reaction (2), 

hll ----+ 
CH=CH 

CH / \CH. + H 
2\CH -CH / 

2 2 

(2) 

The H atom lost is most likely from an a carbon (adjacent to 

the double bond). Fitting the experimental TOF spectrum, 

the PE(ET) for reaction (2) is obtained and presented as' 

curve (a) in Fig. 4. This assignment is consistent with the 

m/e = 1 TOF spectra, where, as shown in Fig~ 5 b), the fa~t 
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edge of the m/e = 1 TOF spectrum is fit well using the same 

In Fig. 5 a), two TOF spectra of m/e = 1 at 

different laser powers are plotted together to show that 

only the fast part of the mle = 1 TOF spectra is due to 

reaction (2), because the fast edge has a linear laser power 

dependence, while the slow components in the spectra have a 

stronger laser power dependence, indicating that they 

contain contributions from secondary andlor multiple 

photodissociation. 

Curve (a) in Fig. 4 is truncated at about 18 kcal/mol, 

because information about translational energies lower than 

18 kcal/mol for reaction (2) cannot be obtained from the 

fit. In fact, if reaction (2) releases less than 18 

kcal/mol into translation, the product may have enough 

internal energy to undergo secondary spontaneous dissocia-

tion to produce cyclohexadiene and an H atom. 

In Fig. 3 the TOF spectra . of m/e = 78-80 are also 

shown. At lighter and lighter masses, new fast components 

become more and more evident. Comparison of the mle = 2 TOF 

spectra at different laser powers in Fig. 5 c) indicates 

that there are two sequential dissociation channels pro-

ducing H2 . The TOF spectra of m/e = 2 and 78-80 suggest the 

occurrence of reactions (3) and (4),8 

cyclohexene _h~~ cyclohexadiene* + H2 ' (3) 

. * hv . cyclohexadlene ---~ benzene + H2 ' (4) 

where cyclohexadiene* in reaction (4) is a product of 
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reaction (3). 

As shown in Figs. 3 b) - d) and 5 d), the observed TOF 

spectra of mle = 2 and 78-80 are fit well by reactions (2)

(4) using the PE (ET) • s plotted in Figs. 4, 6 and 7. The 

consistency of the fits of the mle = 2 and- 78-80 data using 

reactions (2)-(4) does not rule out the possibility of other 

secondary photodissociation processes such as 

cyclohexadiene* ~ cyclohexadienyl radical + H, (5) 

where cyclohexadiene is from reaction (3), and 

CH=CH 
CH I \CH. 

2\CH -CH I 
2 _ 2 

---~ cyclohexadiene + H, (6) 

where the reactant is from reaction (2). In fact, we may 

have to consider reactions (5) and (6), among others, in 

order to fully explain the mle = 1 TOF spectra. However, 

the PE(ET) for reaction (3) can be obtained quite accurately 

from the mle = 2 TOF spectrum at low laser power and that of 

reaction (4) from the mle = 2 TOF spectrum at high power. 

The PE(ET)'s for reactions (2)-(4) can then be used to fit 

the TOF spectra of mle = 78 - 80. Therefore, accurate 

information on secondary processes such as reactions (5) and 

(6) is not essential to our goal of elucidating the primary 

dissociation processes. 

The mle = 53. TOF spectrum is presented in Fig • 8 a), 

where the signal due to daughter ions of heavier products 

from the previous dissociation channels are clearly sepa-

rated by their (much slower) arrival times and are not seen 
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in this time frame. The peak shown is the r.esul t of the 

retro-Diels-Alder reaction (1). and ;is fit using the P
E 

(ET) 

plotted as curve Ca) in Fig. 9. This assignment is con-

firmed by the m/e = 28 TOF spectrum, where the. two peaks are 

due to the C2H 4 and C 4 H6 from reaction ( 1) and are repro

duced by the same PE(ET), as the TOF spectrum in Fig. 8 b) 

illustrates. 

For the retro-Diels-Alder reaction, if the c.m. angular 
~ 

distribution of the products is expressed as23 

(7) 

where u is the unit vector of the fragment c. m.· velocity, £ 

is the unit vector of the laser electric field, p is the 

conventionally defined anisotropy parameter,2~ and P
2

(x) is 

the second Legendre polynomial, then P for reaction (1) is-

0.21. The data and the fit of the polarization dependence 

of reaction (1) at m/e = 53 is plotted in Fig. 10. For the 

other channels, observation of the polarization dependence 

was not successful. For the fragments with low c.m. 

velocities, the laboratory signal is not very sensitive to 

p. For H atoms at high laser power, most of the signal was 

not from primary processes, and the signal was nearly 

isotropic because of long lived intermediates. For H atoms 

at low laser power .and H2 , the signal-to-noise level was too 

poor for a meaningful measurement of the polarization depen-

dence. 
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b. IRMPO 
" 

Pure CHN in the gas phase was reported not to undergo 

IRMPO. 9 We initially found that no dissociation signal 

could be detected at low nozzle temperatures. Dissociation 

signal from the retro-Oiels-Alder reaction (1)' was finally 

observed by heating- the nozzle to 560· C to increase" the 

vibrational temperature of CHN. The observed TOF spectra, 

~fit using' the PE(ET) shown as curve (b) of Fig. 9, are 

presented in Fig. 11. 

B. Photodissociation of 1,4-cyclohexadiene 

a. Photolysis at 193 nm 

In the case of CHON, the shape of the ml e = 2 TOF 

spectra did not change when the laser power was varied, and 

the integrated signal as a function of laser power was 

linear, which indicates that the H2 signal, shown in Fig. ,12 

a), is from a primary dissociation channel presented as 

reaction (8). 

CH2 
I \ 

HC CH 
~ II 

HC CH 
\ I 

CH2 

hv 
----+ 

CH 

0 HC CH 
I I + H2 · (8) 

HC CH 
~ 'I 

CH 

This dissociation channel has been studied previously in the 

. bulk. 24 - 26 The PE(ET) for reaction (8) obtained by fitt~ng 

the mle = 2 TOF spectrum is shown as curve (b) in Fig. 7. 

No signal from CHON was observed at mle = 79, which 
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might imply that· the H elimination channel' did not occur. 

However, an attempt to simultaneously fit the TOF spectra of 

m/e =2 and 78 with, reaction (8) shows that the m/e = 2 TOF , 

spectrum is too, narrow to account for all the'signal at m/e 

= 78 •. In Fig. 12 b), two m/e = 1 TOF spectra at different 

laser powers are shown. Similar to CHN dissociation, the 

fast component in the m/e = 1 TOF spectra has a linear laser 

power dependence while the slow component does not. The 

,above observations indicate the existence of reaction (9), 

CH2 CH· 
I \ I \ 

HC CH hv HC CH 
II \I --:..-+ II II + H • (9) 

HC CH HC CH 
\ I \ I 

CH2 CH2 . 

" The PE(ET) for reaction (9) , plotted as curve (b) in Fig. 4, 

is obtained ,by fitting the fast edge of the m/e = 1 TOP. 

spectrum and the slow part of the m/e = 78 TOF spectrum 

simultaneously. Curve (b) of Fig • 4 terminates at 10 

kcal/mol, because below about 10kcal/mol information cannot 

be obtained from the fit. The fit to, the m/e = 78. TOF 

spectrum is shown in Fig. 13. 

By more careful consideration, we realize that the 

components in the relevant TOF spectra attributed to 

reaction (9)' are actually "the result of both reaction (9) 

and an additional reaction, the sPontaneous secondary 

dissociation of the cyclohexadienyl, radical produced in 

reaction (9): 
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cyclohexadienyl radical* ---+ benzene + H. (10) 

The heat of reaction for reaction (10) is 25 kcaljmol using 

'the heat of formation of cyclohexadienyl radical provided by 

Ref. 32. 34 The exit barrier for reaction (10) is not known 

to us, but is likely no more than 10 kcal/mol. Fig. 2 and 

curve (b) of Fig. 4 imply that most of the cyclohexadienyl 

radical from reaction (9). has enough internal energy to 

undergo further spontaneous dissociation through reaction 

(10) . This is the main reason that no signal at mle = 79 

could be detected. Since the recoiling H atom is very light 

compared to benzene we expect that the TOF distribution 'of 

benzene from reaction (10) should be similar to that of 
\ 

cyclohexadienyl radical from reaction (9). Because of the 

same linear laser power dependence,. the similarity in the 

kinematics, and the absence of any mje = 79 signal, we can 

not unambiguously separate the contributions to the TOF 

spectra from reactions (9) and (10). 

as curve (b) in Fig. 4 is a convoluted result of contribu-

tions from both reactions (9) and (10). The true PE(ET) for 

both reactions (9) and (10) should be shifted to lower 

energy and narrower than curve (b)' of Fig. 4. 

Laser polarization studies did not provide reliable 

information for the same reasons as with CHN. 

b. IRMPO 

The IRMPO signal of CHON was quite strong, and only 

reaction (8) was observed. The TOF spectra obtained at dif-

I 
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ferent laboratory angle$ are presented in Fig. 14 and are 

fit using the PE(ET) plotted as curve (c) in Fig. 7. 

:IV. Discussion 

A. Features common to 193 nm photodissociation and IRMPO 

Some dissociation channels show similar features for 

both 193 nmexcitation and IRMPO. For CHN the common 

channel is the retro~Oiels-Alder·reaction, and for CHON it 

is H2 elimination. Al though the initial photon excitation 

mechanism is different, one being electronic and the other 

being vibrational excitation on the ground electronic PES, 

the dynamical features reflected in the PE (ET) 's are very 

similar for the same dissociation channel. The PE(ET)'s for 

the retro-Diels-Alder reaction plotted in Fig. 9 are almost 

identical. There is more difference among the PE(ET) 's for 

the various H2 elimination channels from cyclohexadiene 

shown in Fig. 7. At 193 nm, ',the maximum translational 

energy for reaction (4) is much higher than that for 

reaction . (8), because in reaction (4) the product is the 

result of sequential two-photon dissociation with much more 

energy available, while in reaction (8) it is a one-photon 

process. The PE(ET) for reaction (8) from IRMPO is the 

narrowest in'Fig. 7. Although there are clear differences 

in the maximum translational energy and the width of the 

PE(ET) IS, their peak positions are very similar. The 
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similarity of the PE(ET)'s obtained from 193 nm dissociation 

and IRMPO for the same reaction channels strongly suggests 

that following 193 nm excitation these reactions. also 

proceed on the ground electronic PES, i.e., IC occurs prior 

to reactions (1) and (8) in 193 nm photolysis. 

On the other hand, although H atom elimination was 

observed from both CHN and CHON at 193 nm, the PE(ET)'s for 

these channels shown in Fig. 4 are strikingly different. 

The difference displayed by the PE (ET) .' s strongly indicates 

different dissociation mechanisms between reactions (2) and 

(9). We will show later that for CHN the H atom.is elimi

nated from an electronically excited state and there is 

competition between IC and direct dissociation, while for 

CHON the H atom is eliminated from the ground electronic 

state as in the case of H atom elimination in the 193 nm 

photodissociation of benzene. 17 

B. Dynamics of the retro-Oiels-Alder reaction and H2 

elimination 

The PE(ET) 's for both reactions (1) and (8) peak 

substantially away from zero, which indicate the existence 

of an exit potential energy barrier. Based on previous 

studies mentioned in ,the introduction,11:-15 this"observation 

is direct evidence of the concerted nature of both the 

retro-Oiels-Alder reaction and reaction (8). 

In the 193 nm photodissociation of CHN, the nozzle 
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temperature ,was 300·C. Since the stagnation pressure of the 

molecular beam was only 100 Torr and the expansion ·from a 

0.13mm diameter nozzle is not strong, so that vibrational 

relaxation should be far from complete. Therefore, the 

internal energy of the CHN after absorbing one 193 nm photon 

is more than 148 kcal/mol, much. higher than the measured 

activation energy of reaction (1) (66.5 kcal/mol10 ) or the 

barrier for the retro-Diels-Alder diradical path. 4 'SIR 

mul tiphoton excitation of CHN leads to a broad internal 

energy distribution,ll while at 193 nm the internal energy 

of allCHN molecules prior to dissociation is approximately 

the same. However, this experiment shows that the PE (ET) 

for the retro-Diels-Alder reaction at· 193 nm is almost the 

same as that for IRMPD, implying that dissociation is still 

concerted at.a high internal energy, and that the internal 

energy is not a dominant factor in the product translational 

energy distribution. 

An interesting observation can be made by comparing the 

available energy shown in Fig. 1 and the PE(ET) IS in Fig. 9. 

The peak translational energy in IRMPD is 22.5 kcal/mol, 85% 

of the exit barrier of the retro-Diels-Alder reaction which 

is .' 26.4 kcal/mol. As mentioned in the introduction, the 

peak of the PE(ET) is mainly determined by the dynamics of 

the potential energy release as the products separate. The 

PE(ET) IS for reaction (1) indicate a very repulsive exit 

potential ener.gy surface from the tri:msi tionstate to the 
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products and a dissociation process with a very small exit 

impact parameter and relatively rigid fragments, so that 

almost all of the exit potential energy is chann~led into 

translation. 

A simple calculation can quantitatively show the signi

ficance of the above statement. Let us assume that the peak 

energy in the PE (ET> in IRMPDis purely due to energy 

release along the exit barrier, the product molecules C2H4 

and C4H6 are" rigid, and the transition state is not co

planar but is symmetric with respect to the two breaking C-C 

bonds. Under the above approximations, the exi tbarrier 

energy roughly equals the observed 22.5 kcal/mol peak 

translational energy plus the rotational energy. From the 

maximum possible rotational energy set by the difference 

between the exit barrier and the peak translational energy 

we can calculate the value of the exit impact parameter, and 

therefore obtain information about the geometry of the 

transition state. The most important factor in the calcula

tion is the angle between the two planes defined by the six 

carbon atoms at the transition state. If we take 26.4-

22.5 = 3.9 kcal/mol as the rotational energy and use the 

bond lengths of C4H6 at the transition state provided by 

Burke et al.,7a the corresponding impact parameter and the 

angle' are calculated to be 0.40 A and 450 respectively. 

According to the prediction of Burke et al., 7 a the angle 

between the two planes is 660 with an exit impact parameter 
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of 0.52 A. Although the rotational energy can be off by as 

much as a few kcal/mol in our simplified calculation due to 

our model and uncertainty in the potential barrier, a more 

realistic model taking into account excitation of vibra

tional degrees of freedom is likely to reduce the product 

rotational energy so that the exit impact parameter would be 

even smaller. Therefore, the theoretically predicted 

geometry is out of the range· implied bY'our experiment. A 

new high-level theoretical investigation ~ould be helpful in 

resolving this discrepancy. 

Although the internal energy of CHN at 193 nm is high 

enough to break a C-C bond and lead to a sequentialdirad

ical path for the retro-Diels-Alder reaction, the dissocia

tion dynamics observed in this experiment provide further 

evidence for the concerted mechanism. If the reaction 

occurred through a diradical path, the exit impact para

meters would be on the order of 1 A and the recoil would be 

from an asymmetric configuration, which would cause much 

rotational and vibrational excitation of the products. It 

is likely that less than half of the exit barrier energy 

would be channeled into translation at the peak transla-

tional energy. Therefore, the diradical mechanism is not 

consistent with the fact that the peak translational energy 

is 85-90% of the exit barrier. 

Using the parameters provided by Kiefer and Shah10 the 

RRKM27 dissociation lifetimes of the retro-Diels-Alder 
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reaction (reciprocals of the RRKM unimolecular rate con-

stants) at total energies of 148 kcal/mol and 158 kcal/mol 

are calculated to be 2.1 nsec and 0.93 nsec respectively. 

This is much longer than the timescale for IC, because IC 

was found to compete effectively with· H atom elimination 

from a repulsive excited electronic PES. 

For the 193 nm photodissociation of CHN, the dominant 

transi tion, assuming C2V symmetry, is to a 1B2 state, and 

the transition dipole lies parallel to the y axis defined in 

Fig. 15. If the geometry of the transition state of the 

retro-Diels-Alder reaction is symmetric, the angle between 

the transition dipole and the recoil direction is 90°. 
15 .. 

According to the model given by Zhao et al., the conven-

tional anisotropy parameter ~ in Eqn. (7) can be decomposed 

into, 

(11) 

where b 1 is the global anisotropy parameter, ~ is the unit 

vector of the transition dipole, T is the unit vector from 

the c.m. of the molecule to the c.m. of the group of atoms 

at the transition state which will form·· the detected 

product, and is the unit vector of the asymptotic 

direction of the product in the body-fixed frame. b 1 

reflects the effect of molecular rotation on all the 

. fragments,15 and is related to the lifetime of the energized 

molecule. By using the observed ~ = -0.21 for reaction (1) 
. ··0 

and assumlng T·u = 1, b 1 = 0.21 is derived. In the triple 
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dissociation of s-tetrazine15 the observed b 1 ~ 0.13 and b 1 

= 0.65 at 552 nm and 248 nm correspond to calculated RRKM 

dissociation lifetimes of 50 nsec and about 1 psec respec-

tively, while in this example b 1 = 0.21 corresponds to an 

RRKM lifetime on the order of 1nsec. These numbers provide 

some idea of the relationship between the observed b 1 and 

the lifetime of an energized molecule in.a PTS experiment 

for nonlinear polyatomic molecules. 

Gas phase isotope label ing studies have establ ished 

that most of the H2 produced in reaction (8) is from 3,6 

elimination. 26 However, the same experiments indicated that 

there is isomerization between 1,3- and 1,4-cyclohexadiene 

in the energy range near 193 nm. Therefore, it is likely 

that the detected p.roducts in reaction (3) is a mixture of 

the two isomers. It is implied by the detected isotope 

labelled products that hot 1,3-cyclohexadiene can also 

produce benzene. 26 It is still unclear whether 1,3-cyclohe-

xadiene can directly produce benzene through molecular H2 

elimination at such a high energy. Symmetry arguments by 

Hoffmann28 imply that it is difficult to obtain benzene from 

ground electronic state 1,3-cyclohexadiene through concerted 

elimination in thermal· decomposition. Pyrolysis studies are 

consistent with this prediction,24,29 and Benson and Shaw29 

estimated that the activation energy is larger than 53 

kcal/mol, compared with 43.8 kcal/mol for reaction (8).25 

Since after 193 nm excitation the total energy in the 
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molecules is higher than 148 kcal/mol, it might'be possible 

that 1,3-cyclohexadiene also produces H2 through four

center molecular elimination. 

Reactions (3) and (8) have very similar PE(ET) 'So 

Reaction (3) has been previously observed in pyrolysis stu

dies. 8 It was believed that the H2 was also produced by a 

3,6 concerted elimination25 with an activation energy of 

71.2 kcal/mol. 8 The concerted nature of reaction (3) is 

shown by the PE(ET) in Fig. 6 which peaks at 20 kcal/mol. 

Considering the pyrolysis results and the similarity with 

reaction (8), there is little doubt that reaction (3) also 

occurs on the ground electronic PES. 

C. Difference in H atom elimination between CHN and CHON 

The H atom elimination channel (2) obserVed at 193 nm 

occurs on an excited repulsive electronic PES. As pointed 

out in the introduction, if simple bond rupture occurs on 

the ground electronic PES, we would expect the PE (ET) to 

peak near zero and have a low average translational energy. 

This has been confirmed not only in IRMPDll- 14 but also in H 

atom elimination from benzene' at 193 nm. 17 The average 

translational energy released by 'reaction (2) is 36.3 

kcal/mol and the peak is at about 36.5 kcal/mol, implying a 

repulsive PES along the reaction coordinate. This can be 

compared with the 37.8 kcal/mol translational energy release 

fOr C-H bond rupture in CH3I at 193 nm. 35 To further 
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understand the mechanism ~f H atom elimination, a qualita

tive molecular orbital study of CHN is in order. 

The bonds in CHN can be· classified into two groups 

(see Fig. 1S): an ethylene group which includes the (J and w 

bonds between C1 and c 2 , the C-H (J bonds on c 1 and c2 ,and 

the C1_C6 and C2_C3 
(J b d d lk I h' h on s;· an an a y group w l.C 

contains the C-H (J. bonds on c 3 and c6 , and ~he C3_C4 and c S_ 

c 6 
(J bonds. The C-H bonds on c4 and CS and tbe C4_C5 bond 

are disregarded becaUse they have negligible. interaction 

wi th the w bond" in . the ethylene group as far as H atom 

elimination is concerned. 

The lowest energy geometry of CHN is the half chair 
. ,36 

conformatl.on which has. C2 ~ymmetry. For our purpos~, 

however, it is ~cceptable to assume that c 4 and C
S are in 

the plane defined by the other four. carbons, so that the 

molecule hasc
2V 

symmetry. The reasons for this are: 1) we 

are investigating the most ~mportant interactions of the w 

bond. with its neighbors, Which become clear under C
2V 

symmetry; the difference .between C2 and C2V can be consi-

dered as a perturbation. 2) inter~conyersion of the 

conformations of CHN at high internal energy makes the 

assumption of a planar molecule valid to some extent. 

There have been systematic studies of the effect of 

alkyl sUbstituents on the spectrum·of ethylene,30,31 but 

here we would like to ask the opposite question: what is the 

effect of ethylene on the alkyl group? On the left hand 
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side of Fig. 16 the orbitals of the ethylene group are 

listed in order of increasing energy, adapted to our 

symmetry notation from Merer and Mulliken. 31 The combined 

alkyl ' group orbitals in C
2V 

symmetry obtained by local

orbital mixing depicted in Fig. 17 are plotted on the right 

hand side of Fig. 16. The' middle of Fig~ 16 shows a 

qualitative ordering 'of the molecular orbitals after 

allowing the orbitals on the left and right to interact. As 

can be seen, the singlet state created' by a one electron 

transition from the highest occupied orbitalb
1

, which ,has 

predominant ~-ethylenic character, to the unoccupied orbital 

a
2

, which has predominant W *-ethylenic character, has' 1B2 

symmetry. This 1B2 state contains some character of'the C-H 

(J* orbital on c3 and c6 . None of the anti-bonding orbitals 

of the bonds which are in the plane of the molecule can'mix 

with the ~ and ~* orbitals. This conclusion can be drawn in 

a more general way: because the ~ and w* orbitals are anti-

symmetric with' respect to the mirror plane of the cyclic 

skeleton of the molecule, and any (J or (J * orbital in the 

same plane is symmetric with respect to this mirror plane, 

it is, impossible to get a combination of these (J and/or (J* 

orbitals with the same symmetry as that of ~ or ~*, so that 

they cannot mix if only electronic interactions are consi-

dered. On the other hand, a proper combination of the (J or 

. 3 6 . ' 
(J* orb1tals on the C-H bonds of C and C , wh1ch are' out of 

that mirror plane, can have the same symmetry as the ~ or ~* 
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orbitals, so that it is possible to mix the w or w* orbitals 

with the a or 0* orbitals on those C-H bonds to form a mixed 

molecular orbital. 

The initial 193 nm 'excitation of CHN is hard to 

attribute to a single state, because there are several 

absorption bands in the vicinity of 193 nm. 30 ,31 However, 

the dominant contribution to the 193 nm absorption is from 

the so-called V~N transition (predominantly a w* ~ w 

t 't' )30,31 h ransl. l.on , w ose absorption maximum is on the short 

wavelength side of 193 nm •. This V state of CHN is just the 

1B2 state discussed previously. As shown in Fig. 16 this 

V~N transition contains a 0* ~ a component of the'C-H bond 

on the c3 and c6 • NOw, the mechanism seems clear: It is 

very likely that the H atom elimination occurs on an excited 

electronic PES and the H atom eliminated is from an a 

carbon. This is consistent with the observed large transla-

tional energy release. 

The maximum translational energy from reaction (2) is 

61 ± 3 kcal/mol. The excited C-H stretch mode has negli-

gible popUlation in the molecular beam. For H elimination 
-

from the initially prepared repulsive state, we assume that 

the maximum translational energy observed corresponds to all 

the available energy being released into translation, which 

should be a good approximation for a very light atom 

recoiling from a very heavy particle. Using the above ap

proximations, the maximum translational energy release of 61 
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± 3 kcal/mol yields a bond energy of 87 ± 3 kcal/mol, 

consistent with what would be expected for a C-H bond on the 

a carbon of a C=C bond. 32 

For C-H bond rupture in CHON at 193 nm, the observed 

" PE (ET) is very different from that of CHN, and it is very 

likely that this is not a direct dissociation., The initial 

state reached by 193 nm absorption is not clear. 26 ,30,33 

since the molecule is bent26 and has two equivalent double 

bonds, if only symmetry arguments are used, mixing of the 

local orbitals would be possible among' all of the bonds 

because of the loss of the mirror plane of the' cyclic 

skeleton. Srinivasan et al. 26 have calculated that one of 

the two excited 1B2 states close to 6.44 eV (the photon 

energy at 193 nm) is mixed with the (1* orbitals on the c3 

and c6 
C-H bonds. This was used to explain H atom migration 

in the molecule. The PE(ET) for reaction (9) is' narrower 

and shifted to lower energy than curVe (b) of Fig. 4 as 

previously discussed. This observation leads us to ,suggest 

that reaction (9) occurs on the ground electronic PES 'after 

IC and-,the H atom eliminated is from an a carbon. 

The C-H bond energy for CHON cannot be obtained with 

confidence using the same method as for CHN, because if 

dissociation is not from an initially prep'ared repulsive 

state, the approximations used previously may not be valid. 
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v. summary 

This study hasproviped th,e following information: 

1) The retro-Diels-Alder reaction of cyclohexene is 

concerted up to a total energy higher than 148 kcal/mol. 

2) H atom elimination observed in the 193 nm photo

dissociation of cyclohexene occurs on a repulsive excited 

electronic PES and is related to mixing with the C-H anti

bonding orbitals on the Q carbons. The bond energy for that 

C-H bond has been measured to be 87 ± 3 kcal/mol. 

3) 'Competi tion between dissociation from the excited 

electronic state and IC to the ground electronic state is 

observed in the photodissociation of cyclohexene at 193 nm. 

4) A direct comparison between electronic and vibra

tional excitation has shown that the product translational 

energy distribution for the concerted dissociation of a 

moderate-sized molecule in the ground electronic state with 

an appreciable exi t barrier is determined mainly by the 

dynamics of repulsive energy release of the exit barrier, 

while the total energy or the form of the initial excitation 

play less important roles. 

In Chapters II, III and this chapter, the data analysis 

formulation developed in Chapter I has been applied to 

various processes. Although the power of the formulation is 

displayed by these chapters, the physical significance of 

the approximations used to derive the formulas was not 

examined carefully in Chapter ,I. with the examples presen-
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ted in Chapters II, III, and IV, it is time to come to this 

question, to which Chapter V is devoted. 
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Figure captions for Chapter IV 

Fig. 1 Energy diagram of cyclohexene dissociation with 

energies in kcal/mol. The values for the transition 

states are the activation energies. See text for the 

source of the values. 

Fig. 2 Energy diagram 'of 1, 4-cyclohexadiene dissociation 

with energies in kcal/mol. The value for the transi-

tion state is the activation energy, taken from Ref. 

25. 

Fig. 3 TOF spectra from the 193 nm dissociation of CHN 

taken on the RMBA at 15°. Circles are the experimental 

data and lines are the fits. a) The line is the fit 

with reaction (2). b) and c) The slower component is 

from reaction (2) ~ and the faster one from reaction 

(3) • d) The slowest component· is from reaction (2), 

the middle one is from reaction (3) and the fastest one 

from reaction (4). 

Fig. 4 PE(ET) 's for the H atom elimination channels. Curve 

(a) is for reaction (2) of CHN at 193 nm and curve (b) 

for reaction (9) of CHON at 193 nm. 

Fig.' 5 TOF spectra from the 193 nm dissociation of CHN 

taken on the CMBA. a) Two sets of experimental TOF 

spectra of mle = 1 at different laser powers. Solid 

circles are the low power data, and the triangles are 

at high power. b) Fit of the fast edge of the mle = 1 

spectrum using reaction (2). Cir6les are the exper-
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imentaldata and the line is the contribution from 

reaction (2). c) Two experimental TOF spectra of mle = 

2 at different laser powers. Solid circles are the low 

pow~r data, and the ,triangles are at l:ligh power. d) 

Fit of the mle = 2 spectrum using reactions (3) and 

(4) • The slower component is due to' reaction' (3') and 

the faster'- on~ is due to reaction ( 4) • In ~) ,and c) 

the two sets of experimental data have been normalized 

wi th respect ,to laser power, so that the TOF, spectra 

would be icientical if they were the results of one

photon processes with no saturation. 

Fig. 6 PE(ET) for reaction (3) used to fit the experimental 

TOF spectra. 

Fig. 7 PE(ET)'s for H2 elimination from cyclohexadiene used 

to fit the observed TOF spectra. Curve (a) is for 

reaction (4) , the seconda~::y photodissociation of 

cyclohexadiene from CHN at 193 nm. Curve (b) is for -- -

reaction (8) of CHON at 193 nm .• Curve (c) is for 

reaction (8) of CHON following IRMPO. 

Fig. 8 TOF' spectra of, CHN at 193 nm taken on the RMBA at 

20 0 
• The time window chosen _ shows only the retro-

Diels-Alder reaction. Circles are the experimental 

data, and the lines are the,fit using reaction (1). a) 

Signal due" to the 1, 3-butadiene _ fragment. b) The 

faster peak is from ethylene and the slower peak is 

from the daughter ions._ of 1, 3-butadiene at mass 28. 
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Fig. 9 PE (ET) 's for the retro-Oiels-Alder reaction used to 

fit the experimental data. Curve (a) is for 193 nm 

dissociation and curve (b) is for IRMPO. 

Fig. 10 Laser polarization dependence of the signal'at mle 

= 53 for reaction (1) of CHN at 193 nm. Points are the 
. 

experimental data and the line is the fit using f3 =-

0.21 and the PE(ET) plotted as curve (a) in Fig. 9. 

Fig. 11 TOF spectra of the IRMPOof CHN taken on the RMBA 

reaction. 

The signal is due· to the retro-Oiels-Alder 

Points are the experimental data and the 

lines are the fit. a) Signal from 1,3-butadiene. b) 

The faster peak is from ethylene and the slower one 

from 1,3-butadiene. 

Fig. 12 TOF spectra of the 193 nm dissociation of CHON 

taken on the CMBA. a) mle = 2 experimental results 

(points) and the fit using reaction (8). b) m/~ = 1 at 

different laser powers. Solid circles are at low laser 

power and the triangles are at high power. The plots 

are normalized to the laser power (see Fig. 5 caption). 

The line is the fit using reaction (9). 

Fig. 13 The mle = 78 TOF spectrum of CHON at 193 nm taken 

on the RMBA at 15°. The points are the experimental 

data. The lines are the simulation, with the slow 

component from reaction (9) and the faster component 

from reaction (8). 

Fig. 14 The mle = 52 TOF spectra of IRMPD of CHDN taken on 
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the RMBA ··at different LAB angles. Circles are the data 

and the lines are the fits using reaction (8). 

Fig. 15 The coordinate system for CHN. The molecule is 

assumed to be planar. See text for the details. 

Fig. 16 A qualitative correlation diagram of the molecular 

orbitals with the local orbitals, showing that only the 

C-H bonds on c3 and c6 , which are out of the molecular 

plane,. can interact with the,.. bond. 

Fig. 17 Combination of the orbitals in the alkyl group 

under c2v symmetry to obtain the group orbitals used in 

Fig. 16. Notice that C-H bonds are out of the yz plane 

defined in Fig. 15. 
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CHAPTER V 

REVIEW OF THE APPROXIMATIONS 
IN CHAPTER I 

179 

In Chapter I, when the formulas for data analysis in a 

photo fragmentation-translational spectroscopy experiment 

were derived, ten approximations were introduced. Among 

these approximations ,some, such as those proposed when 

discussing primary dissociation, are expected to be valid in 

most cases for quite clear reasons, but the validity of some 

others, such as those proposed for secondary dissociation, 

is not clear. In Chapters II, III and IV, when the formulas 

were applied to real systems, we found that the fits were 

satisfactory, implying that all the approximations actually 

work quite well. 

NOW, we would like to reexamine these approximations, 

giving a physical explanation why these approximations work. 

We will only look through the approximations presented in 

section III of Chapter I, although some approximations 

presented in section II of Chapter I may also be ques-

tionable when they are applied to secondary dissociation 

process. In the following part, (An) is referred to the nth 

approximation and Eqn. (n) is referred to the Eqn. (n) in 

Chapter I. 

One of the physical content of (AS) is that primary and 
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secondary processes are separable and distinguishable, so 

that secondary process cannot affect the primary process. 
" , 

In Chapter III, we have discussed this aspect in quite a 

detail, and we pointed out there that this is actually the 

criterion" to tell whether a dissociation is a secondary 

dissociation. If we use secondary dissociation picture to 

describe a primary triple dissociation, we' will find that 

not only the primary process confines the secondary process, 

the secondary process confines the primary process as well. 

(AS) simply says that if a dissociation is' truly secondary 

dissociation, the primary process must not be affected by 

the secondary process, instead the secondary process is 

affected by the primary process prior to it. 

The second aspect of (AS) is that the secondary 

distribution is not state sensitive, rather it is energy 

sensitive. This approximation is exact at two limits. At 

the first limit, if the secondary dissociation is direct and 

is non-degenerate with respect to the primary translational 

energy, the sum in Eqn. (52) disappears. At the second 

limit, for spontaneous dissociation if the secondary 

dissociation rate constant is much smaller than the rate 

constant of intramolecular vibrational randomization, it can 

be shown that Eqn. (53) is exact. N(a~)/};N(a~) in this case 

are constants with respect to the time scale of dissociation 

due to the rapid intramolecular vibrational randomization. 

Therefore, both Cnm and Pnm are constants with' respect· to 
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time variable. 

For spontaneous secondary diS!sociation, the statement 

of C = constant in (A9) is exact if there is only one nm 

parallel secondary channel, since in this case Cnm = 1. 

When there are more than one parallel secondary channel, 

Eqn. (60a) - is questionable, because Cnm (ETn,On) is r~lated 

to the ratio of rate constants of~ the parallel channels at 

certain ET and ° , 'which is generally not constant with n n 

respect to ETn and On' However, for spontaneous secondary 

dissociation Cnm in most cases is a slowly changing function 

of ETn and On' and when necessary (A9) can be improved, for 

example, by using RRKM theory to determine Cnm • For 

secondary photodissociation, this problem is much more dif-

ficult to cope with from general principles. lfthe 

absorption cross section of the primary product at different 

primary velocities is not drastically different, Eqn. (60a) 

should hold approximately. 

Eqn. (60b) is noticeably not accurate. For example, 

some secondary energies being sampled - at certain primary 

translational energies cannot be reached at some other 

primary translational energies simply because of energy 

conservation. When we use Eqn~ (60b) , we obtain an averaged 

equivalent secondary distribution instead of the true 

secondary distribution which will be a function of the 

primary prc;>perties. The question raised immediately are, 

first, how powerful the formulas are in analyzing experi-
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mental data since they are not exact, and second, how much 

useful information this averaged equivalent energy distribu

tion can offer because true secondary distribution may be 

scattered broadly around this average distribution. For-

tunately, answers to both questions are quite promising. As 

shown by Chapters II, III and IV the formulation developed 

in Chapter I is powerful in identifying' some secondary 

dissociation channels and ruling out the possibility of some 

other channels, and quite detailed information can be 

obtained from the average secondary PE{ET) and P~{U). The 

reason for this is that nature happens to be the way it is. 

As mentioned previously (in chapter II and IV) the 

PE{ET) of simple bond rupture of hot molecules can be 

described by statistical theory and is not a sensitive 

function of the internal energy for moderate-sized molecule's 

such as those studied in this thesis. For concert'ed 

dissociation it has been shown in Chapter III and IV that 

the amount of internal energy and the form of excitation are 

less important factors to the PE (ET) than the dynamics of 

the exit barrier energy release. For dissociation occurring 

on 'repulsive potential energy surface, which in most case is 

direct dissociation from an excited electronic state, the 

correlation between PE (ET) and the internal energy of the 

molecule prior to absorption of photon is weak, so that the 

effect of difference of internal energy to the PE (ET) is 

also weak. Therefore, in almost all the cases, the secon-
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dary PE(ET) is not a sensitive function of internal energy 

of the primary product so that Eqn. (60b) is not as bad as 

one might think. Eqn. (60b) can offer useful information 

even quantitatively, without detailed account of the 

difference of secondary PE(ET) with respect to primary 

variable, which is in general not a simple question. 

(A10) is more like a notation rather than an approxima-

tion. But, (A10) is indeed an approximation, at least 

before we really obtain the exact solution. Although we 

know that Q in Eqn. (75) must be a function of laser power 

in some way, it may be a complicated integrated function of 

I(X,t), the intensity of the laser beam, instead of a 

function of 1 0 , the photon fluence of the beam. However, 

since (A10) does not affect the final outcome of the 

derivation in Chapter I, We will not try to evaluate how 

good this approximation is, which is not important to the 

further effort to make secondary dissociation formulation 

work better, unless detailed laser power dependence is of 

quantitative interest. 

As pointed in Chapter I, approximations in Chapter I, 

especially those for secondary dissociation should be used 

with caution. They should be and can be improved whenever 

. . t 1 
~ncons~s ency occurs. 
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primary translational energy. 
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Appendix A PROGRAM .CMLAB2 
c········**···*****···········***······****···***····· ......... ** ••••••••• 
c CMLAB2 is the modification of CMLAB to give extended functions for 
c data analysis, such as anisotropy, smooth of experimental data 
c for an arbitrary length of data points, branching ratio, 
c lab. angular distribution and laser polarization dependence of 
c total counts for individual components, and changable convolution 
c over ionizer. The parallel program (but with less functions) of 
c this one for triple dissociation is CMLAB1. 
c 
c A few approximations are introduced to get formulas used for this 
c program. To understand the program, especially to be aware of the 
c limit of formalism in this program, the thesis of Zhao Xinsheng is 
c recommended. 
c 
c Version May 1988, by Zhao, Xinsheng 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------
C CMLAB 
C· 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

A PROGRAM TO HANDLE PHOTO DISSOCIATION 
INVOLVING BOTH PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PROCESSES IN AN 
ISOTROPIC CASE 

VERSION MAY 1986 
BY ZHAO, XINSHENG 

c············**·*****···****·**······*******·****··**·.*** ••• *.****** •••••• 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

EXPLANATION SECTION 

THIS SECTION EXPLAINS THE INPUT DATA FILE 

UNITS USED IN THE PROGRAM ARE: 

MASS 
ENERGY 
VELOCITY 
TIME 
DISTANCE 
ANGLE 

LINE # VARIABLES 
++++++ +++++++++ 

1 TITLE 
1.1 konly 

kscale 

Hype 

ntof 
nthlab 
nthpol 
kplot 

I if konlycO.or.(ktypezO and 

AMU 
KCAL/MOL 
10,000 CM/SEC 
MICROSECOND 
CM 
DEGREE 

DEFINITIONS 
+++++++++++ 

TITLE OF CALCULATION 
whether do theoretical simulation 

-0, only work on raw data 
-I, work on theoretical simulation 

how to scale the calculated results 
-0, scaled to calculated values among 

themselves 
-1, scaled to experimental data 

type of simulation 
-0, fit individual TOF 
-1, lab. angular distribution 
-2, laser polarization dependence 

• of sets exptl. TOF input, max. 3 
• of lab. angle of molecular beam 
• of polarization angle of laser 
how to plot the data when ktype-1 or 2 

-0, min plot according to the available 
min, therefore plot is enlarged 

-1, min is taken to be 0 
ksca)e-l) input 1.2 to 1.10 
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c where i-I, ntof 
·c 1.2 dtexpt(i) exptl. dwell time of MCS for ith TOF 
c 1.3 ltbexpt(i) first channel of ith exptl. TOF 
c to be analyzed 
c 1.4 lteexpt(i) last channel of ith exptl. TOF 
c to be analyzed 
c 1.4.1 nadd(i) whether different tof add together 
c -0, no addition 
c -1, tof on which other tof's are added 
c -2, added to the tof with nadd-l 
c 1.4.2 radd(i) ratio to add ith tof to the tof with naddEl 
c 1.5 lbgb(i) first channel used to subtract background 
c for ith exptl. TOF 
c 1.6 Ibge(i) last channel used to subtract background 
c for ith exptl. TOF 
c 1.7 rtplot(i) scaling factor to plot ith TOF 
c 1.8 nsum(i) • of channels to sum over 
c 1.9 navrg(i) • of channels to average over, odd. 
c 1.10 offexpt(i) offset of time origin of ith TOF, which 
c is added to nominal time. It can be 
c adjusted arbitrarily according to your 
c purpose. But when konly-l and ktype-O and 
c kscale=l, the one for the ltof'th TOF 
c has to be ~he same as OFFSET of line 5 in 
c order to be compared with calculated TOF 
c if konly-l input following parameters 
c 1.11 ltof which TOF is used to scale calcd. TOF 
c lthlab which lab. angle is used to calc. TOF or 
c laser polarization dependence 
c lthpol which laser polarization angle is used to 
c calc. TOF or lab. angular distribution 
c lscale which exptl point is used to scale calcd. 
c counts when ktype E1 or 2 
c rscale the scaling factor for comparing calcd. 
c to exptl results 
C 2 if kscale-O.or.ktype.ne.O input 
c DWELL DWELL TIME OF MCS in calculation 
C NBCHAN FIRST CHANNEL IN TOF TO BE calculated 
C NECHAN LAST CHANNEL IN TOF TO BE calculated 
c 2.1 thlabv(i) lab. molecular beam angles, i-I, nthlab 
c 2.2 thpolvji) laser polarization angles (angle between 
c the strongest direction of 
c electric field of the laser and the detector) 
c i-I, nthpol 
c 2.3 depola(i) ratio of intensities of the weakest to the 
c strongest directions of electric field 
c i-I, nthpol . 
c for example -0, totally polarized laser 
c -1, totally unpolarized 
c 2.4 if ktype not -0 and kscaleE1 input 
c totexpt(i) exptl total counts, of angular distribution 
c when ktype-l (then i-I, nthlab), or of laser 
c polarization dependence when ktype-2 (then 
c i-I, nthpol) . 
C 3 TPNORM SCALING FACTOR FOR PRIMARY TOF 
C TSNORM SCALING FACTOR FOR SECONDARY TOF 
C SWITCH DETERMINATION WHETHER SECONDARY PROCESS 
C IS INCLUDED 
C -0 ONLY PRIMARY 
C -I PRIMARY AND SECONDARY 
C 4 ALPHA ALPHA FROM KELVIN PROGRAM 
C SPORT SPEED RATIO FROM KELVIN PROGRAM 
C HTHBM HALF WIDTH OF divergent ANGLE OF SOURCE BEAM 
C NTHBM • OF DIVIDED SEGMENTS OF POLAR ANGLE OF BEAM 
C NVBM • OF DIVIDED SEGMENTS OF SOURCE BEAM VELOCITY 
C ODD « 



C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

5 

5.1 

6 

7 

8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

14 
14 .1 

14.2 
15 

16 
THRU 
N 

if 

DIMASS 
DIST 
DL 

OFFSET 

ALFA 
THO 

NTHD 

nion 

kion 

kion .. 1, then 
pion(i) 

VLMIN 
VLINC 
NVLAB 
NDIST 
NPCHAN 
NPE(I) 
EMIN(I) 
EINC(I) 
Ml(J) 
M2(J) 
NORD(J) 

PROB(J) 
thdipole(j) 

betap(j) 
NPDISP(J) 

PE(I,n) 

DETECTED ION MASS/CHARGE RATIO 
FLIGHT PATH LENGTH OF MAIN CHAMBER 
EFFECTIVE LENGTH OF IONIZER 
in the case kion-O, dl-2*sigma 
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TIME DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TRIGGER AND LASER SHOT 
THE DELAY OF TRIGGER IS A POSITIVE OFFSET 

ION FLIGHT CONSTANT 
WIDTH OF POLAR ANGLE OF DETECTOR APERTURE 

WITH RESPECT TO THE CENTER OF REACTION 
REGION 

• OF DIVIDED SEGMENTS OF POLAR ANGLE FOR 
THE APERTURE OF DETECTOR 

• of points to convolute ionization 
probability, odd' 
whether ionization effeciency is treated 
normally as a gaussian distribution 

-0, yes, gaussian 
-1, no, special form 

input 
probability of ionization, with the most 
probable value in the middle, i-l,nion 
MINIMUM LAB VELOCITY TO BE ANALYZED 
INCREMENT OF LAB VELOCITY 
• OF SEGMENTS FOR LAB VELOCITY 
• OF INPUT PRIMARY PIE) 
• OF PRIMARY REACTION CHANNELS 
• OF POINTS IN EACH PIE), I-l,ndist 
MINIMUM ENERGY IN EACH PIE) 
ENERGY INCREMENT IN EACH PIE) 
DETECTED NEUTRAL MASS, J-l,npchan 
THE COUNTERPART MASS OF Ml(J) 
ORDOR # OF PIE) WHICH THIS PRIMARY CHANNEL 

USES WITH 
RELATIVE CONTRiBUTION OF EACH CHANNEL 
angle between transition dipole and 
recoiling direction 
anisotropy parameter for primary channel 
DETERMINATION IF THIS PRIMARY PROCESS 

IS A COMPONENT OF TOF 
-0 NO 
-1 YES, I~ IS A COMPONENT 

INPUT PIE), I-l,npchan; n-l,npe(I) 

C-------------------------------------------------------------~-------
C THE. FOLLOWING INPUT IS ONLY NECESSARY IF SECONDARY DISSOCIATION IS 
C CONSIDERED input the followings when switch~l 
C----------~-------------------------------------------~--------------
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

N+l 

N+2 

N+3 
N+4 
N+5 

N+6 
N+7 

N+B 

NDSTS 
NSCHAN 
etotal 
NPES(l) 

EMINS(l) 
EINCS(l) 
M1S(K) 

M2S(K) 
NSP(K) 

NUP(K) 

• OF SECONDARY PIE) 
• OF SECONDARY REACTION CHANNELS 
max. available energy 
• OF POINTS IN EACH SECONDARY PIE) 
1-1, ndsts 
MINIMUM ENERGY IN EACH SECONDARY PIE) 
ENERGY INCREMENT IN EACH SECONDARY PIE) 
DETECTED NEUTRAL MASS OF SECONDARY PRODUCT 
k-l, nschan 
THE COUNTERPART MASS OF MIS(K) 
ORDER NUMBER OF PRIMARY CHANNEL,TELLING 

WHICH PRIMARY CHANNEL IS USED FOR THIS 
SECONDARY PROCESS 

• OF YELOCITY INCREMENTS IN THE CALCULATING 
PRIMARY PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION FOR 
FURTHER CALC. ON SECONDARY PROCESS 



C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
C 

N+9 

N+lO 

n+10.1 

n+10.2 
n+lO.3 

n+10.4 

N+ll 
N+12 
THRU 
M 
M+1 

M+2 
THRU 
I 

NTHP(K) 

NORDS(K) 

thdpls(k) 

betas(k) 
ndistri(k) 

distr(k,m) 

PROBS(K) 
PES(l,n) 

NDPES(K) 

PEAL(J,n) 

• OF DIVIDED SEGMENTS OVER THE POLAR 
ANGLE OF PRIMARY PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION 

ORDER. OF SECONDARY PIE) WHICH THIS 
SECONDARY CHANNEL USES WITH 

angle between transi~ion dipole and 
recoiling direction 
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anisotropy parameter for secondary channel 
• of points for secondary C.M. angular 
distribution, where z axi~·of the 
secondary frame 1s chosen along recoiling 
direction of ml, .the primary fragment. The 
points are equally divided according to cosine 
of the polar angle and the limit is 1 to -1. 

ndistri(k).gt.1 
secondary angular distribution 
k-1, nschan; mel, ndistri(k) 
note: this distribution is different from 
the angular distribution due to 
laser polarization dependence, where 
it is assumed that the two effects 
can be decoupled to t~o factors 
RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF EACH SECONDARY CHANNEL 
INPUT SECONDARY PIE), 1-1, ndsts; n-l, npes(l) 

DETERMINATION IF SAME PRIMARY PIE) IS USED 
-0 YES 
-I NO, I HAVE TO INPUT NEW PRIMARY PIE) FOR 

THE PURPOSE OF THIS SECONDARY PROCESS 
WHEN NDPES(K)-l, INPUT ALTERNATIVE PRIMARY PIE) 

WHICH HAS TO BE THE SAME FORMAT AS THE 
SUBSTITUTED ONE 

j-l, • of secondary channels whose ndpes-l 
nal, npe(nord(nsp(k))), where k is the oder * of the secondary channel 

c·····**····**···**·····**··**····***···*****····***** ~*.*.****.** ••• * •• *.* 
C 
C 
C 
C 

PREFACE 
BASIC INFORMATION ON THE SYSTEM 

c····**····*·***·***·******·***·····**·**···········** **.* •••• ***~.*.**.**. 
c 
c When you create a parameter file according to previous. section, notice 
c whether the values in the file are within the limit of following 
c relavent parameters. It will give you wrong fitting if any of the input 
c parameters is beyond the limit. Change the following values if you 
c need larger value of limitation to the input parameter. 
c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

PARAMETER(NI-IOOO) Nl 
PARAMETER(N2=lOO) N2 
PARAMETER(N3 c lO) N3 
PARAMETER(N4 c 5) N4 

if you change n4, change nll 
PARAMETER(N5-5) ! N5 

if you change n5, change nlO 
PARAMETER(N6-51) N6 
PARAMETER(N7-2048) N7 
PARAMETER(N8=lOO) N8 

IS MAXIMUM NVLAB THE PROGRAM HANDLES 
IS" NPE,NPES " 

" NDIST,NDSTS " 
" NTHD " 

correspondingly 
" NTHBM n 

correspondingly 
n NVBM " 
" • OF TOF CHANNELS TO BE READ 

:.THE PROGRAM HANDLES 
PARAMETER(N9-360) N9" 

NUP 
NTHP " 

PARAMETER(NIO-13) NIO-3*N5-2 
PARAMETER(Nllc13) NI1-3*N4-2 
parameter(n12 c 3) n12 is maximum ntof the program handle 

n12 is the only parameter which if you change you have to modify 
the program correspondingly. 

parameter(nI3 c lO) ! nl3 nthlab,nthpol " 



• 
• 
* • 
• 
* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

* 

parameter(n14-2l) 
parameter(nlS-180) 
REAL MI,M2,MIS,M2S 
INTEGER SWITCH 
CHARACTER*70 TITLE' 
DIMENSION VL(Nl),VL2(Nl) 

n14 
n1S " 

nion 
ndistri 

" 
" 

DIMENSION NPE(N3),EMIN(N3),EINC(N3),Ml(N3),M2(N3),NORD(N3), 
PROB(N3),NPDISP(N3),PE(N3,N2) , 

DIMENSION NPES(N3),EMINS(N3),EINCS(N3),M1S(N3),M2S(N3), 
NSP(N3),NUP(N3),NTHP(N3),NORDS(N3),PROBS(N3t, 
PES(N3,N2),PEAL(N3,N2), 
NDPES(N3),CP(N3),CS(N3),UINC(N3) 

DIMENSION EAV( N3) , EAVS (N3) , EAVAL( N3) ,NSAV(N3), TEMP( N3) , 
COUNTP(N3),COUNTS(N3),RCOUNT~(N3),RCOUNTS(N3), 
dcthc(n3) 

DIMENSION SPCALC(N3,Nl),SSCALC(N3,Nl),PSIGNAL(N3,Nl), 
SSIGNAL(N3,Nl),PINT(N3),SINT(N3) . 

DIMENSION CTHD(N4),STHD(N4),SPHD(N4,N11),CPHD(N4,NI1) 
DIMENSION CTHBM(NS),STHBM(NS),PROBTHBM(NS),CPHBM(NS,N10), 

SPHBM(NS,N10),COSA(NS,N10,N4,Nll) , 
DIMENSION VBM(N6),VB2(N6),PROBVBM(N6),PROBM(N6,NS,N10) 
DIMENSION RAWDATa(N7),TOFP(N7),TOFS(N7), 

TOFCALC(N7),T(N7),AVPSIG(N3,N7),AVSSIG(N3,N7), 
datas(n12,n7),datavrg(nI2,n7) 

DIMENSION USP(N3,N8),USP2(N3,N8),POFE1IN3,N8) 
DIMENSION thsp(n3,n9),sthsp(n3,n9),CTHSP(N3,N9) 
dimension dtexpt(nI2),ltbexpt(n12),lteexpt(nI2),lbgb(n12), 

Ibge(n12),nsum(n12),navrg(nl2),rtplot(nI2), 
nctof(n12),tofbg(n12),tot(n12),offexpt(n12), 
nadd(n12),radd(nI2),npepoint(20) 

dimension thlabv(n13),thpolv(nI3),depola(n13), 
totexpt(n13),anglall(nI3) 

dimension thdipole(n3),betap(n3),thdpls(n3),betas(n3), 
ndlstrl(n3),distr(n3,nIS),angles(nI3,n3) 

dimension pion(nI4),cthsi(n3~nlS),anglep(n13,n3), 

! erg/Real 
dcths(n15) 

DATA ECHANGE/4.184E10/ 
p2(x)-0.S*(3.*x*x-l.) 

C------------------------------------~----------------------------

6001 

6002 

6003 

READ(S,SOOl)TITLE 
read(5,*)konly,kscale,ktype,ntof,nthlab,nthpol,kplot 
if«kscale.eq.O.or.ktype.ne.O).and.konly.ne.O)go to 6011 
read(S,*)(dtexpt(i), i-l,ntof) 
read(S,*)(ltbexpt(i), i-l,ntof) 
read(S,*)(lteexpt(i), i-l,ntof) 
read(S,*)(nadd(i),i-l,ntof) , 
read(S,*)(radd(i),i-l,ntof) 
read(S,*)(lbgb(i), i-l,ntof) 
read(S,*)(lbge(i), i-l,ntof) 
read(S,*)(rtplot(i), i-l,ntof) 
read(S,*)(nsum(i), i-l,ntof) 
read(S,*)(navrg(i), i-l,ntof) 
read(S,*)(offexpt(i),i-l,ntof) 
do 6010 i-l,ntof 
nctof(i)-max(lteexpt(i),lbge.(i» 
if(i.eq.l)then 
read(3,*,end-600l)(rawdata(nraw), ntaw-l,n7) 
continue 
end if 
if(i.eq.2)then . 
read(4,*,end-6002)(rawdata(nraw), nraw-l,n7) 
continue 
end if 
if ( i . eq. 3 ) then 
read(7,*,end-6003)(rawdata(nraw), nraw=l,n7) 
continue 
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6004 
6005 

6006 

6007 

6008 
6009 

6010 

301 
300 
6011 

end if 
dtexpt(il-dtexpt(il*nsum(il 
Itbexpt(il-ltbexpt(il/nsum(il 
Iteexpt(il-lteexpt(il/nsum(il 
Ibgb(il-lbgb(il/nsum(il 
Ibge(il-lbg~(il/nsum(i) 
nctof(i)-nctof(i)/nsum(il 
if(ltbexpt(i).eq.O)ltbexpt(i)-l 
if(lteexpt(i).eq.0)lteexpt(il-1 
if(lbgb(il.eq~011bgb(il-1 . 
if( Ibge.( i I .eq. O)lbge( i 1-1 
if(nctof(il.eq.O)nctof(il-l 
do 6005 j-1,nctof(il 
jj-(j-11*nsum(il 
datas(i,jl-O. 
do 6004 k-1,nsum(il 
jj-jj+1 
datas(i,jl-datas(i,jl+rawdata(jj) 
continue 
sum-O. 
do 6006 j-lbgb(il,lbge(il 
sum-sum+datas(i,jl 
tofbg(il-sum/(lbge(il-lbgb(il.11 
do 6007 j=l,nctof(il 
datas(i.jl-datas(i,jl-tofbg(il 
jj-navrg(il/2 
do 6009 j-ltbexpt(il,lteexpt(il 
n-j-ltbexpt(il+l 
datavrg(i,n)-O. 
do 6008 k--jj,jj 
kk-k+j 
if(kk.lt.l)kk c 1 
if(kk.gt.nctof(il)kk=nctof(i) 
datavrg(i,n)=datavrg(i,n)+datas(i,kk) 
datavrg(i,n)-datavrg(i,n)/navrg(i) 
nctof(i)-lteexpt(i)-ltbexpt(i)+l 
tot(i)-O. 
do 6010 j-l,nctof(i) 
tot(i)-tot(i)+datavrg(i,j) 
datavrg(i,j)-datavrg(i,j)*rtplot(i) 
.lbase-1 
do i-1,ntof 
if(nadd(i).eq.1)lbase c i 
end do 
do 300 i-1,ntof 
if(nadd(i).ne.2)go to 300 
do 301 j-1,nctof(i) 
if(j.gt.nctof(lbase»go to 301 . 
datavrg(lbase,j)-datavrg(lbase,jl+datavrg(i,j)*radd(i) 
continue 
continue 
if(konly.eq.O)go to 7000 
read(5,*)ltof,lthlab,lthpol,lscale,rscale 
if(kscale.eq.l.and.ktype.eq.Olthen 
dwell-dtexpt(ltof) 
nbchan-ltbexpt(ltof) 
nechan-lteexpt(ltof) 
else 
READ ( 5, * ) DWELL, NBCHAN, NECHAN " 
end if 
read(5,*)(thlabv(il, i-1,nthlab) 
read(5,*)(thpolv(i), i-1,nthpol) 
read(S,*)(depola(i), i-l,nthpol) 
if(ktype.eq.l)nangle-nthlab 
if(ktype.eq.2)nangle c nthpol 
if(ktype.ne.O.and.kscale.eq.l)then 
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read(S,*)(totexpt(i), i-1,n~ngle) 
end if 
READ(S,*)TPNORM,TSNORM,SWITCH 
if(switch.eq.O)tsnorm-O. . 
ab-tpnorm+tsnorm 
if(ab.ne.O.)then 
a-tpnorm/ab 
b-tsnorm/ab 
end if 

C------------------------------------------------------------------
C THIS SECTION READS THE INFORMATION ABOUT MOLECULAR BEAM 
C AND DIVIDES THE BEAM PROFILE TO MANY SMALL SEGMENTS. VELOCITY 
C DISTRIBUTION IS ASSUMED IN USUAL FUNCTION. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
C IS NORMALYZED. 
C 

3 

4 

S 

6 

READ(S,*)ALPHA,SPDRT,HTHBM,NTHBM,NVBM 
SUM-O. . ' 
DCOSTHBM-(l.-COSD(HTHBM))/NTHBM 
DO 3 I-I, NTHBM 
CTHBM(I)-I.-(I-l)*DCOSTHBM 
STHBM(I)-(I.-CTHBM(I)*CTHBM(I))**.S 
PROBTHBM(I)-I.-FLOAT(I-l)/FLOAT(NTHBM) 
SUM-SUM+PROBTHBM(I) 
DO 4 -I-l,NTHBM . 
PROBTHBM(I)-PROBTHBM(I)/SUM' . 
VPK-(ALPHA*SPDRT/2)*(1.+SQ~T(1.+4./SPDRT**2)) 
IF(NVBM.EQ.l)THEN 
VBM ( 1 ) ;'VPK 
VB2(1)-VPK*VPK 
PROBVBM(I)-l 
ELSE 
SUM=O. 
DELTAVBM=(ALPHA*2.S)/(NVBM/2i 
VBMIN-VPK-(NV~M/2)*DELTAVBM 
DO 5 I=I,NVBM 
VBM(I)=VBMIN+(I-l)*DELTAVBM 
if (vbm ( i ) .It. O. ) vbm ( i ) - 0 • 

-PROBVBM(I)-VBM(I)**2*EXP(-(VBM(I)/ALPHA-SPDRT)**2) 
SUM=SUM+PROBVBM(I) 
DO 6 I-l,NVBM 
VB2(I)-VBM(I)*VBM(I) " 
PROBVBM(I)-PRO~VBM(I)/SUM 
END IF 
DO 7 J-l,NTHBM 
KK-3*J-2 
DPHI-6.28318S/KK 
DO 7 K-l,KK 
CPHBM(J,K)-COS(K-l)*DPHI) , 
SPHBM(J,K)-SIN(K-l)*DPHI) 
DO 7 I-l,NVBM 

7 PROBM ( I , J , K) -PROBVBM ( I ) * PROBl-HBM (J) /K"K 
C-------------------~----------~-----------------------------------
C THIS SECTION READS THE INFORMATION ABOUT DETECTOR AND DIVIDES THE 
C APERTURE OF DETECTOR TO SMALL SEGMENT SIMILAR AS BEAM IS DIVIDED C . . 

READ(S,*)D1MASS,DIST,DL,OFFSET,ALFA,THD,NTHD,nion,kion 
if(kion.ne.O)go to 6012 ." . 
pion(l)-I. 
if(nion.eq.1)go to 6q13 
ii-nion/2 
sum-1. 
abc-2.S/ii 
pion( i i+l)-I. 
do 6014 i-l,ii 
xyz-exp(-(abc*i)*~2/2. ) 
pion(ii+i+l)-xyz 

I :-
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pion(ii-i+1)-xyz 
6014 sum-sum+2.*xyz 

do i-1,nion 
pion(i}-pion(i}/sum 
end do 
go to 6013 

6012 read(5,*)(pion(i), i-1,nion) 
sum-O. 
do i-1,nion 
sum-sum+pion(i) 
end do 
do i-1,nion 
pion(i)-pion(i)/sum 
end do 

6013 continue 

C 

DCOSTHD-(l.-COSD(THD»/NTHD 
DO 8 I-1,NTHD 
CTHD(I)-1.-(I-1)*DCOSTHD . 
STHD(I)-(1.-CTHD(I)*CTHD(I»**.5 
JJ-3*I-2 
DPHI-6.283185/JJ 
DO 8 J-l,JJ 
SPHD(I,J)-SIN((J-l)*DPHI) 

8 CPHD(I,J)-COS((J-1)*DPHI) 

C THIS 'SECTION READS INFORMATION ON LAB VELOCITY USED IN'SIMULATION 
C 

C 

READ(5,·)VLMIN,VLINC,NVLAB 
IF(VLMIN.EQ.O)VLMIN-O.S*VLINC 
DO I-1,NVLAB 
VL(I}-VLMIN+(I-1)*VLINC 
VL2(I}-VL(I}·VL(I) 
END DO 
ilabth=1 
ipolth",1 

c****·*·····*·***********··********·······*******"***· •••• *****.**** 
C 
C 
C 
C 

CHAPTER ONE 
THE TREATMENT ON PRIMARY CONTRIBUTION 

C*···············~*····**····**·············*······~*·* •••••••••••• * 
C 
C $ 1-1 INFORMATION ABOUT PRIMARY CHANNELS 
C 

READ(S,·)NDIST,NPCHAN 
READ(S,·)(NPE(J),J=l,NDIST) 
READ(S,·)(EMIN(J),J-1,NDIST) 
READ(S,·)(EINC(J),J-l,NDIST) 
READ( 5,.) (MI (J) ,J=I ,NPCHAN)' 
READ(S,·)(M2(J),J-1,NPCHAN) 
DO J-l,NPCHAN 
CP(J)-2.*M2(J)/(M1(J)+M2(J»/M1(J)·ECHANGE·1.E-8 
END DO 
READ(S,*)(NORD(J),J-1,NPCHAN) 
READ(5,·)(PROB(J),J-1,NPCHAN) 
read(S,·)(thdipole(j), j-1,npchan) 
read(S,·)(betap(j), j-l,npchan) 
do j-1,npchan 
betap(j)-2.·betap(j)·p2(cosd(thdipole(j») 
end do 
READ(S,·)(NPDISP(J),J-1,NPCHAN) 
sum-O. 
do i-1,npchan 
if(npdisp(i).eq.O)prob(i)-O. 
sum-sum+prob(i) 
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C 

end do 
if(sum.ne.O.)then 

'do i-l,npchan 
prob(i)-prob(i)/sum*a 
end do 
end if 

C THIS SECTION READS PRIMARY PIE) AND NORMALYZES THEM 
C 

10 
C 

DO 10 J-l,NDIST 
READ(S,*)(PE(J,I),I-l,NPE(J)) 
SUM-O. 
EAV(J)-O. 
DO I-2,NPE(J) 
PEI-(PE(J,I)+PE(J,(I-l)))*.5 
EAV(J)-(EMIN(J)+(I-l.5)*EINC(J))*PEI+EAV(J) 
SUM-SUM+PEI 
END DO 
EAV(J)-EAV(J)/SUM 
SUM-SUM*EINC(J) 
DO I-l,NPE(J) 
PE(J,I)-PE(J,I)/SUM 
END DO 
CONTINUE 
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C 
C 

IF THERE ARE SECONDARY PROCESSES, INPUT INFORMATION ABOUT SECONDARY 
CALCULATION, WHICH GOES INTO CHAPTER TWO 

C 

20 
C 

IF(SWITCH.EQ.l)GO TO 100 
TYPE *,'INPUT SUCCESSFUL' 

LABLE 100 IS IN CHAPTER Two 

C--------------~-------------------------------------------------------
C THIS SECTION CALCULATE COStA), WHERE A IS THE ANGLE BETWEEN 
C ONE OF THE BEAM VECTOR AND ONE OF THE DETECTOR VECTOR 
C 

c 

30 

9 

25 

* 
* 
* 
* 

thlab-thlabv(lthlab) 
thpol-thpolv(lthpol) 
depol-depola(lthpol) 
if(ktype.eq.l)then 
thlab-thlabv(ilabth) 
end if 
STHLAB-SIND(THLAB) 
CTHLAB=COSD(THLAB) 
DO 9 I-l,NTHBM 
JJ:3*I-2 
DO 9 J-l,JJ 
DO 9 MTH-l,NTHD 
JJJ-3*MTH-2' 
DO 9 I'tPH-l,JJJ 
COSA(I,J,MTH,MPH)-STHBM(I)*CPHBM(I,J)*STHD(MTH)*CPHD(MTH,MPH) 

+STHBM(I)*SPHBM(I,J)*STHD(MTH)*SPHD(MTH,MPH)*CTHLAB 
-CTHBM(I)*STHD(MTH)*SPHD(MTH,MPH)*STHLAB 
+STHBM(I)*SPHBM(I,J)*CTHD(MTH)*STHLAB 
+CTHBM(I)*CTHD(MTH)*CTHLAB 

if(ktype.eq.2)then 
thpol-thpolv(ipolth) 
depol-depola(ipolth) 
end if 
sthpol-sind(thpol) 
cthpol-cosd(thpol) 
depol1-l./(1.+depol) 
depo12-depol/(i.+depol) 

C-----------------------:~-~---~----------~---~-----------------------
C 
C $ 1-2 CALCULATION ON CONTRIBUTIION BY PRIMARY PROCESS 
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C 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C 

DO 90 M-l,NPCHAN 
C 
C THIS DO LOOP 90 CALCULATES EVERY PRIMARY CHANNEL 
C 

C 

IF{NPDISP{M).EQ.O)GO TO 90 
N-NORD(M) 
pmass-(ml(m)+m2(m»*ml(m)/m2(m) 
EMAX-EMIN(N)+(NPE(N)-l)*EINC(N) 
DO 85 MV-l,NVLAB 

C THIS DO LOOP 85 CALCULATES SIGNAL AT EVERY LAB VELOCITY SAMPLE POINT 
C 

C 

SPCALC(M,MV)-O. 
DO 80 MTH.,l,NTHD 
MPHMAX .. 3*MTH-2 
DO 80 MPH-l,MPHMAX 

C THESE DO LOOPS 80 AVERAGE OVER DETECTOR ANGLES 
C 

C 

DO 70 L-l,NVBM 
DO 70 I-l,NTHBM 
JJ-3*I-2 
00 70 J-l,JJ 

C THESE 00 LOOPS 70 AVERAGE OVER BEAM DISTRIBUTION 
C 

70 
80 

85 
90 

• 

• 

* 

* 

U2-abs(VB2(L)+VL2(MV)-2.*VBM(L)*VL(MV)*COSA(I,J,MTH,MPH» 
U-SQRT(U2) 
IF(U.EQ.O)GO TO 70 
E=U2/CP(M) 
IF(E.LT.EMIN(N).OR.E.GE.EMAX)GO TO 70 
xl-(vl(mv)*cthd(mth)-vbm(l)*(sphbm(i,j)*sthbm(i)*sthlab 

+cthbm(i)*cthlab)/u 
if(abs(xl).gt.l. )xl-xl/abs(xl) 
x2-(vl(mv)*sphd(mth,mph)*sthd(mth)+vbm(1)*(cthbm(i)*sthlab 

-sphbm(i,j)*sthbm(i)*cth1ab»/u 
if(abs(x2).gt.l.)x2-x2/abs(x2) 
edotul-xl*cthpo1-x2*sthpol 
edotu2-xl*sthpo1+x2*cthpo1 
wthl-.5*(1.+betap(m)*p2(edotul» 
wth2=.5*(1.+betap(m)*p2(edotu2» 
X-(E-EMIN(N»/EINC(N) 
INDEX-I FIX( X) +1 
POFE-PE(N,INDEX)+(X+l-INDEX)*(PE(N,(INDEX+l» 

-PE(N,INDEX) ) 
SPCALC(M,MV)-SPCALC(M,MV)+PROBM(L,I,J)*POFE/U/MPHMAX* 

(depo1l·wthl+depo12·wth2) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
SPCALC(M,MV)-SPCALC(M,MV)·VL2(MV)/NTHD·pmass 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF(SWITCH.EQ.l)GO TO 200 ! LABLE 200 IS IN CHAPTER· TWO 
GO TO 1000 ! LABLE 1000 IS IN CHAPTER THREE 

C·········**··*·················**···***··*··***··**·· •• *** •••••• ** ••• * 
C 
C 
C 
C 

CHAPTER TWO 
THE TREATMENT ON SECONDARY CONTRIBUTION 

c···****·**·*········**····························*** •.....• ** ••••• * •• 
C 
C $ 2-1 INFORMATION ABOUT SECONDARY CALCULATION 
C 



C 

100 READ(5,*)NDSTS,NSCHAN,etotal 
READ(5,*)(NPES(J),J-l,NDSTS) 
READ(5,*)(EMINS(J),J-l,NDSTS) 
READ(5,*)(EINCS(J),J-l,NDSTS) 
READ(5,*)(M1S(J),J-l,NSCHAN) 
READ(5,*)(M2S(J),J-1,NSCHAN) 
DO J-1,NSCHAN 
CS(J)-2*M2S(J)/(M1S(J)+M2S(J»/M1S(J)*ECHANGE*1.E-8 
END DO . 
READ(5,*)(NSP(J),J-1,NSCHAN) 
READ(5,*)(NUP(J),J z 1,NSCHAN) 

C THIS SECTION DIVIDES THE POLAR ANGLE RANGE OF PRIMARY DISTRIBUTION 
C IN C.M. OF BEAM 
C 

C 
C 

c 

READ(5,*)(NTHP(J),J-1,NSCHAN) 
DO 106 I-1,NSCHAN 
del-180./nthp(i) 
DO 106 J-l,NTHP(I) 
th.p(i,j)-(j-0.5)*del 
sthsp(i,j).sind(thsp(i,j) 

106 CTHSP(I,J)-cosd(thsp(i,j)) 

REAO(5,*)(NORDS(J),J a 1,NSCHAN) 
read(5,*)(thdpls(j), jcl,nschan) 
read(5,*)(betas(j), j-l,nschan) 
do j-l,nschan 
betas(j)c 2 .*betas(j)*p2(cosd(thdpls(j») 
end do 

c this section reads the information on angular distribution of 
c secondary dissociation due to geometry and impact parameter from 
c primary product 
c 

121 

125 

C 

C 

read(5,*)(ndistri(j), j=l,nschan) 
distrmax-O. 
do 125 i-I, nschan 
read(5,*)(distr(i,j), jcl,ndistri(i») 
sum-D. 
dcths(i)-2./(ndistri(i)-I) 
do 121 j=l, ndistri(i) 
cthsi(i,j)-I.-(j-l)*dcths(i) 
if(j.gt.l)sum-sum+(distr(i,j)+distr(i,j-l»)*0.5 
sum=sum*dcths(i) 
do 125 j-1,ndistri(i) 
distr(i,j)-distr(i,j)/sum 
distrmax-max(distrmax,distr(i,j» 
write(15,*)cthsi(i,j), distr(i,j) 
continue 
distrmax-distrmax*I.1 
write(16,*)nschan 
write(16,*)(ndistri(j), j-l, nschan) 
write(16,*)'1. -1. O.O',distrmax 

READ(5,*)(PROBS(J),J-1,NSCHAN) 
sum=D. 
do izl,nschan 
sum-sum+probs(i) 
end do 
if(sum.ne.O.)then 
do i-l,nschan 
probs(i)-probs(i)/sum*b 
end do 
end if 
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C THIS SECTION READS SECONDARY PIE) AND NORMALYZES THEM 
C 

110 
C 

DO 110 J-1,NDSTS 
READ(5,*)(PES(J,K),K-1,NPES(J)) 
SUM-O. 
EAVS(J)-O. 
DO 1-2,NPES(J) 
PEI-(PES(J,I)+PES(J,(I-1)))*.$ , 
EAVS(J)-(EMINS(J)+(I-1.5)*EINCS(J))*PEI+EAVS(J) 
SUM-SUM+PEI 
END DO 
EAVS(J)-EAVS(J)/SUM 
SUM-SUM*EINCS(J) 
DO 1-1,NPES(J) 
PES(J,I)-PES(J,Il/SUM 
END DO 
CONTINUE 

C 
C 
C 

THIS SECTION CHECKS IF ALTERNATED PIE) IS USED IN PRIMARY SIMULATION 
WHICH IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF FURTHURE SECONDARY CALCULATION. IF YES, 
READS ALTERNATIVE PRIMARY PIE) AND NORMALYZES THEM 

C 

120 
C 

READ(5,*)(NDPES(J),J-1,NSCHAN) 
DO 120 J-1,NSCHAN 
IF(NDPES(J).EQ.O)GO TO 120 
N-NORD(NSP(J)) 
READ(5,*)(PEAL(N,K),K-1,NPE(N)) 
SUM-O. 
EAVAL(N)-O. 
DO I-2,NPE(N) 
PEI-(PEAL(N,I)+PEAL(N,(I-l)))*.5 
EAVAL(N)=(EMIN(N)+(I-l.5)*EINC(N))*PEI+EAVAL(N) 
SUM=SUM+PEI 
END DO 
EAVAL(N)-EAVAL(N)/SUM 
SUM-SUM*EINC(N) 
DO I-l,NPE(N) 
PEAL(N,I)-PEAL(N,I)/SUM 
END DO 
CONTINUE 
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C 
C 

THIS SECTION FINDS OUT VELOCITY INCREMENTS IN CALCULATING PRIMARY PRODUCT 
DISTRIBUTION AND ITS PROBABILITY 

C 

122 
124 

DO 124 J-l,NSCHAN 
N-NSP(J) 
PI-NORD(N) 
UMIN-(CP(N)*EMIN(M))**.5 , 
UMAX=( (EMIN(M)+(NPE(M)-l )*EINC(M) )*CP(N) )**.5 
UINC(J)-(UMAX-UMIN)/NUP(J) 
DO 122 K-l,NUP(J) 
USP(J,K)-UMIN+UINC(J)*(K-.5) 
USP2(J,K)-USP(J,K)*USP(J,K) 
E-USP2(J,K)/CP(N) 
X-(E-EMIN(M))/EINC(M) 
INDEX-IFIX(X)+l 
IF(NDPES(J).EQ.O)THEN 
POFEl(J,K)-PE(M,INDEX)+(X+l-INDEX)*(PE(M, 

• (INDEX+l))-PE(M,INDEX)) 
ELSE 
POFE1(J,K)-PEAL(M,INDEX)+(X+I-INDEX)*(PEAL(M, 

* (INDEX+l»-PEAL(M,INDEX)) 
END IF 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 20 LABLE 20 IS IN CHAPTER ONE 



C-------------------------------------------~----------------------
C 
C $ 2-2 CALCULATION ON SECONDARY CONTRIBUTION TO TOr. 
C 

C-------------------,,;.- .... -------------------------------,,;.------------"-
C 

200 DO 290 M-l,NSCHAN 
C 
C THIS DO LOOP 290 CALCULATES EVERY SECONDARY CHANNEL 
C 

C 

C 

nn-nsp(m) 
N-NORDS(M) 
WMIN-(EMINS(N)*CS(M»)**.5 
WMAX-«EMINS(N)+(NPE5(N)-1)*EINCS(N»*CS(M»**.S 
smass-(ml(nn)+m2(nn»*ml(nn)/m2(nn)* . 

* (mls(m)+m2s(m»*mls(m)/m2s(m) 

DO 285 MV-l,NVLAB 
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C THIS 00 LOOP 285 CALCULATES SIGNAL. AT EVERY LAB VELOCITY SAMPLE POINT 
C 

C 

SSCALC(M,MV)-O. 
00 280 MTH-l,NTHD 
MPHMAX"3*MTH-2 
00 280 MPH .. l,iMPHMAX 

C THESE DO LOOPS 280 AVERAGE OVER DETECTOR ANGLES 
C 

C 

. DO 270 I-l,NTHBM 
JJ-3*I-2 
DO 270 J-l,JJ 
DO 270 L-,l, NVBM 

C THESE DO LOOPS 270 AVERAGE OVER BEAM DISTRIBUTION 
C 

C 

VREF2-VB2(L)+VL2(MV)-2.*VBM(L)*VL(MV)*COSA(I,J,MTH,MPH) 
vref2-abs(vref2) 
VREF-SQRT(VREF2) . 
if(vref.eq.O. )go to 270 
DO 265 NUSP-l,NUP(M) 
epri-usp2(m,nusp)/cp(nn) 
e2max~etotal~epri 
e21i-emins(n)+(npes(n)-l)*eincs(n) 
if(e2max.ge.e21i)go to 245 
pe2-0. 
npe2-(e2max-emins(n»/eincs(n)+l 
if(npe2.1t.2)npe2-2 
do le2-2,npe2 
PEI-(PES(n,le2)+PES(n,(le2-l»)*.S 
pe2-pe2+PEI 
END DO 
if(pe2.ne.0)pe2-l./(pe2*EINCS(n» 
go to 246 

245 pe2-l. 
246 continue 

DO 265 NTHSP-l,NTHP(M) 

C THESE DO LOOPS 265 CONSIDER ALL COMBINATIONS OF PRIMARY AND 
C SECONDARY VELOCITIES WHICH CAN CONTRIBUTE TO SIGNAL AT A 
C CERTAIN VLAB POINT 
C 

W2-USP2(M,NUSP)+VREF2-2.*USP(M,NUSP)*VREF*CTHSP(M,NTHSP) 
.... 2-abs( .... 2) 
W-SQRT(W2) 
IF(W.LE.WMIN.OR.W.GE.WMAX)GO TO 265, 
E-W2/CS(M) 



265 
270 
280 

285 
290 

C 

echeck-e+epri 
if(echeck.gt.etotal)go to 265 
cths-(vref2-w2-usp2(m,nusp))/(2.*w*usp(m,nusp)) 
x-(l.-cths)/dcths(m) 
index-ifix(x)+l 
if(index.ge.ndistri(m))go to 265 
probths-distr(m,index)+(x+l-index)*(distr(m,index+l) 

* -distr(m,index)) 
X-(E-EMINS(N))/EINCS(N) 
INDEX-IFIX(X)+l 
POFE2-PES(N,INDEX)+(X+I-INDEX)*(PES(N,(INOEX+1) 

* . -PES(N,INDEX))*pe2 
xl-(vl(mv)*cthd(mth)-vbm(l)*(sphbm(i,j)*sthbm(i)*sthlab 

* +cthbm(i)*cthlab))/vref 
if(abs(xl).gt.l.)xl-xl/abs(xl) 
x2-(vl(mv)*sphd(mth,mph)*sthd(mth)+vbm(1)*(cthbm(i)*sthlab 

* -sphbm(i,j)*sthbm(i)*cthlab»)/vref 

* 
* 
* 

* 

if(abs(x2).gt.l.)x2-x2/abs(x2) 
edotul-xl*cthpol-x2*sthpol 
edotu2-xl*sthpol+x2*cthpol 
p2edotul-p2(edotul) 
p2edotu2-p2(edotu2) 
wthl-.S*(1.+betap(nn)*p2edotul*p2(cthsp(m,nthsp))) 
wth2-.S*(1.+betap(nn)*p2edotu2*p2(cthsp(m,nthsp)))' 
sths-sqrt(abs(l.-cths*cths)) 
csecond-cths*cthsp(m,nthsp)+sths*sthsp(m,nthsp) 
if(abs(csecond).gt.l.)csecond-csecond/abs(csecond) 
p2cs-p2(csecond) . 
wthsl-l.+betas(m)*p2edotul*p2cs 
wths2 c l.+betas(m)*p2edotu2*p2cs 
SSCALC(M,MV)-SSCALC(M,MV)+PROBM(L,I,J)*POFE1(M~NUSP) 

*POFE2/W/MPHMAX*USP(M,NUSP)*probths* 
(depoll*wthl*wthsl+depo12*wth2*wths2)* 
sthsp(m,nthsp) 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
SSCALC(M,MV)-SSCALC(M,MV)*VL2(MV)*UINC(M)/NTHD/ 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 

NTHP(M)*7.5086e-3*smass 
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c···············***·***······**·······.·.·**.**·****··***************.* 
C 
C 
C 
C 

CHAPTER THREE 
TOF COMPARED BETWEEN CALC.'S AND EXPT.'S 

c···················_································· .......... **** •• * 
C 
C 
C 

1000 

$ 3-1 AVERAGE OVER IONIZER 

if(nion.eq.l)then 
dlin-O 
else 
dlin=2.S*dl/(nion-l) 
end if 
jj-nion/2 
DO 1011 M-1,NPCHAN 
IF(NpDISP(M).EQ.O)GO TO 1011 
DO 1010 I-l,NVLAB 
ADD~O. 

DO 1008 J--jj,jj 
VPRIME-VL(I)/(l+J*dlin/DIST) 
IF(VPRIME.GE.VL(NVLAB).OR.VPRIME.LT.VLMIN)GO 
X-(VPRIME-VLMIN)/VLINC 
IV-IFIX(X)+l 

TO 1008 



1008 
1010 
1011 

* 
ADD-ADD+pion(J+jj+l)*(SPCALC(M,IV)+(X+l-IV)* 

(SPCALC(M,(IV+l))-SPCALC(M,IV))) 
CONTINUE 
PSIGNAL(M,I)-ADD 
CONTINUE 
IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 1021 
DO 1020 M-l,NSCHAN 
DO 1020 I-l,NVLAB 
ADD-O. 
DO 1018 J--jj,jj 
VPRIME-VL(I)/(1+J*d1in/DIST) 
IF(VPRIME.GE.VL(NVLAB).OR.VPRIME.LT.VLMIN)GO TO 1018 
X-(VPRIME-VLMIN)/VLINC 
IV-IFIX(X)+l 
ADD-ADD+pion(J+jj+1)*(SSCALC(M,IV)+(X+1-IV)* 

* (SSCALC(M,(IV+1))-SSCALC(M,IV))) 
1018 CONTINUE ' 
1020 SSIGNAL(M,I)-ADD 
1021 continue 

C---------------------------------------------------------------
C 
C 
C 

3-2 PRESENT BOTH CALC. AND EXPT. TOF 

C---------------------~-----------------------------------------
C THIS SECTION GETS REAL TOF IN LAB FRAME C . . 

1030 NCHAN-NECHAN-NBCHAN+1 

1033 

1035 
1036 

1043 

1045 
C 

* 

* 

DO 1036 J-1,NCHAN 
T(J)-(J+NBCHAN-l.5)*DWELL+OFFSET-ALFA*SQRT(DIMASS) 
DO 1035 I-1,NPCHAN 
avpsig(i,j)-O. 
IF(NPDISP(I).EQ.O)GO TO 1035 
SIG=O. 
DO 1033 K-O,9 
VPRIME=DIST·100./« .1*K-.4).DWELL+T(J)) 
IF(VPRIME.LT.VLMIN.OR.VPRIME.GE.VL(NVLAB))GO TO 1033 
VX=(VPRIME-VLMIN)/VLINC 
INDEX-IFIX(VX)+l 
SIG-SIG+.1*(PSIGNAL(I,INDEX)+(VX+1-INDEX)* 

(PSIGNAL(I,(INDEX+1))-PSIGNAL(I,INDEX))) 
CONTINUE 
AVPSIG(I,J)-SIG/T(J) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF(SWITCH.EQ.~)GO TO 1046 
DO 1045 J-l,NCHAN 
DO 1045 I-1,NSCHAN 
SIG-O. 
DO 1043 K-0,9 
VPRIME-DIST*100./«.1*K-.4)*DWELL+T(J)) 
IF(VPRIME.LT.VLMIN.OR.VPRIME.GE.VL(NVLAB))GO TO 1043 
VXa(VPRIME-VLMIN)/VLiNC 
INDEX-IFIX(VX)+l 
SIG-SIG+.1*(SSIGNAL(I,INDEX)+(VX+1-INDEX)* 

(SSIGNAL(I,(INDEX+1))-SSIGNAL(I,INDEX))) 
CONTINUE 
AVSSIG(I,J)-SIG/T(J) 
CONTINUE 

C 
C 

THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE INTEGRAL INVOI.vING PIE), WHICH IS 
USED TO CALCULATE BRANCHING RATIO 

C 
1046 checksig;'O. 

DO 1048 I-l,NPCHAN 
PINT(I)-O. 
IF(NPDISP(I).EQ.O)GO TO 1048 
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1047 
1048 

1049 
1044 

C 

DO 1047 J-1,nchan 
PINT(I)-PINT(I)+avpsig(i,j)*dwell 
checksig-checksig+pint(i) 
IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 1050 
DO 1044 I-l,NSCHAN 
SINT(I)-O. 
DO 1049 J-l,nchan 
SINT(I)-SINT(I)+avssig(i,j)*dwell 
checksig-checksig+sint(i) 

c-----------------------------------------------------------
c 

1050 

1051 

do 1051 j-l,nchan 
TOFP(J)-O. 
do 1051 i-l,npchan 
TOFP(J)-TOFP(J)+PROB(I)*AVPSIG(I,J) 
if(switch.eq.O)go to 1053 
do 1052 j-1,nchan 
TOFS(J)-O. 
do 1052 i-l,nschan 

1052 TOFS(J)-TOFS(J)+PROBS(I)*AV5SIG(I,J) 

C-----------------------------------------~-------------------------C THIS SECTION FINDS OUT PEAK SIGNAL CHANNEL OF EXPTL. TOF 
C 

1053 

1055 
C 

if(kscale.eq.O.or.ktype.ne.O)go 
PEAK-datavrg(ltof,l) 
DO 1055 I-2,nchan 
PEAKcmax(Catavrg(ltof,i),peak) 
CONTINUE 

to 1057 

C 
C 

THIS SECTION FINDS THE PEAK OF CALCULATED TOr AND SCALES IT WITH 
RESPECT TO DATA TOF if scaling to expt. is desired 

C 
1057 

1059 

1061 

1066 
1067 

1068 
1069 

if(checksig.eq.O.and.ktype.eq.O)then 
type *,'calculated Tor is zero' 
stop 
end if 
DO 1059 I-l,NCHAN 
if(switch.eq.O)then 
tofcalc(i)-tofp(i) 
else 
TOFCALC(I)-TOFP(I)+TorS(I) 
end if 
continue 
peakcalc-tofcalc(l) 
DO 1061 I-2,NCHAN 
PEAKcalc-max(TOrCALC(I),peakcalc) 
CONTINUE 
if(ktype.ne.O)ratio-l. 
if(ktype.eq.0.and.kscale.eq.0)ratio-l000./peakcalc 
if(ktype.eq.O.and.kscale.eq.l)RATIO-rscale*PEAK/peakCALC 
DO I-l,NCHAN 
TOFCALC(I)-TOrCALC(I)*RATIO 
END DO 
IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)THEN _ 
DO 1067 J-l,NPCHAN 
RATI01-RATIO*PROB(J) 
DO 1066 I-l,NCHAN 
AVPSIG(J,I)-AVPSIG(J,I)*RATI01 
CONTINUE 
ELSE 
DO 1069 J-l,NPCHAN 
RATI01-RATIO*PROB(J) 
DO 1068 I-l,NCHAN 
AVPSIG(J,I)-AVPSIG(J,I)*RATI01 
CONTINUE 
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DO 1071 J-l,NSCHAN 
RATI02-RATIO* PROBS (J ) 
DO 1070 I-l,NCHAN 

1070 AVSSIG(J,I)-AVSSIG(J,I)*RATI02 
1071 CONTINUE 

END IF 
countall-O. 
label-l 
if(ktype.eq.l)label-ilabth 
if(ktype.eq.2)label-ipolth 
DO 1073 i-l,NPCHAN 
countp(i)-O. 
DO 1072 j-l,NCHAN 

1072 countp(I)-countp(i)+AVPSIG(i,j) 
countall-countall+countp(i) 
anglep(label,i)-countp(i) 

1073 CONTINUE 
if(switch.ne.O)then 
DO 1075 i-1,NSCHAN 
counts(i)-O. 
DO 1074 j-l,NCHAN 

1074 countS(I)-counts(i)+AVSSIG(i,j) 
countall-countall+counts(i) 
angles(label,i)-counts(i) 

1075 CONTINUE 
END IF 
anglall(label)-countall 
if(ktype.ne.l)go.to 1077 
i labth- i labth+l 
if(ilabth.gt.nthiab)go to 3000 
go to 30 

1077 if(ktype.ne.2)go to 1078 
ipolth=ipolth+l 
if(ipolth.gt.nthpol)go to 3000 
go to 25 . 

1078 continue 
C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
C $ 3-3 DATA OUTPUT SECTION 
C 
C THIS SECTION CREATES AN OUTPUT RESULT FILE 
C 

WR I TE ( 6 , * ) , 
WRITE(6,*)'-----------~~-------------~--------~----' 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,5006)TITLE 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,*)'----------------------------------------' 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,5002)DIMASS,THLAB 
WR I TE ( 6 , * ) , , 
WRITE(6,*)' 
WRITE(6,*)' AVERAGE TRANS~ATIONAL ENERGY RELEASE' 
WRITE(6,*)' 
WRITE(6,*)' PRIMARY PIE)' 
WRITE(6,5003)(I,I=1,NDIST) 
WRITE(6,S004)(EAV(I),I-l,NDIST) 
IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 1091 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,*)' SECONDARY PIE)' . 
WRITE(6,S003)(I,I-l,NDSTS) 
WRITE(6,S004)(EAVS(I),I-1,NDSTS) 
ISAV.,O 
DO 1090 J-1,NSCHAN 
IF(NDPES(J).EQ.O)GO Tb 1090 
ISAV=ISAV+1 
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NSAV(ISAV)-NORD(NSP(J» 
TEMP(ISAV)-EAVAL(NSAV(ISAV» 

1090 CONTINUE 
IF(ISAV.EQ.O)GO TO 1091 
WR I TE ( 6 , * ) , , 
WRITE(6,*)' ALTERNATIVE PRIMARY PIE)' 
WRITE(6,5003)(J,J-1,ISAV) 
WRITE(6,5004)(TEMP(J),J-1,ISAV) 

1091 CONTinue 
do j-1,npchan 
RCOUNTP(J)-COUNTP(J)/COUNTALL 
if(ksca1e.eq.0)countp(j)-10000.*rcountp(j) 
END DO 
IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 1100 
DO J-1,NSCHAN 
RCOUNTS(J)-COUNTS(J)/COUNTALL 
if(kscale.eq.O)counts(j)-10000.*rcounts(j) 
END DO 

1100 if(ksca1e.eq.0)counta11-10000. 

C 

WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,*)' 
WRITE(6,*)' TOTAL DETECTED SIGNAL COUNTS' 
WRITE(6,5007)IFIX(COUNTALL) 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,*)' DETECTED PRIMARY SIGNAL COUNTS' 
WRITE(6,SOOB)(J,J-1,NPCHAN) 
WRITE(6,S009)(IFIX(COUNTP(J»,J-1,NPCHAN) 
WRITE(6,S010)(RCOUNTP(J),J-1,NPCHAN) 
IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 1101 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,*)' DETECTED SECONDARY SIGNAL COUNTS' 
WRITE(6,SOOB)(J,J=1,NSCHAN) 
WRITE(6,S009)(IFIX(COUNTS(J»,J c 1,NSCHAN) 
WRITE(6,SOlO)(RCOUNTS(J),J c 1,NSCHAN) 

1101 continue 
WRITE(6,*)' 
WRITE(6,*)' 
WRITE(6,*)' INFORMATION FOR BRANCHING RATIO'. 
WRITE(6,*)' 
write(6,*)' PRIMARY CHANNELS' 
WRITE(6,SOOB)(J,J c 1,NPCHAN) 
WRITE(6,S012)(PROB(J),J=1,NPCHAN) 
WRITE(6,S014)(PINT(J),J-l,NPCHAN) 
IF(SWITCH.NE.O)THEN 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,*)' SECONDARY CHANNELS' 
WRITE(6,SOOB)(J,J-l,NSCHAN) 
WRITE(6,S012)(PROBS(J),J-l,~SCHAN) 
WRITE(6,S014)(SINT(J),J-1,NSCHAN) 
END IF 

C THIS SECTION PREPARES FILES USED BY mongo TO PLOT 
C CALCULATED TOF AS WELL AS DATA TOr 
C 

TION-ALFA*SQRT(DIMASS) 
7000 if(konly.eq.1.and.kscale.eq.0)go to 1150 

sigmin-datavrg(l,l) . 
sigmax-sigmin 
tmin-(ltbexpt(l)-O.S)*dtexpt(l)+offexpt(l) 
tmax-O 
do 6020 i-1, ntof 
do 6020 j-l,nctof(i) . 
ft-(j+ltbexpt(i)-l.S)*dtexpt(i)+offexpt(i) 
tmin-min(ft,tmin) 
tmax-max(ft,tmax) 
sigmin=min(sigmin,datavrg(i,j)) 
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6020 

1150 

1155 
C 

C 

1158 
1160 

1165 . 
1170 
1500 

sigmax-max(sigmax,datavrg(i,j» 
write(B,*)ft,datavrg(i,j) 
if(konly.eq.O)go to 1500 
continue 
If(kscale.eq.O)then 
tmin-t(l)+tion . 
tmax-tmin 
sigmin-tofca1c(1) 
sigmax-sigmin 
end if, 
DO 1155 I-1,NCHAN 
FT-T(I)+TION 
tmin-min(tmin,ft) 
tmax-max(tmax,ft) 
sigmin-min(sigmin,tofcalc(i») 
sigmax-max(sigmax,tofcalc(i» 
WRITE(B,*)FT,TOFCALC(I) 

ntofch .. O 
DO 1160 M-1,NPCHAN 
IF(NPDISP(M).EQ.O)GO TO 1160 
ntofch-ntofch+l 
DO 1158 I-1,NCHAN 
FT-T(I)+TION 
WRITE(8,*)FT,AVPSIG(M,I) 
CONTINUE 
IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 1500 
DO 1170 M-1,NSCHAN 
ntofch-ntofch+1 
DO 1165 I-l,NCHAN 
FT-T(I)+TION 
WRITE(8,*)FT,AVSSIG(M,I) 
CONTINUE 
sigmax~1.05·sigmax 

write(11,*)tmin,tmax,sigmin,sigmax,konly,kscale 
if(konly.eq.O.or.kscale.ne.O)write(ll,*)ntof 
if(konly.eq.0.or.kscale.ne.0)write(11,*)nctof 
if(konly.ne.O)write(ll,*)nchan,ntofch 
if(konly.eq.O)go to 7001 

C THIS SECTION CREATES A FILE USED by mongo TO 
C PLOT PIE) 
C 

npech-ndist 
etmin-emin(l) 
etmax"(npe(l)~l)*einc(l)+emin(l) 
npepoint(l)-npe(l) 
do i-2,ndist 
if(emin(i).lt.etmin)etmin~emin(i) 
energy-(npe(i)-1)*einc(i)+emin(i) 
if(etmax.lt.energy)etmax-energy 
npepoint(i)-npe(i) 
end do 
pemax .. O. 
DO 1520 M-l,NDIST 
DO 1510 I-1,NPE(M) 
ENERGY-(I-1)*EINC(M)+EMIN(M) 
if(pemax.lt.pe(m,i»pemaxDpe(m,i) 

1510 WRITE(9,*)ENERGY,PE(M,I) 
1520 CONTINUE 

IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 2000 
npech-npech+ndsts 
do i-1,ndsts 
if(eminS(i).lt.etmin)etmin"emins(i) 
energy-(npes(i)-l)*eincs(i)+emins(i) 
if(etmax.lt.energy)etmax-energy 
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npepoint(i+ndist)-npes(i) 
end do 
DO 1530 "-l,NDSTS 
DO 1525 I-l,NPES(") 
if(pemax.1t.pes(m,i»pemax-pes(m,i) 
ENERGY-(I-1)*EINCS(M)+EMINS(M) 

1525 WRITE(9,*)ENERGY,PES(M,I) 
1530 CONTINUE 

IF(ISAV.EQ.O)GO TO 2000 
npech-npech+isav 
do i-1, isav 
npepoint(i+ndist+ndsts)-npe(i) 
end do 
DO 1550 "-1,ISAV 
J-NSAV(M) 
DO 1545 1-1,NPE(J) 
ENERGY-(I-1)*EINC(J)+EMIN(J) 
if(pemax.1t.peal(j,i»pemax-peal(j,i) 

1545 WRITE(9,*)ENERGY,PEAL(J,I) 
1550 CONTINUE 
2000 write(12,*)npech 

write(12,*)(npepoint(i),i-1,npech) 
etmin-etmin*0.98 
etmax-etmax*1.05 
pemax-pemax*1.05 
write(12,*)etmin,etmax,'0.0',pemax • 
STOP 

c-------------------------------------------------------________ _ 
c this section for the output of laboratory angular 
c distribution 
c 

3000 

1041 

3002 

3004 
3005 

3007 

if(ktype.eq.2)then 
do i-I, nangle 
thlabv(i)~thpolv(i) 
end do 
end if 
xyz-O. 
do 1041 i-1,nangle 
xyz-max(xyz,anglall(i» 
if(xyz.eq.O)then 
type *,'Total counts are 0 at all angles' 
stop 
end if 
xyz-l./xyz 
if(kscale.eq.1)xyz-rscale*totexpt(lscale)/anglall(lscaIe) 
do 3002 i-l,nangle 
anglall(i)-anglall(1)*xyz 
if(kscale.eq.O)totexpt{i)-anglall(i) 
sigmin-anglall(1) 
sigmax-anglall(1) 
do i-l,nangle 
sigmax-max(sigmax,anglall(i),totexpt(i» 
end do 
do 3005 i-1,npchan 
do 3004 j-l,nangle 
anglep(j,i)-anglep(j,i)*xyz 
sigmin-min(sigmin,anglep(j,i» 
continue 
if(switch.ne.O)then 
do 30~7 i-l,nschan 
do ,3007 j-l,nangle 
angles(j,i)-angles(j,i)*xyz 
sigmin-min(sigmin,angles(j,i» 
end if 
sigmin-0.85*sigmin 
sigmax-l.1*sigmax 
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3009 
3010 

3014 
3.015 

3020 

3025 

3026 

if(kplot.eq.l}sigmin-O~ 
do i-l,nangle 
write(10,*)thlabv(i),totexpt(i) 
end do 
do i-l,nangle 
write(10,*}thlabv(i},anglall(f} 
end do . 
krun-O 
do 3010 j-l,npchan 
if(npdisp(j}.eq.O)go to 3010 
kr.un-krun+l . 
do 3009 i-l,nangle 
write (10, *) thla.bv(i I"~ anglep(i, j) 
continue 
if(switch.eq.l)then 
do 3015 j-l,nschan . 
krun-krun+l 
do 3014 i-l,nangle 
write(10,*}thlabv(i),angles(i,j) 
continue . . 
end if 
anglmin-thlabv(l)-O.I*abs(thlabv(I» 
anglmax-thlabv(nangle)+O.I*abs(thlabv(nangle}} 
write(14,*)nangle;krun 
write(14,*)anglmin •• nglmax,sigmin,sigmax 
WRITE(6,*)'· ' 
WRITE(6,*),---------------------------------~---~--' 
WRITE(6,*)' 
WRITE(6,5006)TITLE 
WRITE(6,*)' 
WRITE(6,*)'----------------------------------------' 
WRITE(6,*)' , . 
write(6,*)' Angular distribution of integrated counts' 
-write(6~5020)dimass 
if(ktype.eq.l)then 
write(6,502l)thpo~ 
write(6,*)' variable is lab. angle of the beam' 
else . 
write(6,5022)thlab 
write(6,*)' Variable is laser polarization angle' 
end if 
write(6,*)' 
write(6,*)' angle(degree). counts(expt.) counts(calc.}' 
do 3020 i-l,nangle 
write(6,5023)thlabv(i},totexpt(i),anglall(i) 
wr i te ( E , * ) , , 
wiite(6,*}' Integrated signal for primary channel' 
write(6,*)' angle • of channel' 
write(6,502~)(i, i-l,npchan) 
do 3025 i-l,nangle 
write(6,5025)thlabv(i),(anglep(i,j}, j-l,npchan} 
if(switch.eq.l)then 
write(6,*}' , 
write(6;*}' Integrated signal for secondary channel' 
writei6,*}' angle • of channel' 
write(6,5024)(i, i-l,nschan} 
do 3026 i-l,nangle 
write(6,5025)thlabv(i},(angles(i,j), j-l,nschan) 
end if 
stop 

c----------------------------------------------------~--------inOlWRITE(6,*}' 
WRITE(6,*)'----------------------------------------' 
WRITE(6,*)' 
WRITE(6,5006)TITLE 
WRITE(6,*)' 
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7010 

WRITE(6,*}'----------------------------------------, 
WR I TE ( 6 , * ) , , 
do 7010 i-l,ntof 
wr i te ( 6, * ) , , 
write(6,5027)i 
write(6,5028)dtexpt(i} 
write(6,5029)navrg(i) 
write(6,5030)tofbg(i),dtexpt(i) 
write(6,5031)tot(i) 
continue 
stop 

c------~~------------------------------------------------~-----5001 FORMAT(A70} 
5002 rORMAT(lX,'DETECTEDMASS',F7.2,' AT ANGLE', 

* F6.2,' DEGREE'} 
50 0 3 FORMA T ( 1 X, ' • P ( E ) , , 1 0 17 ) 
5004 rORMAT(lX,' (E) kcal/mol',lOF7.2) 
5006 FORMAT(lX,A70) 
5007 FORMAT(lX,' ',115) 
5008 FORMAT(lX,' CHANNEL' ',7110) 
5009 FORMAT ( IX,' COUNT. ' ,7110) 
5010 FORMAT(lX,' CONTRIBUTION' ,7FIO.3) 
5012 rORMAT(lX,' WEIGHTING ',7F10.3) 
5014 FORMAT(lX,' INTEGRAL ',7EIO:3) 
5020 format(lx,' Detected mass (elm) is',f7.2) 
5021 format(lx,' Laser polarization angle is',f7.2,' degree') 

·5022 format(lx,' Lab. angle of beam is',f7.2,' degree') 
5023 format(lx,3f15.3)" 
5024 format(lx,' ',7i10) 
5025 format(lx,f7.2,7f10.3) 
5027 format(lx,' The',i2,'th TOF spectrum') 
5028 format(lx,' Dwell time is changed to',f6.2,' microsec.') 
5029 format(lx,' Data are then smoothed by being averaged 

* over' ,i3,' channels') 
5030 format(lx,' Backgfound:',f10.2,' every',f5.2,' microsec.') 
5031 format(lx,' Total counts:',flS.2) 

END 
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C-----------------------------------------------.--------"'----------------
C END OF WHOLE PROGRAM 
C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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Appendix B 
·PROGRAM CMLAB1 

c----------------~--------------------------------------------------------
c 
c CMLAB1 is based on cmlab. The additional function this program 
c has is to handle primary triple dissociation and anisotropy. 
c 
c If you do ~ot care about calculation on branching ratio, you can 
c use it to fit both .primary and secondary dissociations; 
c but if you do care, you have to modify the program, since this 
c version does not consider the question on branching ratio. If 
c only two body process is involved. CMLAB2 which, among other things, 
c has considered branching ratio calculation is the better version 
c for data analysis. 

:c 
C 
c 

Verdon July 1987, by Zhao, Xinsheng 

c····················································· ...........•......... 
C CMLAB 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

A PROGRAM TO HANDLE PHOTO DISSOCIATION 
INVOLVING BOTH PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PROCESSES IN AN 
ISOTROPIC CASE 

VERSION MAY 1986 
BY ZHAO, XINSHENG 

c····················································· .....•............... 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

.c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

·C 
C 
c 
c 
'c 
c 

EXPLANATION SECTION 

THIS SECTION EXPLAINS THt INPUT DATA FILE 

UNITS USED IN THE PROGRAM ARE: 

LINE # 
++++++ 

1 
2 

3 

3.1 

. . -----------------------------
MASS 
ENERGY 
VELOCITY 
TIME 
DISTANCE 
ANGLE 

VARIABLES 
+++++++++. 

TITLE 
DWELL 
NBCHAN 
NECHAN 
NACHAN 

NBG1 
NBG2 
TADJ 

TPNORM 
TSNORM 
SWITCH 

labangle 

AMU 
RCAL/MOL 
10,000 CM/SEC 
MICROSECOND 
CM 
DEGREE 

DEFINITIONS 
+++++++++++ 

TITLE OF CALCULATION 
DWELL TIME OF MCS 
FIRST CHANNEL IN TOF TO BE ANALYZED 
LAST CHANNEL INTOF TO BE ANALYZED 
I OF CHANNELS USED TO FIND THE 

MAXIMUM VALUE OF TOF SPECTRUM 
FIRST CHANNEL USED IN BACRGROUND SUBTRACTION 
LAST CHANNEL USED IN BACRGROUND SUBTRACTION 
SCALING FACTOR TO ADJUST THE HEIGHT OF 

TOTAL CALCULATED TOF TO DATA TOF 
SCALING FACTOR FOR PRIMARY TOF 
SCALING FACTOR FOR SECONDARY TOF 
DETERMINATION WHETHER SECONDARY PROCESS 

IS INCLUDED 
-0 ONLY PRIMARY 
-1 PRIMARY AND SECONDARY 

determination whether the angular distribution 
is calculated 

-0, no 
-1, yes 



c 
c 
c 

np'lot 

c [ if labangle-1 then 
c [ 3.2 nangle 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

[ 
( 
( 
[ 
( 
[ 
[ 
[ 
( 
[ 

c [ 
C [ 

[ 
[ 
[ 

c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
c 

3.3 
3.4 

3.5 

end if 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
12.1 
13 

14 
15 

16 
THRU 
N 
n.1 
n.2 
n.3 
n.4 
n.5 
n.6 

nexpt 

thetalab(i) 
input 

indexnorm 

ctoe 

input 
totexpt(i) 

ALPHA 
SPORT 
HTHBM 
NTHBM 
NVBM 

DIMASS 
THLAB 
DIST 
DL 
OFFSET 

ALFA 
THO 

NTHD 

VLMIN 
VLINC 
NVLAB 
NDIST 
NPCHAN 
NPE(J) 
EMIN(J) 
EINC(J) 
M1(J) 
M2(J) 
m3(j) 
NORD(J) 

PROB(J) 
NPDISP(J) 

PE(J,I) 

alfaO(j) 
betaO(j) 
domega(j) 
dalfa(j) 
dbeta(j) 
ngauss(j) 

determine the scale of angular plot 
-0, detailed as min to be min 
-1, min is taked to be 0 
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I of laboratory angles used for angular 
distribution 
if experiment total counts are input to 
scale the calc. value 

-0 no 
-1 yes 

the laboratory angles, i-I,nangle 
only if nexpt-1 

which angle is used for scaling 
calculated to experimental total counts 
the ratio for scaling the calc. to expt. 
data 

only if nexpt-1 
experimental total signal counts at every 
laboratory angle 

ALPHA FROM KELVIN PROGRAM 
SPEED RATIO FROM KELVIN PROGRAM 
HALF WIDTH OF POLAR ANGLE OF SOURCE BEAM 
« OF DIVIDED SEGMENTS OF POLAR ANGLE OF BEAM 
« OF DIVIDED SEGMENTS OF SOURCE BEAM VELOCITY 

IT HAS TO BE ODD 
DETECTED ION MASS/CHARGE RATIO 
NOMINAL DETECTOR LAB AN'GLE 
FLIGHT PATH LENGTH OF MAIN CHAMBER 
EFFECTIVE LENGTH OF IONIZER 
TIME DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TRIGGER AND LASER SHOT 

THE DELAY OF TRIGGER IS A POSITIVE OFFSET 
ION FLIGHT CONSTANT 
WIDTH OF POLAR ANGLE OF DETECTOR APERTURE 

WITH RESPECt TO THE CENTER OF REACTION 
REGION 

I OF DIVIDED SEGMENTS OF POLAR ANGLE FOR 
THE APERTURE OF DETECTOR 

MINIMUM LAB VELOCITY TO BE ANALYZED 
INCREMENT OF LAB VELOCITY 
« OF SEGMENTS FOR LAB VELOCITY 
I OF INPUT PRIMARY PIE) 
I OF PRIMARY REACTION CHANNELS 
I OF POINTS IN EACH PIE) 
MINIMUM ENERGY IN EACH PIE) 
ENERGY INCREMENT IN EACH PIE) 
DETECTED NEUTRAL MASS 
THE COUNTERPART MASS OF M1(J) 
the third particle 
ORDOR I OF PIE) WHICH THIS PRIMARY CHANNEL 

USES WITH 
RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF EACH CHANNEL 
DETERMINATION IF THIS PRIMARY PROCESS 

IS A COMPONENT OF TOF 
-0 NO 
-1 YES. IT IS A COMPONENT 

INPUT PIE) 

the peak angle between m1(j) and m2(j) 
the peak angle between m1(j) and m3(j) 
the angle width parameter for mI(j) 
that for m2(j) 
that for m3(j) 
I of point for gaussian distribution 

to be an odd number 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c· 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

n.7 

n.B 

n.9 

n.10 
n.ll 

n.12 

ngamae 

depolar{i) 

gammae(i) 

betap{j) 
thdple{j) 

thgtou{j) 

c (if ngamae.ne.l then 
c (n .• 13 npexpt 
c ( 
c ( 
c (n.14 
c ( 
c ( 
c ( 
c [n.1S 
c ( 
c (end if 

. input 
indexpnorm 

ctoep 
input 

totexpt(i) 

• of polarization angle of light 
if ngamae-1, fit tof data 
if ngamae.gt.1, calc polarization 

dependence of total counts 
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if labangle-l, ngamae can only be 1 
ratio of intensity of weakest to strongest 
direction of electric field, i-l,ngamae 

example: 
-0 totally polarized light 
-1 totally unpolarized light 

angle between detecter vector and strongest 
direction of electric field 

i-l,ngamae 
anisotropy parameter for primary channel 
angle btween transition dipole and direction 
of m1(j) at the moment of transition state 
angle between above geometric direction 
and the most probable leaving direction 
of m1(j) . 

, if calcd. counts is ,scaled to expt. data 
-0 no 
-1 yes 

only if npexpt-1 
which expt. point is used to scale the 
calcd. value 
scaling factor 

only if npexpt-1 
expt. data, i-1,ngamae 

C----------------------------------------------------------------~----
C THE FOLLOWING INPUT IS ONLY NECESSARY IF SECONDARY DISSOCIATION IS 
C CONSIDERED 
c-----------------------------------------~---------------------------
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 

N+1 

N+2 
N+3 
N+4 
N+S 
N+6 
N+7 

N+B 

N+9 

N+10 

N+11 
N+12 
THRU 
M 
M+1 

"+2 
THRU 
I 
1.1 

NDSTS 
NSCHAN 
EPHOTON 
NPES(K) 
EMINS(K) 
EINCS(K) 
M1S(K) 
M2S(K) 
NSP(K) 

NUP(K)' 

NTHP(K) 

NORDS(K) 

PROBS(K) 
PES(K,L) 

NDPES(K) 

PEAL(J,I) 

ndistr(k) 

« OF SECONDARY PIE) 
« OF SECONDARY REACTION CHANNELS 
MAX AVAILABLE ENERGY 
« OF POINTS IN EACH SECONDARY PtE) 
MINIMUM ENERGY IN EACH SECONDARY PtE) 
ENERGY INCREMENT IN EACH SECONDARY PtE) 
DETECTED NEUTRAL MASS OF SECONDARY PRODUCT 
THE COUNTERPART MASS OF .. lS(K) 
ORDER NUMBER OF PRIMARY CHANNEL,TELLING 

WHICH PRIMARY CHANNEL IS USED FOR THIS 
SECONDARY PROCESS 

• OF VELOCITY INCREMENTS IN THE CALCULATING 
PRIMARY PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION FOR 
FURTHER CALC. ON SECONDARY PROCESS 

• OF DIVIDED SEGMENTS OVER THE POLAR 
ANGLE OF PRIMARY PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION 

ORDER II OF SECONDARY PtE) WHICH THIS 
SECONDARY CHANNEL USES WITH 

RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF EACH SECONDARY CHANNEL 
INPUT SECONDARY PIE) 

DETERMINAT10N IF SAME PRIMARY PtE) IS USED 
.. 0 YES 
-1 NO, I HAVE TO INPUT NEW PRIMARY PtE) FOR 

THE PURPOSE OF THIS SECONDARY PROCESS 
WHENNDPES(K)"1, INPUT ALTERNATIVE PRIMARY PIE) 

WHICH HAS TO BE THE SAME FORMAT AS THE 
SUBSTITUTED ONE 

• of points for secodary c.m. angular 
distribution where z axis of the secocondary 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

1.2 
1.3 
1.4 

thsmin(k) 
thsmax(k) 
distr(k,m) 
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c.m. frame is chosen to be the direction of 
ml, the primary fragment 
min angle to be considered 
max angle to be considered 
input distribution where the variable is in 
cos(ths), e.g. distr(k,m) will be normalized 
with respect to cos(ths), m-l,ndistr(n) 

C***************************************************** ***.***************** 
C 
C PREFACE 
C BASIC INFORMATION ON THE SYSTEM 
C 
C***************************************************** ********************* 

* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

PARAMETER(Nl-lOOO) Nl IS MAXIMUM NVLAB THE PROGRAM HANDLES 
PARAMETER(N2-l00) N2 IS" NPE,NPES " 
PARAMETER(N3-3) N3 n NDIST,NDSTS " 
PARAMETER(N4-3) N4 n NTHD " 
PARAMETER(NS-3) NS" NTHBM 
PARAMETER(N6-1S) N6" NVBM " 
PARAMETER(N7-2S6) N7" • OF TOF CHANNELS TO BE READ 
PARAMETER(N8-l00) N8" NUP THE PROGRAM HANDLES 
PARAMETER(N9=360) N9" NTHP " 
PARAMETER(N10~7) NlO-3*NS-2 
PARAMETER(Nll-7) Nll-3*N4-2 
PARAMETER(N12-11) N12 MAX NGAUSS 
PARAMETER(N13-10) N13 MAX NANGLE 
PARAMETER(N14=l80) N14 MAX NDISTR 
REAL Ml,M2,M1S,M2S,m3 
INTEGER SWITCH 
CHARACTER*70 TITLE 
DIMENSION VL(N1),VL2(N1) 
DIMENSION NPE(N3),EMIN(N3),EINC(N3),Ml(N3),M2(N3),NORD(N3), 

PROB(N3),NPDISP(N3),PE(N3,N2) 
DIMENSION NPES(N3),EMINS(N3),EINCS(N3),M1S(N3),M2S(N3), 

NSP(N3),NUP(N3),NTHP(N3),NORDS(N3),PROBS(N3), 
PES(N3,N2),PEAL(N3,N2), 
NDPES(N3),CS(N3),UINC(N3) 

DIMENSION EAV(N3),EAVS(N3),EAVAL(N3),NSAV(N3),TEMP(N3), 
COUNTP(N3),COUNTS(N3),RCOUNTP(N3),RCOUNTS(N3), 
PWEIGHT(N3),SWEIGHT(N3) 

DIMENSION SPCALC(N3,Nl),SSCALC(N3,N1),PSIGNAL(N3,N1), 
SSIGNAL(N3,N1),PINT(N3),SINT(N3) 

DIMENSION CTHD(N4),STHD(N4),SPHD(N4,Nl1),CPHD(N4,Nll) 
DIMENSION CTHBM(NS),STHBM(NS),PROBTHBM(NS),CPHBM(N5,NiO), 

SPHBM(N5,N10),COSA(NS,N10,N4,N1l) 
DIMENSION VBM(N6),VB2(N6),PROBVBM(N6),PROBM(N6,N5,N10) 
DIMENSION RAWDAT(N7),TOFSIG(N7),TOFP(N7),TOFS(N7), 

DIMENSION 
DIMENSION 
DIMENSION 
dimension 
dimension 

TOFCALC(N7),T(N7),AVPSIG(N3,N7),AVSSIG(N3,N7) 
USP(N3,N8),USP2(N3,N8),POFE1(N3,N8,Nl2,N12,N12) 
CTHSP(N3,N9),npepoint(20) 
GAUSS(ll) 
thetalab(N13),totexpt(N13),totca1c(Nl3) 
probgama(n3,N12),factor(n3,N12,Nl2,N12),m3(n3), 
a1faO(n3),betaO(n3),dalfa(n3),dbeta(n3), 
domega(n3),theta1(n3),theta2(n3),theta3(n3), 
a1fainc(n3),betainc(n3),omegainc(n3), 
ngauss(n3) 

dimension betap(n3),thdp1e(n3),wth(n3,Nl2),thgto~(n3), 
depolar(N13),gammae(N13) 

dimension thsmin(n3),thsmax(n3),ndistr(n3),distr(n3,NI4), 
dcths(n3),cthsi(n3,N14) 

DATA GAUSS/. 0088, .027, .0648, .121, .1761, .1995, 
.1761, .121, .0648, .027, .0088/ 

DATA ECHANGE/4.184EIO/ ! erg/kcal 
p2(x)-0.5*(3.*x*x-l. ) 



C-----------------------------------------------------------------

c 

READ(S,SOOl)TITLE 
READ (.S, * ) DWELL, NBCHAN, NECHAN, NACHAN, NBGl , NBG2 
READ(S,*)TADJ,TPNORM,TSNORM,SWITCH 
A-TPNORM/(TPNORM+TSNORM) 
B-TSNORM/{TPNORM+TSNORM) 

c this section reads the information on laboratory angular distribution 
c 

read(S,*)labangle,nplot 
if(labangle.ne.l)go to 1 
read(S,*)nangle,nexpt 
read(S,*){thetalab(i),i-l,nangle) 
if(nexpt.eq.l)then 
read(S,*)indexnorm,ctoe 
read(S,*){totexpt{i),i-l,nangle) 
end if 
indexrun-l 

C------------------------------------------------------------------
C THIS SECTION READS THE INFORMATION ABOUT THE SOURCE BEAM, 
C AND DIVIDES THE BEAM PROFILE TO MANY SMALL SEGMENTS. VELOCITY 
C DISTRIBUTION IS ASSUMED IN USUAL FUNCTION. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
C IS NORMALYZED. 
C 

1 

3 

4 

S 

6 

READ(S,*)ALPHA,SPDRT,HTHBM,NTHBM,NVBM 
SUM-O. . 
OCOSTHBM~(l.-COSO(HTHBM»/NTHBM 
00 3 I-l,NTHBM 
CTHBM(I)-l.-(I-l)*OCOSTHBM 
STHBM(I)-(l.-CTHBM(I)*CTHBM(I»**.S 
PROBTHBM(I)-l.-FLOAT(I-l)/FLOAT(NTHBM) 
SUM~SUM+PROBTHBM(I) 

00 4 I-l,NTHBM 
PROBTHBM(I)-PROBTHBM(I)/SUM 
VPK=(ALPHA*SPDRT/2)*(l.+SQRT(1.+4./SPDRT**2» 
IF(NVBM.EQ.l)THEN 
VBM(l)-VPK 
VB2(1)-VPK*VPK 
PROBVBM(l)-l 
ELSE 
SUM-O. 
DELTAVBM~(ALPHA*2.S)/(NVBM/2) 
VBMIN-VPK-(NVBM/2)*DELTAVBM 
DO 5 I-l,NVBM 
VBM(I)-VBMIN+(I-l)*OELTAVBM 
PROBVBM(I)-VBM(I)**2*EXP(-(VBM(I)/ALPHA-SPDRT)**2) 
SUM-SUM+PROBVBM(I) 
DO 6 I-l,NVBM 
VB2(I)-VBM(I)*VBM(I) 
PROBVBM(I)-PROBVBM(I)/SUM 
END IF 
DO 7 J-l,NTHBM 
RK-3*J-2 
DPHI-6.28318S/KK 
DO 7 K-l,KK 
CPHBM(J,K)-COS«K-l)*OPHI) 
SPHBM(J,K)-SIN«K-l)*OPHI) 
DO 7 I-l,NVBM 

7 PROBM(I,J,K)-PROBVBM(I)*PROBTHBM(J)/KK 

C---------~--------------------------------------------------------
C THIS SECTION READS THE INFORMATION ABOUT DETECTOR AND DIVIDES THE 
C APERTURE OF DETECTOR TO SMALL SEGMENT SIMILAR AS BEAM IS DIVIDED 
C 

READ(S,*)DIMAS$,THLAB,DIST,DL,OFFSET,ALFA,THO;NTHD 
DCOSTHDe(l.-COSO(THD»/NTHD 
DO 8 I-l,NTHD 
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CTHO(I)-I.-{I-l)*OCOSTHD 
STHD(I)-(I.-CTHD(I)*CTHD(I))**.S 
JJ-3*I-2 
OPHI-6.28318S/JJ 
00 8 J-l,JJ 
SPHD(I,J)-SIN((J-l)·OPHI) 

8 CPHD(I,J)-COS((J-l)*OPHI) 
C 
C THIS SECTION READS INFORMATION ON LAB VELOCITY USED IN SIMULATION 
C 

C 

REAO(S,·)VLMIN,VLINC,NVLAB 
IF(VLMIN.EQ.O)VLMIN-O.S*VLINC 
00 I-l,NVLAB 
VL(I)-VLMIN+(I-l)*VLINC 
VL2{I)-VL{I)*VL(I) 
END 00 

C···········*·*******···*****************·*·**********.**.*****.*** 
C 
C CHAPTER ONE 
C THE TREATMENT ON PRIMARY CONTRIBUTION 
C 
C********************************·*******·***·*******·.***.** •••• *.* 
C 
C $ 1-1 INFORMATION ABOUT PRIMARy'CHANNELS 
C 

C 

READ(S,*)NOIST,NPCHAN 
READ(S,*)(NPE(J),J m l,NOIST) 
READ(S,*)(EMIN(J),J-l,NDIST) 
READ(S,*)(EINC(J),J e l,NDIST) 
REAO(S,*)(Ml(J),J-l,NPCHAN) 
READ(S,·)(M2(J),J c l,NPCHAN) 
read(S,*)(m3(j),j=l,npchan) 
READ(S,*)(NORD(J),J=I,NPCHAN) 
READ(S,·)(PROB{J),J=I,NPCHAN) 
READ(S,*)(NPDISP(J),J-l,NPCHAN) 
SUM-D. 
00 J-l,NPCHAN . 
IF(NPDISP(J).EQ.O)PROB(J)=O. 
SUM-SUM+PROB(J) 
END 00 
IF(SUM.NE.O.)THEN 
00 J-l,NPCHAN 
PROB(J)-PROB(J)/SUM 
END DO 
END IF 

C THIS SECTION READS PRIMARY PIE) AND NORMALYZES THEM 
C 

C 

00 10 J-l,NDIST 
READ(S,*){PE(J,I),I-l,NPE(J)) 
SUM-O. 
EAV(J)-O. 
00 I-2,NPE(J) 
PEI-(PE(J,I)+PE(J,(I-l)))*.S . 
EAV(J)-(EMIN(J)+(I-l.St*EINC(J))*PEI+EAV(J) 
SUM-SUM+PEI 
END 00 
EAV(J)-EAV(J)/SUM 
SUM-SUM·EINC(J) 
00 I-l,NPE(J) 
PE(J,I)-PE(J,I)/SUM 
END DO 

10 CONTINUE 

C read the information about triple dissociation geometry 
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c 
read(5,*)(alfaO(j),j-1,npchan) 
read(5;*)(betaO(j),j-1,npchan) 
read(S,*) (domeg8(j),j-1,npchan) 
read(S,*)(dalfa(j),j-1,npchan) 
read(5,*) (dbeta(j),j-1,npchan) 
read(5,*)(ng8uss(j),j-l,npchan) 
do 15 i-1,npchan 
probg8ma(i,1)-1. 
if(ngauss(i).ne.1)then 
suml-1. 
ii-(ngauss(i)-1)/2 
probgama(i,ii+1)-1 
abc-2./ii 
do j-l,ii 
xyz-exp(-(abc*j)**2/2.) 
probgama(i,ii+j+1)-xyz 
probg8m8(i,ii-j+1)~xyz 
sum1-sum1+2.*xyz 
end do 
do j-l,ngauss(i) 
probgama(i,j)-probgama(i,j)/sum1 
end do 
end if 
thetal(i)-O. 
theta2(i)-alfaO(i) 
theta3(i)-360.-betaO(i) 
if(ngauss(i).ne.1)then 
alfainc(i)-2.~dalfa(i)/ii 
betainc(i)-2.*dbeta(i)/ii 
omegainc(i)-2.*domega(i)/ii 
theta11-thetal(i)~2.*domega(i) 
theta21=theta2(i)-2.*dalfa(i) 
theta31-theta3(i)-2.~dbeta(i) 
else 
alfainc(i)-O. 
betainc(i)-O. 
omegainc(i)-O. 
theta11-thetal(i) 
theta21-thata2(i) 
theta31-theta3(i) 
end if 
do 15 kl-1,ngauss(i) 
omegal-theta11+(kl-1)*omegainc(i) 
do 15 k2-1,ngauss(i) 
alfal-theta21+(k2-1)*alfainc(i) 
alfav-alfal-omegal 
deltav-lBO.-alfav 
do 15 k3 E 1,ngauss(i) 
beta1-theta31+(k3-1)*betainc(i) 
betav-omega1-beta1+360. 
gamav-1BO.-betav 
gade-gamav+deltav 
if(gade.eq.O)go to 13 
if(gade.ge.lBO)go to.14 
if(deltav.le.O.and.gamav.gt.O)go to 14 
if(deltav.gt.O.and.gamav.le.O)go to 14 
factor(i,kl,k2,k3)-ml(i)/2.*(Y+ml(i)/(sind(gade»**2 

* *«sind(deltav»**2/m3(i)+(sind(gamav»**2/ 
* m2(i»)*1.eB/echange 

go to 15 
13 factor(i,k1,k2,k3)-ml(i)/2.*(ml(i)+m2(i)+m3(i»/(m2(i)+ 

* m3(i»*1.eB/echange 
go to 15' 

14 factor(i,kl,k2,k3)-O. 
15 continue 
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214 

c 
c read the information about anisotropy 
c 

C 
C 
C 
C 

read(S,*)ngamae 
read(S,*)(depo1ar(i),i-l,ngamae) 
read(S,*)(gammae(i),i-l,ngamae) 
if(labang1e.eq.l)ngamae-1 
nerun-l . , 
read(5,*)(betap(j),j-l,npchan) 
read(5,*)(thdple(j),j-l,npchan) 
read(S,*)(thgtou(j),j-l,npchan) 
do 18 i-l,npchan 
ii-I 
if(ngauss(i).ne.l)ii-(ngauss(i)-1)/2 
do 18 kl-l,ngauss(i) 
cdipo-cosd(thgtou(i)+(kl-ii-l)*omegainc(i» 

18 wth(i,kl)-2.*betap(i)*p2(cdipo)*p2(cosd(thdp1e(i)]) 
if(ngamae.eq.l)go to 19 
read(5,*)npexpt 
if(npexpt.eq.l)then 
read(5,*)indexpnorm,ctoep 
read(5,*)(totexpt(i),i-1,ngamae) 
end if 

IF THERE ARE SECONDARY PROCESSES, INPUT INFORMATION ABOUT SECONDARY 
CALCULATION, WHICH.GOES INTO CHAPTER TWO 

19 IF(SWITCH.EQ.l)GO TO 100 LABLE 100 IS IN CHAPTER TWO 
20 TYPE *,'INPUT SUCCESSFUL' 

C---------------------------------------------------------~------------
C 
C 
C 

$ 1-2 CALCULATION ON CONTRIBUTION BY PRIMARY PROCESS 

C-------------------------------------~---~-----~----------------------
C THIS SECTION CALCULATE COStA), WHERE A IS THE ANGLE BETWEEN 
C ONE OF THE BEAM VECTOR AND ONE OF DETECTOR VECTOR 
C 

30 

9 

25 

* 
* 
* 
* 

if(labang1e.eq.1)th1abc thetalab(indexrun) 
STHLAB-SIND(THLAB) 
CTHLAB-COSD(THLAB) 
DO 9 I-l,NTHBM 
JJ",3*I-2 
DO 9 J-l,JJ 
DO 9 MTH-l,NTHD 
JJJ-3*M'l'H-2 
DO- 9 MPH-I, JJJ 
COSA(I,J,MTH,MPH)-STHBM(I)*CPHBM(I,J)*STHD(MTH)*CPHD(MTH,MPH) 

+STHBM(I)*SPHBM(I,J)*STHD(MTH)*SPHD(MTH,MPH)*CTHLAB 
-CTHBM(I)*STHD(MTH)*SPHD(MTH,MPH)*STHLAB 
+STHBM(I)*SPHBM(I,J)*CTHD(MTH)*STHLAB ' 
+CTHBM(I)*CTHD(MTH)*CTHLAB 

gamae-gammae(nerun) 
depo1a-depo1ar(nerun) 
sgamae-sind(gamae) 
cgamae-cbsd(gamae) 
depo1al-1./(1.+depola) 
depo1a2-depola/(1.+depo1a) 

C------------~-------~-~-------------------------------------------
DO 90 M-l,NPCHAN 

C 
C THIS DO LOOP 90 CALCULATES EVERY PRIMARY CHANNEL 
C 

IF(NPDISP(M).EQ.O)GO TO 90 
NcNORD(M) 
EMAX-EMIN(N)+(NPE(N)-l)*EINC(NI 
DO 85 MV-l,NVLAB 
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C 
C THIS DO LOOP 85 CALCULATES SIGNAL AT E~ERY LAB VELOCITY SAMPLE POINT' 
C 

C 

SPCALC(M,MV}-O. 
DO 80 MTH-l,NTHD 
MPHMAX-3·MTH-2 
DO 80 MPH-l,MPHMAX 

C THESE DO LOOPS 80 AVERAGE OVER DETECTOR ANGLES 
C 

·C 

DO 70 L-1,tNBM 
DO 70 I-1,NTHBM" 
JJ-3·1-2 
DO 70 J-l,JJ 

C THESE DO LOOPS 70 AVERAGE OVER BEAM DISTRIBUTION 
C 

c 

c 

U2-abs(VB2(L}+VL2(MV}-2.*VBM(L)·VL(MV}·cbSA(I,J,MTH,MPH)} 
U-SQRT(U2} 
IF(U.eq.O}go to 70 
x1-(vl(mv}·cthd(mth}-vbm(l}·(sphbm(i,j}·sthbm(i).sthlab 

• +cthbm(i}·cthlab»/u 
if(abs(x1).gt.1.}x1-xl/abs(xl} 
x2-(vl(mv)·sphd(mth,mph)·sthd(mth}+vbm(l}·(cthbm(i}·sthlab 

• -sphbm(i,j}·sthbm(i}·cthlab}}/u 
if(abs(x2}.gt.l. }x1-x2/abs(x2} 
edotul-xl·cgamae-x2·sgamae 
edotu2-x1·sgamae+x2·cgamae 

do 60 ~l=l,ngauss(m} 
wthl=1.+wth(m,kl)·p2(edotul) 
wth2=1.+wth(m,kl)·p2(edotu2l 
do 60 k2-1,ngauss(m} 
do 60 k3-l,ngauss(m) 

c these do loops average over the angle change between the three fragments 
c 

60 
70 
80 
,'. 

85 
90 

e-factor(m,)1,k2,k3)·u2 
IF(E.LT.EMIN(N).OR.E.GE.EMAX}GO TO 60 
X-(E-EMIN(N})/EINC(N} 
INDEX=IFIX(X)+l 
POFE-PE(N,INDEX}+(X+l-INDEX)·(PE(N,(INDEX+i}} 

• -PE(N,INDEX» . 
SPCALC(M,MV}-SPCALC(M,MV)+PROBM(L,I,J)*POFE/U/MPHMAX· 

• prob9ama(m,k1)·probgama(m,k2)*p~obgama(m,k3)· 
• (depolal·wthl+depola2*wth2)*factor(m,kl,k2~k3) 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE.,.. 
SPCALC(M,MV)-SPCALC(M,MV)·VL2(MV)/NTHD 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF(SWITCH.EQ.l)GO TO 200 ! LABLE 200 IS IN CHAPTER TWO 
GO TO 1000 ! LABLE 1000 IS IN CHAPTER THREE 

C*·*·············***·**··········*···*******~~**···*··~ •••••• * •• * •••••• 
C 
C CHAPTER TWO 
C THE TREATMENT ON SECONDARY CONTRIBUTION 
C 
C··························*·····*··*****~**·····*···* ........•........ 
C 
C 
C 

100 

$ 2-1 INFORMATION :ABOUT'SECONDARY CALCULATION 

READ(5,·}NDSTS,NSCHAN,EPHOTON 
READ(5,·)(NPES(J),J-l,NDSTS) 



C 

READ(5,*)(EMINS(J),J-1,NDSTS) 
READ(5,*)(EINCS(J),J-1,NDSTS) 
READ(5,*)(M1S(J),J-1,NSCHAN) 
READ(5,*)(M2S(J),J-1,NSCHAN) 
DO J-1,NSCHAN 
CS(J)-2*M2S(J)/(M1S(J)+M2S(J))/M1S(J)*ECHANGE*1.E-8 
END DO 
READ(5,*)(NSP(J),J-1,NSCHAN) 
READ(5,*)(NUP(J),J-1,NSCHAN) 
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C THIS SECTION DIVIDES THE POLAR ANGLE RANGE OF PRIMARY DISTRIBUTION 
C IN C.M. OF BEAM 
C 

C 
C 

C 

READ(5,*)(NTHP(J),J-1,NSCHAN) 
DO 106 I-1,NSCHAN 
DEL-2./NTHP(I) 
DO 106 J-1,NTHP(I) 

106 CTHSP(I,J)-1.-(J-0.5)*DEL 

READ(5,*)(NORDS(J),J .. 1,NSCHAN) 
READ(5,*)(PROBS(J),J-1,NSCHAN) 
SUM-O. 
DO J-1,NSCHAN 
SUM .. SUM+PROBS(J) 
END DO 
DO J~1,NSCHAN 
PROBS(J)-PROBS(J)/SUM 
END DO 

C THIS SECTION READS SECONDARY PIE) AND NORMALYZES THEM 
C 

DO 110 J~1,NDSTS 
READ(5,*)(PES(J,K),K .. 1,NPES(J)) 
SUM=O. 
EAVS(J)-O. 
DO I.,2,NPES(J) 
PEIc(PES(J,I)+PES(J,(I-1)))*.5 
EAVS(J).(EMINS(J)+(I-1.5)*EINCS(J))*PEI+EAVStJ) 
SUM .. SUM+PEI 
END DO 
EAVS(J)-EAVS(J)/SUM 
SUM=SUM*EINCS(J) 
DO I-1,NPES(J) 
PES(J,I)-PES(J,I}/SUM 
END DO 

110 
C 

CONTINUE 

C 
C 
C 
C 

THIS SECTION CHECKS IF ALTERNATED PIE) IS USED IN PRIMARY SIMULATION 
WHICH IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF FURTHURE SECONDARY CALCULATION. IF YES, 
READS ALTERNATIVE PRIMARY P(E) AND NORMALYZES THEM 

READ(5,*}(NDPES(J),Jc 1,NSCHAN) 
DO 120 J-1,NSCHAN 
IF(NDPES(J).EQ.O)GO TO 120 
N-NORD(NSP(J)) 
READ( 5, *) (PEAL(N, K), K-1 ,NPE(N) ) , 
SUM=O. 
EAVAL(N}-O. 
DO I-2,NPE(N} 
PEI-(PEAL(N,I)+PEAL(N,(I-1)})*~5 
EAVAL(N)-(EMIN(N)+(I-1.5)*EINC(N))*PEI+EAVAL(N) 
SUM-SUM+PEI 
END DO 
EAVAL(N)-EAVAL(N)/SUM 
SUM-SUM*EINC(N) 



DO 1-1,NPE(N) 
PEAL(N,I)-PEAL(N,I)/SUM 
END DO 

120 CONTINUE 
c , 
c this section reads secondary angular distribution 
c 

C 

read(5,*)(ndistr(j),j a 1,nschan) 
read(5,*)(thsmin(j),j-l,nschan) 
read(5,*)(thsmax(j),j-l,nschan) 
distrmax-O. 
cthsmin-l. 
cthsmax--l. 
do 125 i-l,nschan 
read(5,*)(distr(i,j),j-1,ndistr(i)) " 
sum-O. 
empl-cosd(thsmin(i») 
emp2-cosd(thsmax(i)) 
cthsmin-min(cthsmin,emp2) 
cthsmax-max(cthsmax,empl) 
dcths(i)-(empl-emp2)/(ndistr(i)-I) 
do 121 j-l,ndistr(i) 
cthsi(i,j)-empl-(j-l)*dcths(i) 

121 IF(J.GT.l)suma sum+(distr(i,j)+DISTR(I,J-l»*0.5 
sumesum*dcths(i) 
do 125 j a l,ndistr(i) 
distr(i,j)-distr(i,j)/sum 
distrmax-max(distrmax,distr(i,j» 
write(15,*)cthsi(i~j),distr(i,j) 

125 continue 
distrmax-distrmax*1.1 
write(16,*)nschan 
write(16,*)(ndistr(j),j-l,nschan) 
write(16,*)cthsmax,cthsmin,' O.O',distrmax 
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C THIS SECTION FINDS OUT VELOCITY INCREMENTS IN CALCULATING PRIMARY PRODUCT 
C DIStRIBUTION AND ITS PROBABILITY 
C 

123 

DO 124 J-1,NSCHAN 
NaNSP(J) 
I'I-NORD(N) 
ii-ngauss(n)/2+1 
umina(emin(m)/factor(n,ii,ii,ii))~*.5 
eup-EMIN(M)+(NP£(M)-I)*EINC(M) 
umax-(eup/faetor(n~ii,ii,ii»**.5 
do 123 kl-l,ngauss(n) 
do 123 k2-1,ngauss(n) 
do 123 k3.1,ngauss(~) 
if(factor(n,kl,k2,k3).eq.O)go to 123 
down-(emin(m)/factor(n,kl,k2,k3»**.5 
up"(eup/factor(n,kl,k2,k3»)**.5 
umin-min(umin,down) 
umax-max(umax,up) 
CONTINUE 
UINC(J)-(UI'IAX-UMIN)/NUP(J) 
DO 122 K-l,NUP(J) 
USP(J,K)-UMIN+UINC(J)*(K-.5) 
USP2(J,K)-USP(J,K)*USP(J,K) 
do 122 kl-l,ngauss(n} 
do .122 k2-1,ngauss(n)' 
do 122 k3-1,ngauss(n) 
E-USp2(J,K)*factor(n,kl,k2,k3) 
IF(E.LT.EMIN(M).OR.E.GE.EUP)GO TO 126 
X-(E-EMIN(M»/EINC(M) 
INDEX-IFIX(X)+l 
Ii(NDPES(J):EQ.O)THEN 

... 



POFE1(J,K,k1,k2,k3)-PE(M,INDEX)+(X+1-INDEX)~(PE(M, 
* (INDEX+1))-PE(M,INDEX)) . 

ELSE 
POFE1(J,K,k1,k2,k3)-PEAL(M,INDEX)+(X+1-INDEX)* 

* (PEAL(M,(INDEX+1))-PEAL(M,INDEX)) 
END IF 
GO TO 122 

126 POFE1(J,K,K1,K2,K3).0. 
122 CONTINUE 
124 CONTINUE , 

GO TO 20 1. LABLE20 .IS IN CHAPTER ONE 
C--------------------------------------------------~---------------
C 
C $ 2-2 CALCULATION ON SECONDARY CONTRIBUTlON TO TOF 
C 

200 DO 290 M-1,NSCHAN 
C 
C THIS DO LOOP 290 CALCULATES EVERY SECONDARY CHANNEL 
C 

C 

C 

nn-nsp(m) 
N-NORDS(M) 
WMIN-(EMINS(N)*CS(M))**.5 
WMAX- ( (EMINS'( N)+ (NPES (N )-1) *EINCS (N) ) *CS (M) ) **. 5 
cthsmax-cosd(thsmin(m)) 

DO 285 MV=1,NVLAB 
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C THIS DO LOOP 285 CALCULATES SIGNAL AT EVERY LAB VELOCITY SAMPLE POINT 
C 

C 

SSCALC(M,MV)-O. 
DO 280 MTH=l,NTHD 
MPHMAX .. 3*MTH-2 
DO 280 MPH=1,MPHMAX 

C THESE DO LOOPS 280 AVERAGE OVER DETECTOR ANGLES 
C 

C 

DO 270 I-1,NTHBM 
JJ-3*I-2 
DO 270 J=1,Jj 
DO 270 L-1,NVBM 

C THESE DO LOOPS 270 AVERAGE OVER BEAM DISTRIBUTION 
C 

C 

VREF2-VB2(L)+VL2(MV)-2.*VBM(L)*VL(MV)*COSA(I,J,MTH,MPH) 
vref2-abs(vref2) 
VREF-SQRT(VREF2) 
if(vref.eq.O)go to 270 
DO 265 NUSP-1,NUP(M) 
DO 265 NTHSP&1,NTHP(M) 

C THESE DO LOOPS 265 CONSIDER ALL COMBINATIONS OF PRIMARY AND 
C SECONDARY VELOCITIES WHICH CAN CONTRIBUTE TO SIGNAL AT A 
C CERTAIN VLAB POINT 
C 

W2-USP2(M,NUSP)+VREF2-2.*USP(M,NUSP)*VREF*CTHSP(M,NTHSP) 
w2-abs(w2) . . 
W-SQRT(W2) . 
IF(W.LT.WMIN.OR.W.GE.WAAX)GO TO 265 
cths-(vref2-w2-usp2(m,nusp))/(2.*w*usp(m,nusp)) 
if(cths.gt.cthsmax)go to 265 
x-(cthsmax-cths)/dcths(m) 
index"'IFIX( x )+1 
if(index.GE.ndistr(m))GO TO 265 
probths-distr(m,index)+(x+1-index)*(distr(m,index+1) 

* -distr(m,index)) 
E-W2/CS(M) 



c 

c 

X-(E-EMINS(N»/EINCS(N) 
INDEX-IFIX(X)+l 
POFE2-PES(N,INDEX)+(X+I-INDEX)*(PES(N,(INDEX+l» 

* -PES(N,INDEX» . 
xl-(vl(mv)*cthd(mth)-vbm(l)*(sphbm(i,j)*sthbm(i)*sthlab 

* +cthbm(i)*cthlab»/vref 
if(abs(xl).gt.l~)xl-xl/abs(xl) 
x2-(vl(mv)*sphd(mth,mph)·sthd(mth)+vbm(I)*(cthbm(i)*sthlab 

* -sphbm(i,j)*sthbm(i)*cthlab»/vref' 
if(abs(x2).gt.l.)x2-x2/abs(x2) 
edotu1-xl*cgamae-x2*sgamae 
edotu2-xl*sgamae+x2*cgamae 
temp1~p2(edotul)*p2(cthsp(m,nthsp» 
temp2-p2(edotu2)*p2(cthsp(m,nthsp» 

do 260 kl-1,ngauss(nn) 
wth1-1.+wth(NN,k1)*temp1 
wth2-1.+wth(NN,kl)*temp2 
do 260 k2-1,ngauss(nn) 
do 260 k3-1,ngatiss(nn) 
ECHECK-E+USP2(M,NUSP)*FACTOR(NN,Kl,K2,K3) 
if(ephoton.lt.echeck)go to 260 
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c these do loops average over the angle change between the three primary 
c fragments . 
c 

SSCALC(M,MV)-SSCALC(M,MV)+PROBM(L,I,J)*POFE1(M,NUSP, 
* k1,k2,k3)*POFE2IW/MPHMAX·USP(M,NUSP) 
* *probgama(nn,k1)*probgama(nn,k2)·probgama(nn,k3) 
* *(depola1·wth1+depo1a2·wth2)·probths 
* *fact~r(m,kl,k2,k3) 

260 continue 
265 CONTINUE 
270 CONTINUE 
280 CONTINUE 

SSCALC(M,MV)-SSCALC(M,MV)·VL2(MV)*UINC(M)/NTHD/ 
* NTHP(M) 

285 CONTINUE 
290 CONTINUE 

C**··***··**·**·**********·****·**·******~·*··*·**·*** **** •••• ********* 
C 
C CHAPTER THREE 
C TOF COMPARED BETWEEN CALC.'S AND EXPT.'S 
C 
C**····························*···················**·.** ••••••• ** ••• *. 
C 
C 
C 

1000 

$ 3-1 AVERAGE OVER IONIZER 

DO 1011 M-l,NPCHAN 
IF(NPDISP(M).EQ.O)GO TO 1011 
DO 1010 I-l,NVLAB 
ADDeO. 
DO lODe J--5,5 
VPRIME-VL(I)/(1+J*DL/DIST/4. ) 
IF(VPRIME.GE.VL(NVLAB).OR.VPRIME.LT.VLMIN)GO 
X-(VPRIME-VLMIN)/VLINC 
IV-IFIX(X)+l 
ADD-ADD+GAUSS(J+6)*(SPCALC(M,IV)+(X+I-IV)* 

* (SPCALC(M,(IV+l»-SPCALC(M,IV») 
100e CONTINUE 
1010 PSIGNAL(M,I)-ADD 
1011 CONTINUE 

IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 1046 
DO 1020 Mcl,NSCHAN 
DO 1020 I-1,NVLAB 
ADDeO. 

TO 1008 



1018 
1020 

C 

* 

DO 1018 J--5,5 
VPRIME-VL(I)/(1+J*DL/DIST/4.) 
IF(VPRIME.GE.VL(NVLAB).OR.VPRIME.LT.VLMIN)GO 
X-(VPRIME-VLMIN)/VLINC 
IV-IFIX(X)+l 
ADD-ADD+GAUSS(J+6)*(SSCALC(M,IV)+(X+1~IV)* 

(SSCALC(M,(IV+1»-SSCALC(M,IV») 
CONTINUE 
SSIGNAL(M,I)-ADO 

TO 1018 

C 
C 

THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE INTEGRAL INVOLVING P(E),'WijICH IS 
USED TO CALCULATE BRANCHING RATIO 

C 
1046 

1047 
1048 

DO 1048 I-l,NPCHAN 
PINT(I)-O. 
IF(NPDISP(I).EQ.O)GO TO 1048 
DO 1047 J-l,NVLAB 
PINT(I)-PINT(I)+PSIGNAL(I,J)/VL(J)*VLINC 
CONTINUE 
IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 1030 
DO 1049 I-l,NSCHAN 
SINT(I)-O . 

. 00 1049 J-l,NVLAB. , 
1049 SINT(I)-SINT(I)+SSIGNAL(I,J)/VL(J)*VLINC. .' 
C--------------------------------------------------~------------
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

3-2 PRESENT BOTH CALC. AND EXPT. TOF 

THIS SECTION GETS REAL TOF IN LAB FRAME 

1030 

* 

NCHANaNECHAN-NBCHAN+l 
DO 1036 Jcl,NCHAN 
TOFP(J)-O. 
T(J)e(J+NBCHAN-l)*DWELL+OFFSET-ALFA*SQRT(DIMASS) 
DO 1035 I=liNPCHAN'~ . 
IF(NPDISP(I).EQ.O)GO TO 1035 
SIG-O. 
DO 1033 1<-0,9 
VPRIME-DIST*100./«.1*1<-.4)*DWELL+T(J» 
IF(VPRIME.LT.VLMIN.OR.VPRIME.GE.VL(NVLAB»GO TO 1033 
VXa(VPRIME-VLMIN)/VLINC 
INDEXeIFIX(VX)+l 
SIG-SIG+.1*(PSIGNAL(I,INDEX)+(VX+I-INDEX)* 

(PSIGNAL ( I , ( INDEX+1 ) ) -PSIGNAL( I, INDEX) ).') 
1033 .,CONTINUE 

1035 
1036 

1043 
* 

AVPSIG(I,J)-SIG/T(J) 
TOFP(J)-TOFP(J)+PROB(I)*AVPSIG(I,J) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 1050 
DO 1045 J-1,NCHAN 
TOFS(J)-O. 
DO 1045 I-1,NSCHAN 
SIGmO. 
DO 1043 R-0,9 
VPRIME-DIST*100./« .1*1<-.4)*DWELL+T(J» 
IF (VPRIME. LT. VLMIN .OR. VPRIME .GE. VL( NVl,.AB) )(;0 TO 10;43 
VX-(VPRIME-VLMIN)/VLINC 
INDEX-IFIX(VX)+l 
SIG-SIG+.1*(SSIGNAL(I,INOEX)+(VX+I-INDEX)* 

(SSIGNAL(I,(INDEX+1»-SSIGNAL(I,INDEX») 
CONTINUE 
AVSSIG(I,J)-SIG/T(J) 
TOFS(J)-TOFS(J)+PROBS(I)*AVSSIG(I,J) 

1045 CONTINUE 
C-------------------------------------------------------------------
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, ,..~ ,. ",' ~ .' 

~.' ' 

C 
C 
C 

'"THIS SECTION ~EADS'TOF DATA AND SUB'l'RACTS;BACKQROUNO AND 'FINDS 
.OUT PEAK SIGNAL CHANNEL:- .'~.' . .' . 

:'. , .. ' 0:'.' 

1050 . if (lab~ng1e. eq .:1 .or. ng·~inae.n~~l ) g6 't6'1()S7/ 
READ(7,*)(RAWDAT(I),I-r;N7)' . . .. ,' 
SUM-O. . .'., .' .. , 

· DO 1051, I-~BG1 ,NBG2 .... -:.: . ~ '; .' 

1051 SUM-SUM+RAwDAT( i) ,,! 

• SUM-SUM/( NBG2":NBG1+1)' 

, . 

DO 1052I-1,NCHAN • .'. 
1052 TOFSIG(I)-RAWDAT(NBCHAN+I'-l)-'SUM 

PEAK-TOFSIG( 1) .." " ' "" . / :or 

IP~AK-l. " 
DO 10551-2 , NCHAN ... .. 
IF(TOFSIG(I).LE.PEAK)GO To'i055 
PEAK-TOFSIG( I) . ..",;,;, ..... , .. / 

.. , 

IPEAK-I 
CONTINUE '" 
. I I -NACHAN/2 
SUM-O. . . 
DO lOS 6 1-0, (NACHAN-I ) . 

. ... / ... 

1056 SUM-SUM+TOFSIG( IPEAK-II+I) .. ' 
· AVPEAK';SUM/NACHAN . 

C 
C 
C 

THIS SECtION FiNDS'THE PEAK OF CAi~~LATE~T~t AND'S~~~ES IT WITH. 
RESPECT TO DATA TOF .:. 

C. 
1057 DO i059:I-1;NCHAN 

IF(SWITCH.EQ.O) THEN 
TOFCALC(I)~TOFPll) 

'ELSE . .... ~ 
TOF.CALC (I) -A*.TOFP (I) +B*TOFS (I I' 
END IF . 

1059 CONTINUE ., .. . 
C------------------------::.:.--.;...,.:...,..::-;.:-...,.-::.:..-.:.-.:.-~.,..:.--~,...--::..----.., .. --::..-
c this secti~n ca1~u1at~s ihe~Qt~i counts for laboratory ~ngul~r 
c distribution " ,.(_ ..• . 

·.c .' ... ,. . ..'.' , 
if(labangle.eq~O. )go,to.106U 
sumeO. . 
do i-1, ncha.n 
sUIli-tofcalc(i)~sum .J 

end do , .. .. 

.' .. , 
.' . 

:, "1 

" .'-t, -II. 

~, . " 

totcalc(indexrun)-sum. . ', ',.:'> 
if (indexrun. eq .nar'lgle )goto~ 3000' .... 
indexI"un-indexrun+1 '." . .., 

"" 

, .' '~ 

go to 30,.> 
c------------~-'-·::...------:..~.:.:~--;--:--:-----·~~.---;..::..::.-~.--:-.,.~-.--·-,-·-:.-----7---
c 
c this section calculates the total'ccnlntsfor p6la·rization dependence 

'.1,.' ". '. '':" i. '. .., . "'. ' ~ : ... c 
1060 i f (ngama~;eq.1) go' to 1062 . 

. l. 

sum-O . ,. ,'. 
do i-1, nchan • 
'su~-t6fcalc(f);i~~ ~~',,~ 

',,; ", . 

'. end do .::. : '- .. '. 
totcalc(nerun)';sum: .", 
if (ne run. eq: ngamae 1.9.0; to3 0 00')' .., . 
nenir'l-nenm+l ,',. . " /':,. .;" 

""-

t ~ I : 

", ..... 

goto25 .. ' . ..".'.. ..'t'-;.' 
c------~---------.;;·~;-,;,;.:..,..-..,~----..,-:..·-..,-.-·.:.:--.;..-' ... -.:.:...;.."':"'·':'--"'~';';:"·;''';'':''-7':'-;''---';''':''--

1062 PEAK~TOFCALC(l)' '" .. , ...• :..... ., ... '.' ..... .... .' 

IPEAKc1 . . :' , ..• 
DO 10611 -2, NCHAN. '",,''' 
IF i TOFCALC ( I ) • LE .PEAK )GO TO 10.61 ;:': 
PEAK-TOFCALC(I ).,' 

"::-': 

. ". ~'.' ,. 

"'. '" .', ,~ 
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IPEAK-I 
1061 CONTINUE 

SUM-O. 
DO 1065 I-O,(NACHAN-l) 

1065 SUM-SUM+TOFCALC(IPEAK-II+I) 
AVCALC-SUM/NACHAN 
RATIO-TADJ*AVPEAK/AVCALC 
DO I-l,NCHAN 
TOFCALC(I)-TOFCALC(I)*RATIO 
END DO 1: 
IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)THEN 
DO 1067 J-l,NPCHAN " 
IF(NPDISP(J).EQ.O)GO TO 1067 
RATI01-RATIO*PROB(J) 
DO 1066 I-l,NCHAN 

1066 AVPSIG(J,I)-AVPSIG(J,I)*RATIOl 
1067 CONTINUE 

ELSE 
DO 1069 Jcl,NPCHAN 
IF(NPDISP(J).EQ.O)GO TO 1069 
RATIOI-RATIO*PROB(J)*A 
DO 1068 I-l,NCHAN 

1068 AVPSIG(J,I)-AVPSIG(J,I)*RATIOl 
1069 CONTINUE 

DO 1071 Jcl,NSCHAN 
RATI02-RATIO*PROBS(J)*B 
DO 1070 I-l,NCHAN 

1070 AVSSIG(J,I)-AVSSIG(J,I)*RATI02 
1071 CONTINUE '.' 

END IF 
C-----------------------'-----------'--"-----.--'--------------..:.,.-----------
C 
C $ 3-3 DATA OUTPUT SECTION 
C 
C THIS SECTION CREATES AN OUTPUT RESULT FILE 
C 

1090 

WRITE(6,*)'", , 
WRITE(6,*)'-----------.,.-.,.----------------~---------' 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,5006)TITLE 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,*)'----------------------------------------' 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,5002)DIMASS,THLAB 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,*)' 
WRITE(6,*)' 
WRITE(6,*)' 

AVERAGE TRANSLATIONAL ENERGY RELEASE' 

WRITE(6,*)' PRIMARY PIE)' 
WRITE(6,5003)(I,I-l,NDIST) 
WRITE(6,5004)(EAV(I),I-l,NDIST) 

·IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 1091 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,*)' SECONDARY PIE)' 
WRITE(6,5003r(I,I~1,NDSTS) . 
WRITE(6,5004)(EAVS(I),I-l,NDSTS) 
lSAV-O . 
DO 1090 J-l,NSCHAN' 
IF(NDPES(J).EQ.O)GOTO 1090 
ISAV-ISAV+l ' 
NSAV(ISAV)-NORO(NSP(j» .. 
TEMP(lSAV)~EAVAL(NSAV(ISAV~) 
CONTINUE . 
IF ( I SAV . EQ ,,0 ) GO TO 1091 
WRITE(6,*,)' 
WRITE(6,*)' ,ALTERNATIVE PRIMARY'P(E)' 
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C 

WRITE(6,S003)(J,J-1,ISAV) 
WRITE(6,S004)(TEMP(J),J-1,ISAV) 

1091 COUNTALL-O. 
DO 1092 N-1,NCHAN 

1092 COUNTALL-COUNTALL+TOrCALC(N) 
DO 1094 J-1,NPCHAN 
COUNTP(J)-O. 
Ir(NPDISP(J).EQ.O)GO TO 1094 
DO 1093 N-1,NCHAN 

1093 COUNTP(J)-COUNTP(J)+AVPSIG(J,N) 
1094 CONTINUE 

DO J-1,NPCHAN 
R.COUNTP ( J ) -COUNTP ( J ) /COUNTALL 
END DO 
Ir(SWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 1100 
DO 1096 J-l,NSCHAN 
COUNTS(J)-O. 
DO 1095 Nc 1,NCHAN 

1095 COUNTS(J)-COUNTS(J)+AVSSIG(J,N) 
1096 CONTINUE 

DO J-1,NSCHAN 
RCOUNTS(J)-COUNTS(J)/COUNTALL 
END DO 

1100 WRITE(6,*)' 
WRITE(6,*)' 
WRITE(6,*)' TOTAL DETECTED SIGNAL COUNTS' 
WRITE(6,5007)IrIX(COUNTALL) 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,*)' DETECTED PRIMARY SIGNAL COUNTS' 
WRITE(6,SOOB)(J,J-1,NPCHAN) 
WRITE(6,5009)(IFIX(COUNTP(J)),J-1,NPCHAN) 
WRITE(6,S010)(RCOUNTP(J),J-1,NPCHAN) 
IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 1101 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,*)' DETECTED SECONDARY SIGNAL COUNTS' 
WRITE(6,SOOB)(J,J c 1,NSCHAN) . 
WRITE(6,S009)(IFIX(COUNTS(J)),J-1,NSCHAN) 
WRITE(6,S010)(RCOUNTS(J),Jc 1,NSCHAN) 

1101 DO I-1,NPCHAN 
PWEIGHT(I)-O. 
Ir(PINT(I).NE.0)PWEIGHT(I)-1./PINT(I) 
END DO '-
IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 1120 
DO 1-1,NSCHAN 
SWEIGHT(I)-O. 
Ir(SINT(I).NE.O)SWEIGHT(I)cl./SINT(I) 
END DO ' 

1120 WRITE(6,*)' ., 
WRITE(6,*)' 
WRITE(6,S01S)A,B 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,*)' . PRIMARY WEIGHTING rACTbR~ 
WRITE(6,SOOB)(J,Jc 1,NPCHAN) 
WRITE(6,S012)(PROB(J),J-1,NPCHAN) 
WRITE(6,S014)(PWEIGHT(J),J-1,NPCHAN) 
Ir(SWITCH.NE.O)THEN 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,*)' SECONDARY WEIGHT rACTOR" 
WRITE(6,SOOB)(J,J-1,NSCHAN) 
WRITE(6,S012)(PROBS(J),J-l,NSCHAN) 
WRITE(6,S014)(SWEIGHT(J),J-1,NSCHAN) 
END Ir ' 

C THIS SECTION PREPARES rILES USED BY THE ~on90 TO PLOT 
C CALCULATED Tor AS WELL AS DATA TOF 
C 

. , 
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1150 

TION-ALFA*sQRT( DHIAss) -
sigmin-tofsig(l) 
sigmax-tofsig(l) 
DO 1150 I-l,NCHAN 
FT-T(I)+TION 
if(i.eq.1)timemin-ft 
if(tofsig(i).gt.sigmax)sigmax-tofsig(i) 
if(tofsig(i).lt.sigmin)sigmin-tofsig(i) 
WRITE(8,*)FT,TOFsIG(I) 
CONTINUE 
timemax-ft 
sigmax-1.05*sigmax 

1155 
C 

DO 1155 I-1,NCHAN 
FT-T(I)+TION 
WRITE(8,*)FT,TOFCALC(I) 

ntofch-O 
DO 1160 M-l,NPCHAN 
IF(NPDIsP(M).EQ.O)GO TO 1160 
ntofch-ntofch+l' 
DO 1158 I-l,NCHAN 

-FT-T(I)+TION. 
115B WRITE (B, * ) FT ;AVPsIGO~, I) 
1160 CONTINUE 

IF(sWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 1500 
DO 1170 M-l,NsCHAN 
ntofch-ntofch+1 
DO 1165 I-l,NCHAN 
FT-T(I)+TION 

1165 WRITE(8,*)FT,AVssIG(M,I) 
1170 CONTINUE 
1500 write(ll,*)nchan,ntofch 

write(ll,*)timemin,timemax,sigmin,sigmax 
C 
C THIS SECTION CREATES A FILE USED BY THE mongo TO 
C PLOT PIE) 
C 

npech-ndist 
etmin-emin(l) 
etmax-(npe(l)-l)*einc(l)+emin(l) 
npepoint(l)cnpe(l). 
do i-2,ndist 
if(emin(i).lt.~tmin)etmin-emin(i) 
energy-(npe(i)-l)*einc(i)+emin(i) 
if(etmax.1t.energy)etmax-energy 
npepoint(i)-npe(i) -
end do 
pemax-O. 
DO 1520 M-1,NDIsT 
DO 1510 I-1,NPE(M) 
ENERGY-(I-1)*EINC(M)+EMIN(M) 
if(pemax.1t.petm,i))~emax-pe(m,i) 

1510 WRITE(9,*)ENERGY,PE(M,I) 
1520 CONTINUE 

IF(SWITCH.EQ.O)GO TO 2000 
npech-npech+ndsts 
do i-1,ndsts 
if(emins(i):lt.etmin)etmin-emins(i) 
energy-(npes(i)-l)*eincs(i)+emins(i) 
if(etmax.lt.energy)etmax-energy 
npepoint{i+ndist)-npes(i) 
end do 
DO 1530 M-l,NDsTS 
DO 1525 I-l,NPES(M) 
if(pemax.lt.pes(m,i))pemax-pes(m,i) 
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EN~RG~~ (1-1") *EI~,C'S.·(·~) +EM~.N·S·(~j: '. "". 
1525 WRITE('i~)ENERGY~PES~M,I)' 
1530 . CONTINUE '.' .. . .. , ... 

IF( ISAV.EQ. 0 )GOTO.20.00 
npeeh-npeth+isav . 
do i-l,isav ... ,.'... . .... 
npepoint(.i.ndist.ndsts)-npe1~J 
end ·do· . '.' . 
DO 1550 "'-l,ISAV.· . 
J-NSAV(MI.:' '. ' .... ' .. ,: 

'·00 1545 .I-1,NPE(J)·· 
, ENERGY- (1,-1·) *.EINC( J).EMIN(J) ',,' ,; '.' ....'.;. 
if (pemax .It. peal (j, i) lpemax-peal (j ;i) .. 

1545 
1550. 
2.000 

'WRITE( 9;* )ENERGY ;'PEAL( J; II .... , .; 
CONTINUE ,..., .... h 

'~rite(l~i*Jripech 
write(12,*1(n~epoint(il~i-l~npeeh) .... 
etmin-etinin*O.98 ... ,' . . ." 

.. ' etmax-etmax·l.05 .. ~; .. ' 
. pemax-pemax*l. 05 .'. . ...." <i • 

wr ite (12, *)e.tmiri ,etmax,'. 0.0', pem.ax, 
stop .". 

,,~, .' :,', . 

,' ... -

, ..... 

c----------..;..;--:..------"'~---:....;--..;-..;'"'--------.----..;-.:.--..;~--.:..~-.-- ... -:..----
.e ttlisseetionfor.the output of, hboratoqtangular distribution c . ..... 

3000 '. if(~gcimae.tie·~ 1) then. 
nexpt-npexpt. ". 
nangle;';ogamae ' 

3010 

., .•... 
·do i-1,nangle . ':', . 
. thetalab( i)=gammae( i Y"<" 
end do. . . 
end if· ." :;'" 
xyz~~otealc(1) c' 
doi=l,nangle ".' .. 
xyz-max (xyi ,totcalc( i) ), '. 
end do '.:' J,'" - .• '. ;' 
'i f.( xy~ _, eq ... :O) t.hen .":,> . . .~'"" 
type '*, 'calculated total.courits is .0' 
stop " , ,. 
end if ,. 
xyz.l~/xyz" . 
if(nexpLne.l fgoto:·3010., " .: 
if (ngamcie. ne .1) inc:le.xnorm=indexpnorm" " 
if (ngamae.ne.1 ) ctoe=ctoep" ... ' '. :. '" '.' . 
xyz-totexpt(indexnorm)/totcalc(iridexriorm)*ctoe' 
do i-I ,nangle . . " . ".-
totc:alc(i)-totc~lc(i)*xyz .. , .... 
if (nexpt. eq.O) totexpt ( i ) -totcale ( i )'. 
end do . 
sigmin-totcalc( I')' 
sigmax-totcal~(l) . 

. do i-1,nangle ',':' , .' .... 
si gmi n-mi n (s i.gmi n, tot cal c ( i ) ,totexpt ( i ) .. 
sigmax-max(sigrraxitotealc(i),totexpt(i»' 
end do . . 
sig_in-0.8*sigmin 
sigmax-l.1*sigmax 
if(nplot.eq.1)sigmin-0~ 
do i-1,riangle '. 
write(lO,*)thetalab(i),totexpt(iJ-
end do . '.. . 
do i-l,nangle." . 
writell0,*)thetalab(i~.totcale(i) 
end do'" . 

'., 

anglemin~thetalab(l)-O.l*abi(thetalab(l)) 
anglemax-thetalab{nangle).O.1*abs(thetalab1nangl,)) 
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} 

write(14,*)nangle 
write(14,*)anglemin,anglemax,sigmin,sigmax 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,*),---------------------------------------~, 
WRITE(6,*)' • 
WRITE(6,5006)TITLE 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
WRITE(6,*)'----------------------------------------' 
WRITE(6,*)' , 
write(6,*)' Angular distribution of total counts' 
write(6,*)' detected species is m/e-',dimass 
if(labangle.eq.l)then 
write(6,*)' laser polarization angle is',gamae,'degree' 
write(6,*)' variable angle is lab. angle of the beam' 
else 
write(6,*)' lab. angle of beam is',thlab,'degree' 
write(6,*)' variable angle is polarization angle of light' 
end if 
write(6,*)' angle(degree) expt. calc.' 
do i-l,nangle 
write(6,5016)thetalab(i),totexpt(i),totcalc(i) 
end do . 
if(nexpt.eq.0)write(6,*)' * the values under expt. are 

* not the real expt.,' . 
if(nexpt.eq.0)write(6,*)' but assumed to be calc. values' 
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c---------------------------------------------------------------------------
5001 
5002 

5003 
5004 
5006 
5007 
5008 
5009 
5010 
5012 
5014 
5015 

5016 

* 

* 

STOP 
FORMAT(A70) 
FORMAT(IX, 'DETECTED MASS' ,F5.0,' AT ANGLE', 

F5.0,' .DEGREE') 
FORMAT(IX,' • PIE) ',1017) 
FORMAT(IX,' (E) kcal/mol' ,10F7.2) 
FORMAT(lX,A70) 
FORMAT ( IX,' , , IlO) 
rORMAT(IX,' CHANNEL # ',7IlO) 
FORMAT(lX,' COUNT # ' ,7110) 
FORMAT(IX,' CONTRIBUTION',7F10.3) 
FORMAT(IX,' RELATIVE h ',7E10.3) 
FORMAT(IX,' WEIGHTING ',7E10.3) 
FORMAT(IX,' RELATIVE h:',F7.3,'(PRlMARY) TO',F7.3, 

, (SECONDARY)' ) 
format(lx,f16.2,2fI6.4) 
END 

C------------------------------------------------------------------------
C END OF WHOLE PROGRAM 
C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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